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Young Participation in Higher Education in the
Parliamentary Constituency of Nottingham
North
This report is an investigation into the factors leading up to the relatively low rates of higher
education participation in the parliamentary constituency of Nottingham North. We would point
out that this report is not an evaluation of local widening participation activities. We took a
decision early on that this was not going to be a fruitful avenue to follow in order to
understand the key issues behind the low higher education participation rates seen in
Nottingham North; such an evaluation was also not a part of our original brief (see page 5).
This is not to say we have not explored such activities, only that we have not undertaken a
thorough evaluation. This is not by omission, but by design. Very rapidly it became clear that
the underlying reasons for low higher education participation lay much deeper in the local
communities that make up Nottingham North rather than in particular ways in which some
institutions (e.g. schools colleges, Connexions etc.) operated. It is therefore these deeper
issues which we have explored in this report.
This report is structured so that it can be read on a number of levels:
the Foreword describes the overall purpose of the study, in the context of HEFCE‟s
policies for widening participation;
the Executive Summary section gives a condensed version of the core results;
taken together, the Introduction (Chapter 1) and Conclusions (Chapter 5) are
designed to give the general reader an understanding of the conduct and main
conclusions of the study;
the main Results of the work are set in Chapters 2 - 4. These look at Nottingham North
as a place to live (Chapter 2), as a place to get an education (Chapter 3) and as a
place to prepare for higher education (Chapter 4).
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Foreword
This project is located within a context which places widening participation high on the political
agenda. It builds upon previous work in the area, namely reports published by HEFCE (2005)
and the work of Gorard and Smith (2006). Much previous research work sets out the national
context of widening participation and highlights low participation rates of particular groups in
society. However, whilst it is identified that a correlation exists between multiple levels of
deprivation and HE participation rates there is limited local-based research that identifies
specific underlying causes that influence participation rates.
HEFCE (2005) set out patterns of young participation in HE by parliamentary constituency and
the five lowest were identified as:
Nottingham North

8%

Sheffield Brightside

8%

Bristol South

10%

Leeds Central

10%

Hull East

11%

HEFCE has since commissioned an investigation into why some constituencies send fewest
young people to HE, focusing on four low participation constituencies – Nottingham North,
Sheffield Brightside, Birmingham Hodgehill and Bristol South. This report explores HE
participation in the constituency of Nottingham North, which has for some time, existed at the
bottom of league tables for sending young people on to higher education.
The aims of the project were set out in the Common Framework from HEFCE, namely:
Establish what is already known through a review of the existing literature in the areas
under consideration.
Build on the existing knowledge to determine the attitudes, perceptions and
experiences of young people from the constituencies that are not participating in
education.
Establish the availability and the appropriateness of the post-16 educational offer in the
constituencies.
Determine the nature of the information, advice and guidance (IAG) that young people
within these constituencies receive with regard to progression to post-16 provision and
subsequently higher education.
Identify examples of good practice in reaching out and engaging young people from
these constituencies in post-16 and HE provision.
As well as examining the important statistical and demographic features of the local context in
Nottingham North, we were thus charged with exploring young people‟s and parents‟
educational experiences. In addition, we were keen to uncover the aspirations of young people
as they looked to leaving school alongside their perceptions of university and university life. A
key feature of this project has been to develop a more detailed awareness of the broader
issues which characterise the wards and communities that make up the Nottingham North
parliamentary constituency.
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Executive Summary
Background
Widening participation is a key political concern at present. Despite numerous interventions
over successive years, participation in HE of under-represented groups remains an issue. This
problem has been highlighted by HEFCE (2005) who identify that there are particular
geographical locations and more specifically, parliamentary constituencies where HE
participation rates are significantly low. The five lowest constituencies were identified as being
Nottingham North (8%), Sheffield Brightside (8%), Bristol South (10%), Leeds Central (10%)
and Hull East (11%). This report is based on research that explored the parliamentary
constituency of Nottingham North.

Why Explore Nottingham North?
The low HE participation rates identified in Nottingham North are symptomatic of a multidimensional and complex issue. In seeking to understand the low HE participation rates from
the area, we had to delve deep into the lives of people currently living in the area, those who
had left and the professionals who deal with the effects of problematic family and social
contexts. We attempted to gain understanding of the cultural ethos of Nottingham North and
explored the perspectives of many young people, their parents, teachers and other
professionals. The picture that emerged from many of the narratives, presented the
constituency as being in decline and suffering from anti-social behaviour and high levels of
crime. These were not the only issues that surfaced when we looked at the inner fabric of the
local areas.
There are many markers of social deprivation evident in the local area as we outline in detail in
Section 1. For example, the large manufacturing employment base which supported the local
economy has dissipated over a number of years. This has resulted in low skill-based
employment opportunities and influences the types of qualifications required to perform such
work. This contextual background has a clear influence on educational progression for young
people in Nottingham North. In Section 2, we outline what it is like to live in Nottingham
North by drawing from the stories of many young people who live in the area.
In Section 3, we look at educational provision in Nottingham North. We identify low academic
attainment as a key factor in what young people in Nottingham North are able to progress on
to. GCSE results are well below national averages and as a consequence, many young people
who do progress on to post-16 education often have to pursue courses at Level 2 or below.
This is explored in detail in Section 4.
We also highlight the limitations of education provision in Nottingham North: all schools are 11
– 16 in composition and this forces young people to move institution at the end of Year 11. In
Section 4 we address this issue by focusing on transition and also how young people are
prepared for HE in Nottingham North. We explain that the majority of young people from
Nottingham North are prepared for particular forms of HE courses and institutions. Although
this is in part explained by their own aspirations and expectations, it is also influenced by the
information they are able to access through careers advice and guidance.
Although these issues are not unique to Nottingham North, they are particularly concentrated
in this area. This research sought to explore these issues in detail in order to provide increased
understanding of the ways in which young people either go against the grain of what is
expected and typical of pupils in the area, or seek to be different.
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Key Findings
In order to present the complexities behind low HE participation rates in Nottingham North,
findings centre on the following:
Pupil Attainment
Pupil Tracking Data
Careers Advice
Managing Educational Transitions
Schools and the Community
The Local Economy
Culture and Identities
We address these throughout Sections 2, 3 and 4 by drawing upon both documentary
evidence and the stories of young people, parents and professionals living and working in the
area. In addressing these themes, we focus on three aspects and structure the report
accordingly:
Section 2 - Nottingham North as a place to live
Section 3 - Nottingham North as a place to get an education
Section 4 - Nottingham North as a place to prepare for HE.
In Section 4 we explore stories of young people who have been successful and put forward
our understandings of how they came to progress on to HE when so many of their peers did
not.
In presenting key issues and recommendations in Section 5 we are highlighting the need to
address many systemic issues that are prevalent in the local area. We return to the themes
identified above to provide useful suggestions for improved practice amongst schools and
educational professionals.
Clearly in writing this report, we do not want to oversimplify the deep-seated issue of
educational achievement in Nottingham North, one of the countries most deprived
parliamentary constituencies. We are not pointing fingers, attributing blame or casting
aspersions. To do so would be unhelpful and only serve to patronise the many committed
professionals working in the communities. This is not to say we do not feel there actually are
weaknesses which need to be resolved. However, in many cases these seem to be cultural and
systemic rather than oversight, or demonstrating lack of commitment.
One issue that was repeatedly brought to our attention was the issue of resourcing and levels
of funding as the other side of the coin to systemic cultural practices. Existing systems and
cultures are supported and encouraged, and in many cases limited, by levels of resourcing and
funding. Were it felt that changes needed to be made as a result of some of the
recommendations in this report, then the issue of funding also needs to be addressed since
current funding structures are supporting current systems.
We hope a thorough integrated study into the problems and the communities which make up
Nottingham North will give us all food for thought and that this report will contribute to an
ongoing dialogue on how we can strengthen educational opportunities for all our young people,
regardless of which side of the track (or river) they may live.
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Key Issues
There are inconsistencies in careers advice and guidance.
The educational „offer‟ does not meet the needs of young people in Nottingham North.
Education needs to be promoted and encouraged from childhood onwards within the
home and school environment.
The perceptions of young people and parents, held by professionals are often in direct
conflict with what young people and parents believe.
Cultural identities of young people need to be addressed: valuing their perspectives and
histories.
Schools need to play a larger role in the local communities and open up educational,
recreational and social opportunities across families.
Schools should find ways of working with parents rather than expecting parents to work
with schools and demonising those who do not. New avenues need to be explored in
encouraging parental engagement in their child‟s education. A two way relationship
needs to be encouraged and developed between schools and parents from primary
school onwards. Schools need to develop innovative ways of maintaining engagement
with parents.
More work could be done with local „success stories‟ so that young people can aim for
increased educational opportunities.
Responsibility needs to be taken for tracking young people through their educational
careers (primary to secondary, secondary to FE, FE to HE) in order to help facilitate
clearer and smoother pathways through education.

Key Recommendations
Pupil Tracking Data
Devise a local data pupil tracking database for tracking young people through their
educational careers (primary to secondary, secondary to FE, FE to HE) in order to help
facilitate clearer and smoother pathways through education which is managed and
analysed by appropriate bodies, for example, the University of Nottingham in
collaboration with the LAs.
Ensure appropriate access to the database to ensure that local trends in attainment and
transition are identified and utilized in policy development and research.
Ensure that all data is maintained and reviewed regularly.

Careers Advice and Guidance
Ensure that all schools meet the statutory requirements for CAG.
Consider how the CAG needs of all young people could be met. For example, devise a
centrally developed and managed professional CAG service that is located in individual
schools.
Identify and utilise good practice across schools in the area.
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Devise a Career Plan (similar in basis to an Individual Learning Plan) in which young
people take responsibility for considering career options in close liaison with dedicated
careers advisors.
There should be dedicated full time careers provision in schools from Year 7 onwards.
Information about educational and careers options should be discussed on a continuous
basis with young people and their parents. Information should be explained in an
understandable way so information and knowledge can be utilised to make informed
choices and decisions. An educational and career pathway should be developed with
pupils and reviewed regularly.

Schools
Track young people across educational phases in order to generate useful qualitative
and quantitative data. This data could be utilized to address low participation rates in
the area.
Encourage and support schools to become embedded within their local communities.
Devise strategies for increased openness with parents and local families in conjunction
with the LA.
Consider ways in which schools can attract increased levels of parental involvement.
Share pupil information with outside agencies to ensure that all needs of all pupils are
met.
Acknowledge differing parenting skills and approaches and work with local parents to
ensure the best outcomes for the young people in Nottingham North.
Schools should look at co-ordinating activities and pooling resources, for example trips
to Universities, Easter/summer schools, and revision away weeks. In some schools few
young people attend and therefore cost efficiency and viability reduces.
Schools should be encouraged to be more open and proactive in sharing good practice
regarding any aspect of schooling. For example, Ellis Guilford School has a 14-19
strategy in operation in conjunction with FE and HE institutions. This could be shared
and adapted across other schools.
LA to consider providing inventiveness and funding to schools in order that they can
address the above recommendations.

Intervention
Devise interventions for wider groups of young people.
Utilise good practice across all Nottingham North schools.
Devise interventions on the basis of feedback from young people.
Consider research projects that can identify how best to deploy resources.
Local schools could link up and construct a „shared‟ budget for accessing intervention
programmes.
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1. Introduction
For me, I‟ve got to say, that the higher education participation rate is a
symptom: it shows us a problem. This is a symptom of a broader problem,
which is educational underachievement per se, and it just finds its most
evident outgrowth in those statistics.
(Graham Allen, MP Nottingham North)

1.1 Background
Since the Labour government came into office in 1997, tackling social exclusion has been a key
policy direction. This has penetrated all areas of social policy and education is one of the key
focuses where young people can find a route out of poverty and social exclusion through,
amongst other means, gaining qualifications which provide them with skills for employment
and for further educational possibilities. Access to higher education by young people from
lower socio-economic groups is one of the key targets through which the government hopes to
reduce social inequality and provide opportunities to young people who have not experienced it
previously. Participation in higher education by young people leaving school is thus acutely
important to policy makers and because of the need to understand the complexity of the
system, to researchers. While research explores the structure of the problem, and politicians
look for strategies, in some deprived communities of England the existence of very low rates of
HE participation seems intractable. Whilst one might expect participation to be low in the
industrial heartlands and large inner cities, it is Nottingham North - part of “outer city”
Nottingham - which has sat at the bottom of the HE participation league table for some time. It
is not just the location of low participation, but the intractability of it which is of concern; how
can a government change a system which seems to resist all efforts to adapt?
In a study of higher education and family background, Machin and Vignoes (2004) used data
from three national databases: the National Child Development Study (NCDS), the British
Cohort Study (BCS), and the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS). Their findings illustrate
that far from improving, the opportunities of working class young people have worsened
relative to those of the middle class:
The links between parental income, parental social class and eventual higher
education achievement have strengthened over time. Family background,
rather than a person‟s early ability, played a more important role in
determining how well someone does - mattering even more in recent times.
[…] The rapid expansion of the higher education system has
disproportionately benefited the most privileged students. Obviously, this
does not mean that the educational expansion has not increased the chances
of all students gaining a good qualification, but rather that it has increased
the chances of the wealthiest by more. … In conclusion, simply expanding the
education system in the 1980s and 1990s did not narrow the socio-economic
gap, a point that should be borne in mind when considering future expansion
of the system, especially in the light of government targets aimed at getting
50 per cent of all young people to attend university by 2010. (Machin and
Vignoles, 2004, p. 126)
This under-representation of young people from less affluent backgrounds is a widely
recognised phenomenon and sits at the heart of the problem in Nottingham North. Given the
national (even international) under-representation of less affluent students in higher education
it would be unreasonable to expect Nottingham North to follow demonstrably different patterns
than everywhere else in the country.
Statistics show that students from the estimated half of the nation‟s families
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categorised as the less affluent social classes (IIIm–V) make up a quarter of
the university population, while students from the approximately third of the
country‟s families who live in poorer neighbourhoods (identified as areas
sending fewest students to university) constitute only 18 percent. In contrast
students from independent schools form approximately 7 percent of the
schoolchild population and 18 percent of the university population. (Sutton
Trust, undated, p. 2)
Furthermore this is not just an issue of whether or not students from less affluent families do
go on to higher education, but when they do there is a further barrier to overcome; less
affluent young people find it more difficult getting admission to what the Sutton Trust call
“Leading Universities”.
Two main factors have been put forward to account for the discrepancy
between entry to top universities from those from less affluent backgrounds
compared to what it should be based on qualifications and subject mix.
Firstly, a lower proportion of suitably qualified students from less affluent
backgrounds apply to top universities. Secondly, the system of admissions
which has evolved for entry to universities means that students from
comprehensives are less successful at gaining acceptances to top universities
than those from independent schools. (Sutton Trust, undated, p. 6)
Both of these are worrying, and our study suggests are possible characteristics of the low
participation rate in Nottingham North. In this study we are defining HE as both HEFCE (in the
glossary on its website) and the HEFCE funded report from the team at York University do:
Higher education courses are programmes leading to qualifications, or credits
which can be counted towards qualifications, which are above the standard of
GCE A-levels or National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) Level 3. They include
degree courses, postgraduate courses and Higher National Diplomas. Higher
education takes place in universities and higher education colleges, and in
some further education colleges.
Hence we look at all HE institutions and courses including those at FE local colleges. This also
raises the question of whether access to higher education in Nottingham North is equitable;
will we find that young people from Nottingham North do go onto higher education, but to a
particular subset of higher education courses. We will see how a relatively low participation
rate has been the picture in Nottingham North for some time, and is stubborn to change. In
the Government‟s recent announcement of its social justice policy they announced:
We have learnt that for this small minority, the barriers are not only
economic, but also include subtler forms of barriers such as social and cultural
capital. These subtle barriers help to explain why even some of our most
ambitious programmes aimed at breaking the cycle of deprivation have only
had a modest impact on the very most excluded to date. (Armstrong and
McFadden, 2006)
Hence even the government is aware that, in spite of much spending on initiatives the trend
toward under-representation is difficult to change. We hope in this report to give some picture
of how this comes about in Nottingham North. We begin by outlining our methodology.

1.2 Methodology
The study has followed a number of methodological routes and has been broken down into a
number of linked phases drawing together primary and secondary, qualitative and quantitative
data. We felt this was a complex problem which needed to understand several interlinked
influences operating at the individual, the social and the economic level and so we looked at
using a mixed methods approach incorporating qualitative data from local people and
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professionals, and quantitative data indicating patterns and trends in educational, social and
economic features.

1.2.1 Local literature review
A review of relevant local literature began in the developmental stages of the project which
provided a useful context to the project and pointed towards a number of key themes of
interest which informed the research methodology. Relevant local literature has been reviewed
throughout the study and such data facilitates and furthers understanding of the specific
nature of low participation in Nottingham North. A comprehensive database of local material
has been developed alongside a database of national and international material.

1.2.2 Statistical socio-demographic and educational profiling
A range of statistical data has been explored including higher education participation rates,
educational attainment at Key Stages, population and neighbourhood characteristics. The data
provides a robust evidence base to profile the socio-demographic and educational picture of
Nottingham North, wider city and county areas and is referred to throughout the report. This
data has been disaggregated at different levels, for example unitary authority, parliamentary
constituency, ward, super output area and has been analysed according to a range of
variables.

1.2.3 Living and working in Nottingham North
The main focus of this study has been on gaining an in-depth insight into the reality of living
and working in Nottingham North through talking to local people and key professionals working
in the area. All participants were provided with a tailored project flyer explaining the scope of
the project and discussion topics prior to the discussion or at the beginning of the discussion.
In many cases an organisation contact or researcher explained the nature of the research to
participants in advance. All focus groups and interviews were transcribed.
One of the main aims of this study was to develop links with local communities in Nottingham
North and build up an ongoing relationship with local residents, particularly young people and
parents, in order to gain a realistic insight into the Nottingham North area. Establishing links
with local professionals and utilising their contacts and relationships with local people was
essential to this process. In order to gain as representative sample as possible, in terms of
socio-economics and geography, links were made with a range of statutory, voluntary and
community sector organisations delivering services to local people. It was acknowledged early
on in the study that not all young people and parents engage positively with educational
establishments. Therefore alternative avenues were explored e.g. community groups. The
sample included young people, parents and residents living in different areas of Nottingham
North, of varying ages and from different socio-economic backgrounds.
Focus groups or one to one interviews were conducted as appropriate. A generic focus
group/interview schedule was used to allow for comparison across groups. Dialogue centred on
views about the local area (likes and dislikes), views about and experiences of education, and
future aspirations. Young people, parents and residents were also asked specific questions
relevant to them (discussed below).
To respect the confidentiality of participants pseudonyms have been used where necessary.
Professionals are referred to as a generic group or as an individual professional.
Talking to local professionals
Following on from the experiences of living and working in Nottingham North was our gaining
an insight into key issues in Nottingham North and views of the area from the perspective of
people working with young people, parents, families and residents in the area. A
comprehensive list of key local professionals was compiled in consultation with the project
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steering group and this was regularly updated. Each individual or organisation was initially
contacted by email and/or telephone.
We decided early on that we required the resources and capacity to conduct face to face
interviews with local people and professionals instead of relying on focus group discussions.
This enabled researchers to build up a rapport with the interviewee prior to and during the
interview and allowed for a more relaxed and comfortable environment in which to open up
and talk frankly about long standing and deep seated issues; often quite political and sensitive.
We held in excess of 50 semi-structured interviews with a range of key local professionals
working in Nottingham North from across different sectors and services, including
representatives from:
schools, colleges and universities;
Connexions;
voluntary and community groups;
local authority services (housing, social services, youth service, education);
education initiatives e.g. Aimhigher Nottinghamshire, mentoring schemes;
regeneration initiatives e.g. Sure Start.
Informants were asked to comment on:
views of the Nottingham North area (socio-economics);
why HE participation amongst young people is so low in the area;
the educational offer in Nottingham North;
any work encouraging participation in education, identify good practice;
what needs to be done to encourage participation in education.
Additional questions were added as appropriate specific to the service or initiative, for example
we asked student mentors what their motivation was for taking part in the scheme. Two focus
groups were conducted with professionals working on community projects. Thus local
professionals provided an insight into their perspective of the key issues and needs in
Nottingham North, the educational offer in Nottingham North, service provision in Nottingham
North and future prospects for the people of Nottingham North and services in the area. Views
and perceptions of the area are to a degree influenced by policies and practices and levels of
interaction they have with people in the area. This perspective was viewed essential to the
study in order to gain an insight into the reality of working in Nottingham North. However,
interestingly, less than ten local professionals were from or living in Nottingham North. Young
people, parents and residents living in Nottingham North were also asked about the area (their
likes and dislikes), why HE participation is so low and the educational offer in Nottingham
North (referred to in more detail below). It was envisaged that this commonality of questioning
would unpick any contradictions between professionals‟ perceptions and residents‟ day to day
reality.
An additional motivation for speaking to local professionals was to utilise established links with
local people. Indeed a very crucial spin-off from this project has been the collaboration and
communication between groups.
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Young people
Young people of different ages, at different stages of their educational career and of differing
abilities were consulted as part of the study in order to build up a realistic picture of education
experiences, aspirations, influences and choices. Following this rationale we captured young
people with differing aspirations including those who want to go on to higher education and
those who do not; young people who want to do an apprenticeship; high, average and lower
achievers; young people in families where no one has been to university. The majority of
young people interviewed were born and brought up in the same area of Nottingham North. Of
those that were not the majority had lived in the Nottingham North area for at least 5 years.
Links with schools, colleges, Connexions, youth service and local education initiatives were
utilised to talk to young people specifically about:
their interests and what they like doing in their spare time;
mobility;
their future aspirations;
any other issues important to them.
A focus group format was adopted in most cases. The research team and local organisations
(mainly schools) envisaged this format as more appropriate for young people. It also allowed
for the stimulation of conversation and debate between individuals. There were between six
and eight young people per focus group. Teachers were present in a minority of focus groups
and generally only remained in the room for approximately 15 minutes in total. A total of 18
focus groups were conducted with:
Year 6 and 7 pupils;
Year 9 pupils in five schools across the Nottingham North area (5 focus groups);
Year 10 pupils in five schools across the Nottingham North area (8 focus groups);
Year 11 pupils in one school;
Year 12 and 13 sixth form college students;
Year 13 school sixth form students;
13/14 year olds attending a youth group project.
Pupils in schools were also asked to annotate a map of Nottingham North using pens and postit notes to show where they go in the area and what they do in the area. Similarly pupils also
annotated a map of the city centre. This task was deemed useful in gaining an insight into
what young people do in their spare time and how mobile they are. The task also engaged
pupils on a different level rather than just asking questions.
A number of one to one interviews were conducted with young people aged 16–18 and adults
aged 19-30 who were either engaged in education, employment, training or other activity
including undergraduates and post-graduates. The focus group schedule was used to allow for
comparison and additional questions were asked regarding life history (discussed in more
detail below in parents section) and choices post-16 and post-18. Interviews included:
four interviews with 16-21 year olds in FE ;
seven interviews with undergraduates at NTU, UoN or NCN in year 1, 2 or 3 of study;
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one interview with a 21 year old working after dropping out of university after a year;
two interviews with post-graduates;
one interview with an young person in employment and attending FE college.
Parents
Links with schools, community groups and local education initiatives were utilised to
specifically talk to parents from across the Nottingham North area about:
aspirations for themselves and their children;
any other important issues.
A total of four focus group discussions were conducted with parents (3-8 per group). The
majority of parents were originally from elsewhere in Nottingham and have lived in Nottingham
North between 5-20 years. A number of parents had moved to the area as they were allocated
a property in the area by Nottingham City Council.
Several in-depth face to face interviews were conducted with individual parents and with
couples. Some of the parents had lived in the same area of Nottingham North all their life and
others had always lived in Nottinghamshire or Nottingham City. In addition to the standard
interview schedule used in focus group discussions, one to one contact allowed us to develop a
relationship with the parent(s) and explore the life history of the individual. For example we
explored;
childhood: what it was like growing up - family, place, school, friends, leisure, holidays,
mobility;
post–school: employment, education, parental support,
children, spare time, money, leisure, mobility, family;

relationships,

marriage,

present: typical week – work, leisure, mobility, family;
identity: where are you from, is there a sense of belonging, key influences, turning
points/key moments in life.
This gave us an insight into local residents‟ and parent‟s lives, family life and influences on
choices and decisions being taken which will inevitably shape their children‟s lives to an extent.
We were also able to capitalise on interviews with the professionals who resided in Nottingham
North and were parents. We also spoke to two parents who had gone on to study at university
later in life as mature students.
Residents
Several in-depth, face to face interviews were conducted with residents (not parents) who
have lived in the same area of Nottingham North all their life. The group interview schedule
was used along with the life history schedule.

1.3 Data Analysis
Interviews and focus groups with professionals, young people, parents and residents produced
a wealth of qualitative data which was digitally recorded, professionally transcribed and
analysed. In order to manage data analysis effectively, interview data was analysed by
individual group and between and across groups. A process of in-depth content analysis of the
data allowed a robust evidence base to be built up and key themes to emerge. Professionals
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were split into groups by sector:
schools - head teacher or teacher;
advice and guidance – Connexions Personal Advisors and managers;
community education initiatives – project workers;
education policy – Aimhigher personnel, LEA officers, EAZ officers, university widening
participation teams.
Young people at school and in FE were split into year/age groups. Mixed year/age focus groups
determined analysis of year/age groups together:
Years 7 and 8;
Years 9 and 10;
Year 11;
Years 12 and 13.
Data from young people and adults aged 19-30 was analysed according to profession:
education (FE or HE, undergraduates and postgraduates);
employment;
training;
other activity.
Even though a fairly representative sample of parents was achieved according to age, gender,
background, area and their child‟s age, the limited sample size did not allow for rigorous
analysis across any of these variables.

1.4 Low Participation in HE – the National Picture
1.4.1 Understanding barriers
This is not the place for a full analysis of higher education in the UK; such work is widely
reported elsewhere. Here we focus on some key issues that came to be significant in the
context of Nottingham North. We drew on two major reports in this section; that by Connor et
al. for the DfES in 2001 (hereinafter referred to as “Connor et al.”) and the HEFCE initiated
review undertaken by a team from York University in 2006 (hereinafter referred to as the
“York Review”) both of which provided reviews of the under-representation of low income
students into HE.
In their research on HE participation by lower social class groups, Connor et al. discuss some
of the issues affecting decisions on participation (Connor, et al. 2001). Their research,
undertaken by the Institute of Employment Studies on behalf of the DfEE, gives several
reasons for non participation. Significantly, those from lower social class groups take into
account a wider range of issues then their counterparts from higher social class groups. In this
respect, progression might be seen as almost a natural process for young people from middle
and upper class backgrounds so much so that they do not even need to question it. For young
people brought up in working class backgrounds, the process of making the decision is more
complex and needs to take into account a range of issues. A recent letter of direction from the
Secretary of State for Education and Skills (31 January 2006) is a case in point. The key
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paragraph reads as follows:
The second [priority] is on widening participation in HE for low income
families, where in spite of the recent progress we have made we do not
perform well enough. Low rates of participation in HE among the lowest socioeconomic groups represent entrenched inequality and in economic terms a
waste of human capital. I am therefore asking the Council to explore options
for additional support in widening participation in 2006-07, building on the
work that has already been done in understanding the costs to institutions.
One significant influencing factor is the importance of the expected outcomes. Where middle
class young people take this for granted, and do not see progression to HE as having negative
social or financial implications, young people from working class backgrounds do have to
consider these issues. It has to be shown to be worth the sacrifices. It is this issue of sacrifice
which marks out the different terrains.
Connor et al. also suggest that working class young people also do not have the collective
confidence in their own ability to succeed at HE and in taking career decisions than those from
higher social class groups (Connor et al., 2001). This would seem to be a significant issue
especially for Nottingham North young people; many professionals expressed the view that
young people‟s confidence was low, although reasons for this were disputed. This issue was
considered by Claire Callender in her study on attitudes to debt in the following way.
The notion of the „poverty of aspirations‟ is unhelpful in explaining peoples‟
rejection of HE. It individualises non-participation, assumes the individual is
lacking, and fails to locate individuals in a world shaped and influenced by
structural, social, and cultural forces. Prospective students‟ decisions were
structured both by the culture and values informing their schooling and family
environment and by different opportunity structures, including their cultural
and social capital. These influenced their attitudes towards HE and the way
they framed and made their educational choices. Non-entrants, by rejecting
the values and culture of HE, rebuffed a student identity. They did not buy
into the whole idea of HE, what it stood for, or what it offered, and devalued
its benefits. Instead, they opted for the identity, social status, and income
derived from employment. Non-entrants lacked self-esteem and faith in their
ability to succeed in HE. Their wider network tended to reinforce this, and
their rejection of HE. In contrast, entrants‟ social capital strengthened their
decision to enter HE. (Callender, 2003, p. 14)
The picture painted by Callender here could have been a description of Nottingham North, as
we found exactly the same picture here. This suggests that focussed short-term initiatives,
regardless of the quality of intervention and hard work involved, are unlikely to solve a
problem so deep seated, and that any attempt to change needs to strike right at the heart of
the problem; the confidence and self-esteem of many of the communities within the
Nottingham North constituency.
One issue we did not look at in any depth in this report were the patterns of retention and
withdrawal by students from Nottingham North. This is not because it is not relevant but
because the data was not easy to obtain. However as Gorard et al. point out it opens up an
important avenue of research
The review demonstrates that patterns of participation in higher education are
highly influenced by family background and early experiences. Disrupting
these learning trajectories is, at least to some extent, a broader role than the
higher education sector is able to undertake. However, widening participation
policy and practice needs to address not just access to HE – which has been
the focus of much national and institutional policy-making in recent years –
but the experience these students have in higher education too. Without
addressing the nature of the higher education sector we will continue to
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perpetuate inequality, as certain students only have access to certain types of
higher education experience (e.g. foundation degrees) and may be more likely
to withdraw early from HE. (Gorard, Smith et al., 2006, p. 120)
Such an issue does need to be undertaken in Nottingham North in order to gain a fuller picture
of higher education participation and engagement.

1.4.2 Attitudes to debt
The cost of going to HE remains an issue for many working class young people, this is in spite
of the government‟s introduction of a funding strategy which they believe will particularly
benefit under-represented groups. A major study of attitudes to debt was undertaken in the
UK, (but completed before the publication of the White Paper The Future of Higher Education
(Cm 5735) on 22 January 2003). This provided both a review of the international literature and
a thorough survey of attitudes in the UK (Callender, 2003). Two major issues reported here
were differential attitudes to debt, and the existence of debt aversion amongst lower earning
families – something which very much figured in our study.
Debt aversion deterred entry into HE, especially for the very groups the
government most wants to attract. Debt aversion was also the key
determinant of potential student loan take-up. Debt averse entrants were
intending to trade off term-time employment against debt accumulation
through student loans, once at university, which is likely to negatively effect
their academic achievement. (Callender, 2003, p. 13)
However, another major issue found in the Callender report was one which also appeared to be
evident in Nottingham North – that is people‟s lack of information which was coupled with the
complexity of student financial support system.
The lack of information on student financial support and poor dissemination of
the information were obstacles to entry. The complexity of student funding
arrangements was an impediment to entry and made the interpretation of
information supplied difficult, especially for older low-income prospective
students with children. (Callender, 2003, p. 13)
Evidence from the USA suggests student finance has adversely affected recruitment of low
income students to higher education,
Decisions to attend university and choice of educational institution are highly
sensitive to tuition and financial aid levels for all students, except those from
the highest income families. Low-income students are much more likely than
those from wealthier backgrounds to be concerned about costs and the
availability of financial aid in choosing an institution to attend (Berkner and
Chavez, 1997), and to single out financial aid as a key factor in their decisionmaking (Paulsen and St John, 2002). These factors, along with the growing
costs of higher education, have contributed to „an increasing stratification of
public higher education by income‟ (McPherson and Shapiro, 1999 p. 26),
and, especially, the increasing concentration of low-income students in less
expensive community colleges. (Callender, 2003, p. 20)
This claim is further supported by the York review:
However, there have been concerns that this redistribution of the costs of HE
will affect marginal entrants with a high aversion to debt and risk and
relatively low expected post-graduation earnings. In particular, it has been
conjectured that these changes will disproportionately affect potential
students from low-income families and non-traditional students in general
(Education and Employment Committee 2001). These funding changes have
been considered in light of changes in student behaviour during higher
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education, the probability of dropping-out, or the growth of term-time
employment … Insight into the decision-making process of potential entrants
is provided by a survey commissioned by Universities UK (Callender 2003) of
nearly 2,000 UK school and FE college leavers working for HE entry
qualifications. This was undertaken in 2002. The researchers concluded that,
other things being equal, debt tolerant prospective students were one and a
quarter times more likely to enter HE than debt averse students. Those who
were most debt averse were those from the low income social classes, lone
parents and Muslims (especially those of Pakistani origin) and black and
minority ethnic groups. Amongst those still undecided about HE entry,
perceived financial barriers were a major cause of their indecision and once
again those from lower income social classes were more likely to mention
concern about their ability to afford HE. (Gorard, Smith et al., 2006, p. 51-52)
Whereas government policy is intended to stimulate participation by low income groups,
Callender suggests it might not be the most effective strategy for doing this since
Most research also indicates that grants are a far more effective tool than
loans, or other forms of student aid, in encouraging enrolment among
students from the lowest income groups and minority groups. (Callender,
2003, p. 21)
Callender again indicates that student finance systems will influence the geography of low
income student take up of HE.
To reduce costs and the need to take out a student loan, such students enrol
in:
lower level or less advanced courses (i.e. HND rather than degree
course);
shorter courses;
vocational rather than academic courses; and
their local HEI so that they can live in their parental home
(Callender, 2003, p. 24)
Many young people, from low income families in particular, look more toward economic
independence and getting a job.
The cost of studying is not necessarily the main reason why potential younger
entrants decide against entering the HE system. More important is the „pull‟ of
economic independence offered by employment, frequently in a chosen career
that does not require a higher education qualification. (Connor et al., 2001
cited in Callender, 2003, p. 24)
Hence for some young people, whatever system of student finance is established, it will not
influence their main driving forces. This suggests yet again that the issue is a complex multidimensional one. It is too early to say just what effect the changes to student finance will be,
but Callender suggests one likely effect will be upon the limiting of choice for less wealthy
students.
Overall, it is not possible to say if low-income students will be better off as a
result of the reforms of student funding. They may well benefit from other
aspects of the White Paper not discussed here. However, a key criticism of the
White Paper voiced to date, is the potential impact of variable fees. In
particular, concerns that prospective students‟ HE choices are likely to be
dominated by financial concerns, except for those from wealthier
backgrounds. There is some foundation for such worries from the findings of
this study. This study showed that low-income students adopted a range of
strategies to minimise HE costs and debt and to save money, all of which
limited their HE choices such as which university to attend and what course to
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take. What is open to question is whether these students‟ choices will be
restricted yet further by some of the proposed changes in the White Paper.
Only time and further research will tell. (Callender, 2003, p. 177)
The research by Connor et al. suggested there was no one overriding factor affecting the
decision of students from lower social class backgrounds from going on to HE. This is mirrored
in our study and we have found both diversity and complexity in the process. This complexity
requires a detailed study of the complexity as experienced by the diverse patterns and
histories - and their difficulty in attempting to resolve the problem by one-dimensional
initiatives.
Compared to the rest of the (current) EU, we in the UK apparently have: the
highest percentage of part-time students; the highest average age of
participants; the highest percentage of students with disabilities (although
classification is notoriously difficult here); the second highest rate of workingclass participation (behind Finland, one of the most planned systems in the
EU); the lowest rate of „study from home‟, and the second lowest level of
recruitment to „regional‟ institutions (Slowey and Watson, 2003: 3-19, cited in
Watson, 2006, p. 4)
We discuss these regional issues in Section 1.5.4.

1.4.3 Vocational and academic routes
In a HEFCE discussion paper, Watson (2006) broadens and contextualises the discussion over
participation in higher education by looking at the employment side of the higher education
marketplace.
As for life-chances after graduation, the Council for Industry and Higher
Education, among others, has pointed out that employers have been
notoriously slow to appreciate the benefits of a wider and more inclusive pool
of graduates. (Watson, 2006, p. 5)
The key issue emerging here is that we should not just be concerned about higher education
participation rates per se, but about employability within the social justice agenda and about
the skills base within the UK. One feature of the qualifications landscape in the UK is the
embedded distinction between the so called “vocational” and “academic” routes in both the
compulsory and post-compulsory sectors – which is widely seen as unhelpful.
Widening participation in the UK is potentially about improving the quality of
school-based experience for all students, but especially those from underrepresented groups. Success in compulsory education is vital. What is more,
you do not get this by separating sheep from goats, whether or not the pens
are labelled „academic‟ and „vocational‟ or „public‟ and „private‟. This goes to
the heart of national ambition, and, as set out above, I think that the UK is
seriously wanting in this respect, including most recently in the political
response to the Tomlinson Report. (Watson, 2006, p. 8)
The Government‟s response has been a somewhat ambitious and far reaching White Paper
“14-19 Education and Skills” in which it is argued:
2.21. We have never had in this country a vocational education track that is
as well understood as the academic one, nor one which has been seen as a
naturally effective means of preparing young people for work or further study,
even though it works well for some learners. That compares unfavourably
with many other advanced industrial countries, where the large numbers of
young people pursuing vocational routes from the age of 14 onwards can
have real confidence that what they are doing will be in demand from
employers and from higher education establishments. (HMSO, 2005, p. 18)
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This sounds encouraging but it is yet too early to say how this will influence significant change
in the system and consequently what those changes will bring about. However, change in this
area is crucial if we ever are to reduce the disparity between vocational and academic
trajectories in the UK. In spite of all aspirations to the contrary, it remains a very real
distinction.

1.4.4 Parents
The generational pattern in low participation suggests some mechanisms are at work whereby
parents “pass on” or influence the outcomes of their children. There are a number of causal
explanations for this.
In a review of evidence on the impact of parental education on early life,
Feinstein et al. (2004) showed that key influences on child attainment in the
early years include parental education and income. Occupational status and
family size are also relevant but the causal pathway is less clear here. Once
parental income and education are accounted for, then measures such as
family structure, maternal employment or teenage motherhood are not
important in isolation as determinants of child attainment. One explanation
for this pattern relies on an assumption of the inheritability of „talent‟. If
parents are talented (in these terms) then they may be more likely to have
higher levels of attainment and income, and they may be more likely to pass
this talent on to their children. Another explanation would be that the income
and education of parents affects their beliefs, values, aspirations and
attitudes, and these are „transmitted‟ to their children via proximal
interaction. A further explanation is the multiple disadvantage outlined above.
In fact, of course, trying to separate out these types explanations is almost
impossible on the basis of the kinds of data available to us. (Gorard, Smith et
al., 2006, p. 27)
Just as Gorard et al. are not able to separate out the causal explanations, we are too. We have
tried to look for evidence of ways in which expectations are transmitted and nurtured in
families. Many of the families in Nottingham North are traditionally working class, and
experience various forms and levels of economic and social deprivation (as we describe in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3) and such families traditionally engage with (or rather are allowed to
engage with) the education system much less vigorously than families from more affluent
backgrounds. This report is not the place for a full treatment of class and family involvement in
schools, yet it has, of necessity, to be a significant issue. We do not see the issue of
intergenerational effects as simply one of less affluent parents choosing not to lend support to
their children at school; there is little evidence in the research literature on the existence of
such a phenomenon. Rather we look at the issue as one of differential power being distributed
to diverse social groups, as supported by Watson.
WP is about parental expectations; and there is a danger in the current crossparty consensus that giving more „power to the parents‟ who are already
powerful is likely to increase rather than reduce polarisation. This is not to say
that poorer parents do not want „choice‟, just that it is notoriously harder for
the system to supply it. (Watson, 2006, p. 8)
Our data suggests this issue of parental expectations and how these are perceived by
professionals will be covered in Section 3.3.4 and in various other sections.

1.5 Low Participation in Nottingham North
Aimhigher Nottinghamshire has produced a report into higher education participation in
Nottinghamshire (Kerrigan, 2006) and although this was not published when we were
compiling this report, we have drawn on a pre-publication draft of this report that we were
provided with (we are thus unable to provide accurate page references). This report is
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quantitative in nature and unlike our own report draws only on secondary data sources. In this
report the relative situation in Nottingham North is outlined:
Nottingham North, with the highest concentration of deprivation in the city,
has by far the lowest Key Stage 3 and 4 attainment rates, which are reflected
in the very low higher education participation rates of the constituency.
Nottingham South, by contrast, is relatively affluent in comparison and has
much higher attainment and higher education participation rates. This
relationship between deprivation, attainment and subsequent progression to
higher education is reinforced in Nottinghamshire LA. Ashfield, Mansfield and
Bassetlaw had the lowest rates of higher education participation, whilst
Rushcliffe, Broxtowe and Gedling had the highest. It is by no means a
coincidence that the former three districts had the highest concentration of
deprivation and the lowest compulsory education attainment rates in
Nottinghamshire LA, whilst the latter three had the lowest levels of
deprivation and the highest rates of attainment. Patterns of inequality in
learning, therefore, often from a very early age, tend to be reproduced
throughout compulsory and post-compulsory education and into adulthood,
often leading to further inequalities in terms of future employment
opportunities. The first step towards a fairer higher education system,
therefore, is to reduce the attainment gap between those pupils underrepresented, and those from more „traditional‟ HE backgrounds. The recent
improvement in GCSE performance in Nottingham City, therefore, is
particularly encouraging, and has been reflected in an increase in the
proportion of year 11 school leavers remaining in full-time education.
However, significant disparities in attainment and progression to further
education remain, and significant challenges lie ahead. (Kerrigan, 2006)
The relatively high levels of deprivation in Nottingham North are also recognised by Aimhigher:
Nottingham City has more than its fair share of deprived neighbourhoods, as
the IMD data confirms, with Nottingham East, Nottingham North and
Nottingham South having mean IMD scores of 45.6, 48.7 and 32.1
respectively. The average IMD score for the city as a whole is 42.1, which is
far higher than other cities in the East Midlands, For example, the average
IMD scores for the cities of Derby, Leicester and Lincoln are 27.6, 32.8 and
27.3 respectively. (Kerrigan, 2006)
Whilst it is clear that high deprivation and low participation are correlated, Kerrigan warns of
over-generalising here. Low participation:
… may be partially explained by the deprivation indices which indicate that
Nottingham North has the highest level of deprivation of the three
constituencies, followed by Nottingham East and Nottingham South. However,
the difference in IMD scores is not that great, particularly between
Nottingham North and Nottingham East. This suggests that, although relative
deprivation may have a significant influence on higher education participation,
as reinforced by the relatively low YPRs in the districts of Mansfield, Ashfield
and Bassetlaw, it is by no means the only factor involved. (Kerrigan, 2006)
We try in this report to identify some of the other factors involved in the low participation; but
we would not want to suggest these are simple or easily rectified.

1.5.1 Participation datasets
Again in this section, we have not sought to replicate work published elsewhere, but we have
been informed by and used the work of Aimhigher Nottinghamshire in their analyses of higher
education participation in the East Midlands (Kerrigan, 2005a) and in Nottinghamshire
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(Kerrigan, 2006). One of our tasks in identifying underlying factors in the rate of participation
in higher education by young people in Nottingham North is clarifying the datasets that can
shed light onto the figures. There are considerable difficulties in drawing conclusions over the
relative levels of participation in Nottingham arising from two major factors:
1. The diverse datasets which are used by HEFCE, HESA, UCAS, ONS from which to explore
relations.
2. The major changes in electoral ward boundaries which came into effect on 1 April 2003
(Boundary Commission, 2002) and which reduced the number of wards in Nottingham from
27 to 20 and changed the boundaries of every ward in the city.
There is thus, no one set of figures which would provide a robust and fully reliable analysis of
the trends in participation and its associated linked variables. What we are left with is a need
to construct a convincing picture from the diverse information we have available. This position
is recognised by the DfES who have begun to address this problem:
Information about participation in HE is a key information priority for the
Neighbourhood Statistics programme but in the absence of suitable population
denominators we have been unable to produce any participation rates at ward
level. This is a gap in our capabilities that we are keen to address and my
team and Stephen's hope to programme in some work over the next year that
will help us to address this and publish more HE information on the NeSS web
site. ONS have begun to produce and publish ward level population estimates
and we are hoping that these will provide the robust denominator that we
have been waiting for. (Paul Sinclair, DfES Local Statistics Unit, Personal
Communication 1st December 2005)
What we can see from official HEFCE data on constituency participation rates is, when
compared to other parliamentary constituencies in Nottinghamshire and Nottingham city the
participation rate in Nottingham North is much lower and has remained so for some time. In
the following table, the Young Participation Rate (YPR(A)) is used, which is explained by HEFCE
(2005) as:
YPR(H) denotes Young Participation Rate (HEIs) and only includes entrants to
HE courses that are returned on the Higher Education Statistics Agency
(HESA) student record. YPR(H) results are available for cohorts since 1994
and for all UK countries.
YPR(A) is the Young Participation Rate (All) and includes HE entrants from the
HESA record and other data sets such as the Learning and Skills Council
Individualised Student Record (ISR) and the Scottish Further Education
Statistics survey (FES). YPR(A) results are calculated for the 1997 and later
cohorts and are only fully available for English and Scottish entrants. The
YPR(A) is the broader measure and is particularly important for assessing the
level of young participation in Scotland. The YPR(H) offers wider time and
country coverage and picks up most of the important trends in young
participation, and so is generally used in the time series. (HEFCE, 2005, p.
19)
On the other hand the HEIPR, used by the Government to measure progress on its national
targets is defied by the DfES as:
The HEIPR covers English-domiciled, 17-30 year old, first-time entrants to
Higher Education courses, enrolling on courses expected to last at least 6
months who stay on their course for six months or more. Students who enroll
on (and complete) courses of less than six months are excluded. Entrants
with prior HE experience are excluded. Students whose domicile is unknown
and who study in English institutions qualify on a pro rata basis. Commencing
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with this SFR the method used to identify HE students in FECs has been
revised and considers all students on courses recorded as NVQ Level 4 or
above, or listed as HE, on the LSCs Learning Aims Database. (DfES, 2005)

Constituency

1997

1998

1999

2000

Nottingham North

7%

9%

8%

9%

Ashfield

17%

15%

15%

18%

Nottingham East

16%

17%

17%

19%

Mansfield

19%

18%

20%

21%

Bassetlaw

21%

20%

20%

21%

Nottingham South

23%

22%

22%

23%

Sherwood

26%

24%

26%

23%

Gedling

31%

27%

28%

27%

Newark

29%

30%

30%

28%

Broxtowe

27%

30%

30%

32%

Rushcliffe

44%

41%

43%

47%

Table 1 - HE participation in Nottinghamshire constituencies (YPR(A)
Source: http://www.hefce.ac.uk/widen/polar/extra/parlcon/)
Furthermore, overall participation in Nottingham City itself compares rather poorly when
looking at other similar areas in the UK, as the following Table 2 shows. (DFES, 2005)
LSC area

LEA

1997

1998

1999

2000

12%

12%

11%

11%

13%

14%

14%

15%

Humberside

Kingston upon Hull

London East

Barking
Dagenham

Essex

Thurrock

15%

15%

13%

14%

Greater Manchester

Salford

17%

17%

17%

18%

South Tyneside

South Tyneside

21%

19%

20%

21%

West of England

Bristol

22%

23%

22%

22%

South Yorkshire

Sheffield

24%

23%

25%

25%

Birmingham + Solihull

Birmingham

24%

24%

25%

25%

South Yorkshire

Leeds

25%

26%

27%

27%

and
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Nottinghamshire

Derbyshire

Leicestershire

Lincolnshire
Rutland

and

Nottingham City

15%

16%

15%

16%

Nottinghamshire

27%

26%

27%

27%

Derbyshire

27%

27%

26%

27%

Derby

25%

25%

24%

25%

Leicestershire

34%

32%

33%

33%

Leicester

26%

28%

30%

30%

Rutland

47%

46%

39%

47%

Lincolnshire

29%

28%

27%

28%

Table 2 – YPR(A) by LEA 1997-2000
Source: http://www.hefce.ac.uk/widen/polar/extra/lea/
Nottingham City ranks as the country‟s fourth worst LEA in terms of YPR(A) with only Hull,
Barking and Thurrock below it. However whilst the lowest 9 constituencies are all found in the
lowest 9 LEAs, Nottingham City comes out marginally worst when compared to the cities of
Bristol, Birmingham and Sheffield.
In order to understand what might be some of the root causes to this problem, we can explore
the economic and social data provided by the Office of National Statistics on relative levels of
multiple deprivation. This data suggests that Nottingham is significantly the most deprived
Government District in the East Midlands, with an average IMD score of 42.1.

1.4.2 Ward participation rates
It will be helpful to provide a map of current Nottingham City electoral wards (See below)
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Map 1 – Wards in Nottingham
Source: Nottingham City Council
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There were significant boundary changes recently which changed the ward structure; in this
report we are using the boundaries which are consistent with the Boundary Commission
recommendation and the Office of National Statistics geography (See also Section 1.4.3).
Nottingham North now compromises 6 wards: Bulwell, Bulwell Forest, Bestwood, Basford,
Aspley and Bilborough each of which has local characteristics but whose borders serve more as
administrative and political boundaries than locally lived communities; communities recognised
by local people are represented by smaller units – and most people would not even know the
name or boundaries of the Ward in which they lived. It is significant that Leen Valley ward now
lies outside the constituency boundary, even though parts of it did previously reside within. We
have included this Ward in some statistical comparisons. The Leen Valley ward contains Trinity
Catholic School – the only school previously in the constituency which has a 6 th form; it is seen
as a highly attaining school which caters for children of Catholic faith from all over Nottingham.
Aggregated figures for HE participation do not allow us to identify the local area problems
which lie at the root of educational trajectories and decisions. Hence we need to move lower to
identify local patterns on a smaller scale. There are however problems in moving to smaller
and smaller units to measure comparative proportions since smaller units are more prone to
fluctuation.
The following table is an attempt to obtain some relative figures for participation in HE in the
2003 electoral wards in Nottingham. The figures use available data from the DfES and the ONS
to produce a percentage and a relative figure for each existing ward. This represents the
number of young people 18-20 who attend HE in 2003/4 expressed as a proportion of the
equivalent cohort size for the year group from the 2001 census. These figures will not be the
same as HEFCE POLAR participation rates, because of the different data and methodologies
used – but they are roughly similar to what Kerrigan (undated) calculates as UYPR (UCAS
Young Participation Rate). For example, HE participation includes 20 year olds, but the census
data does not. Our figures represent the number going to HE as a proportion of the population
in the school Year 10 in which they attended.

A=15Y
O

B=16
YO

C=Coho
rt size

D=HE

E=D/C
x
100%

Aspley NN

289

290

290

25

9

1.0

Basford NN

221

218

220

40

18

2.0

Bestwood NN

202

211

205

25

12

1.3

Bilborough NN

246

231

240

35

15

1.7

Bulwell NN

238

212

230

25

11

1.2

Bulwell Forest NN

167

187

175

45

26

2.9

1363

1349

1360

195

14

87

104

95

15

16

1.8

Berridge NE

187

190

190

50

26

2.9

Dales NE

199

166

190

60

32

3.6

Mapperley NE

147

152

150

60

33

3.7

Sherwood NE

168

193

180

60

33

3.7

St Ann's NE

137

147

140

25

18

2.0

Nottingham East (17%)

925

952

945

270
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2003 Ward Constituency

Nottingham North (8%)

Arboretum NE

27

F
Aspley
=1

Bridge NS

108

113

110

15

9

1.0

Clifton North NS

151

161

155

40

26

2.9

Clifton South NS

183

236

200

25

13

1.4

51

52

50

15

30

3.3

Leen Valley NS

104

118

110

35

32

3.6

Radford and Park NS

103

99

100

45

45

5.0

49

41

50

20

40

4.4

Wollaton West NS

181

153

170

110

65

7.2

Nottingham South (23%)

930

973

945

305

32

3218

3274

3250

770

24

Dunkirk and Lenton NS

Wollaton E and Lenton NS

Nottingham

Table 3 – Estimated ward participation rates 2003
Key:
A.

Number
of
15
year
olds
at
2001
census
http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/

from

the

Office

of

National

Statistics

-

B.

Number
of
16
year
olds
at
2001
census
http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/

from

the

Office

of

National

Statistics

-

C.

Weighted 15/16 year olds at 2001 census (n(15)x8/12+n(16)x4/12) and rounded

D.

Number attending HE (rounded) From DfES – in your area - http://www.dfes.gov.uk/inyourarea/

E.

Number of young people attending HE in 2002-3 as a proportion of those children who were 15/16 at the 2001
Census date

These figures suggest the POLAR data might well be underestimating the participation rate for
young people currently progressing onto HE. What these figures also show is that City and
Constituency participation rates mask significant differences at ward level. Most, but not all, of
the low participation occurs in wards which make up Nottingham North, yet there are some
wards where participation is just as low (e.g. Bridge – NS; Clifton South - NS) elsewhere.
However, Nottingham North includes no wards with a higher participation rate – which tend to
be in Nottingham South and some parts of Nottingham East. Five of the six Nottingham North
wards can be found in the bottom nine for example but only two of each of Nottingham South
and East. The Nottingham North ward that does not lie in the bottom 9 comes in at 10th:
Bulwell Forest, is the only ward in Nottingham North with a purpose built private housing
estate. The 6 highest wards are all Nottingham South wards (except Bridge and Clifton South).
We can band the Wards into low, medium and high levels of participation to see a picture of
how the problem is distributed across Nottingham City:
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Low 10-20%

Middle 20-30%

High 30-70%

Aspley NN

Bulwell Forest NN

Dales NE

Bridge NS

Berridge NE

Leen Valley NS

Bulwell NN

Clifton North NS

Mapperley NE

Bestwood NN

Dunkirk and Lenton NS

Sherwood NE

Clifton South NS

Wollaton E and Lenton NS

Bilborough NN

Radford and Park NS

Arboretum NE

Wollaton West NS

Basford NN
St Annes NE
Table 4 – Bands of HE participation across Nottingham
In making sense of these figures it is sobering to also look at population profiles. Nottingham
City Council have prepared an analysis of the Ward population figures from the 2001 census
(Nottingham City Council, 2003). This shows some important tendencies in the light of which
we need to interpret these figures.
Aspley has the largest percentages of children in all age-groups. Nearly one-third of the
population are aged under 16;
Bulwell has the second highest percentages of children, with just over a quarter aged
under 16;
Aspley and Clifton South have the highest percentage of 16 and 17 year olds.
Hence Aspley, Bulwell and Clifton South, each highly deprived communities, have high
proportions of young people, yet have a low rate of HE participation. At the other end of the
demographic profile:
Bulwell Forest and Wollaton West have the highest percentages aged 45 to 59;
Clifton South has easily the highest percentage aged 65 to 74, followed by Clifton North
and Wollaton West;
Bilborough and Wollaton West both have more than 10% of their population aged 75
and over.
Wollaton West therefore has the highest number of over 45s and still manages to have the
highest HE participation rate. Those areas with highest proportions of young people, tend to be
in Nottingham North, and tend to have the lowest participation rate.

1.4.3 Influence of constituency boundaries
This does suggest that one reason why Nottingham North has such a low participation rate is
because Nottingham South is so high; because the boundaries create a concentration of areas
of multiple deprivation and low participation which in other constituencies becomes watered
down when aggregated with more affluent areas – of which there are none in Nottingham
North. Indeed the Boundary Commission undertook a review of the Nottingham parliamentary
boundaries in 2002 (Boundary Commission, 2002) and the current boundaries are a result of
that review and have been used in this report. The current boundary for Nottingham North
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includes six wards - Bulwell, Bulwell Forest, Basford, Bestwood, Bilborough and Aspley (refer
to Map 2). There was considerable debate about how the wards would be distributed, but
the provisional recommendations of the Boundary Commission were that the
constituency of Nottingham East should include the wards of Berridge, Dales,
Mapperley, Sherwood, Arboretum and St. Ann‟s (electorate 64,173);
Nottingham North should include Aspley, Bilborough, Bulwell, Bulwell Forest,
Basford and Bestwood (electorate 68,139); and that Nottingham South should
include the wards of Clifton North, Clifton South, Dunkirk and Lenton, Radford
and Park, Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey, Wollaton West, Bridge and Leen
Valley (electorate 72,400). (Boundary Commission, 2002, p. 3)

Map 2 – City of Nottingham parliamentary constituencies (2002 Boundary
Commission Review)
Source: Boundary Commission for England
There was a counter proposal from the Labour Party which suggested that Bestwood should be
included in Nottingham East and Wollaton West in Nottingham North. However there was little
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support for this proposal, not even from the Nottingham North MP, and it was subsequently
rejected by the Boundary Commission. This process makes clear that key factors for the
construction of constituency boundaries are largely to ensure equality of electorate, and to
maintain homogeneity as much as possible as the following make clear.
…agreed with Graham Allen that Bilborough and Wollaton were literally and
figuratively “on the other side of the tracks” from each other. (Boundary
Commission, 2002, p. 9)
Wollaton and Bilborough were simply not part of the same community. On the
one side of the line was Bilborough, which was one of Nottingham North‟s
estates of current and former council houses. On the other was the high
income mostly owner-occupier community of Wollaton. (Boundary
Commission, 2002, p. 9)
These proposals were accepted by the Boundary Commission and consequently the boundaries
proposed above will be those on which the next General Election will be fought.
Notwithstanding that, it is interesting to consider a slight adjustment of the Parliamentary
constituency boundaries by moving three wards – Bestwood (from NN to NE), Leen Valley
(from NS to NN) and Wollaton West (from NS to NN) even just on the basis of geographical
neatness. This produces quite a different picture for comparative Young Participation Rates
based on the above calculations:
Nottingham North

21%

Nottingham East

26%

Nottingham South

24%

Clearly such an administrative manipulation “won‟t change the life chances of the kids in the
area” (Graham Allen, personal communication) but does indicate a need to be careful when
basing policy decisions on aggregated statistics. A focus on less aggregated statistics can show
up more local neighbourhood trends – which can then be the target of policy interventions.
However as we say, decisions on constituency boundaries are influenced partly by the
homogeneity of the population.

1.6 Further Education Success, Retention and Achievement
The data in this section is taken from the Office of National Statistics. The information in this
dataset provides details about success, retention and achievement rates for further education
(FE) learners living in England during the academic years 2002-3 and 2003-4 – the only data
sets available when we did this analysis. The information is collected from the Individualised
Learner Record (ILR) developed by the Learning and Skills Council to provide a consistent
source of information for those undertaking further education. The ILR, completed by all
learning providers, records information in a consistent format and makes use of common data
definitions and classifications to capture essential information on the characteristics of learners
as well as details about the type of courses being undertaken and levels of success, retention
and achievement. This dataset is based on a subset of returns for learners who enrolled on
courses funded by the LSC between 1st August 2003 and 31st July. The data is provided down
to LSOA and we looked at this level data for all three of the Nottingham City Parliamentary
constituencies. There are three main measures: success rates, retention rates and
achievement rates.

1.5.1 Success rates
This is calculated as the number of qualifications achieved divided by the number of starters
who do not transfer out. It can also be derived by multiplying achievement rate by retention
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rate. The data sets are represented slightly differently giving rise to the slightly different
appearances. We must remember here that the data represents the frequencies of LSOA and
not students. Hence this data give us a picture of the area not the individual students.
Although differences between constituencies exist, generally rates are better in 2003-4 than in
2002-3 since there are more LSOA where success rates are higher in 2003-4. The diagrams
below illustrate the relative Constituency success rates at 16-18 and at 19+ between the two
years 2002-3 and 2003-4. Also Nottingham North students would appear to be showing a
higher success rate than the other two constituencies.
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Figure 1 - FE success rates in the three Nottingham constituencies
Source: New College Nottingham
Whilst this is good news of course, it actually may be a reflection of the lower HE participation
rate in Nottingham North; the students who at 19+ are succeeding well in Nottingham North
may be just those students in Nottingham South and East who have already progressed to
higher education.

1.5.2 Retention rates
The retention rate is the number of learners completed, divided by the number of learners who
started the qualification, excluding transfers out. For programmes of study of two years or
more, retention is calculated across the whole programme, i.e. from the start to the end of the
qualification.
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Figure 2 – FE retention rates in the three Nottingham constituencies
Source: New College Nottingham
It is difficult to identify much of a trend in this data, other than a slightly higher occurrence of
areas with higher retention rates in Nottingham South than in Nottingham North or East.

1.5.3 Achievement rates
The achievement rate is the number of qualifications learners have fully achieved divided by
the number of completed qualifications. Partial achievements are not included as
achievements. Looking at the average rates across all LSOA in each constituency (below)
shows a clear but slight improvement at 19+ but a larger improvement at 16-18 bringing this
much closer to the 19+ achievement rates in 2003-4 than in 2004-5. Perhaps most noteworthy
is the much larger increase in Nottingham North.
2002-3
16-18
Nottingham East
66
Nottingham North
65
Nottingham South
70
Table 5 – Average achievement rates

2003-4
19+
16-18
19+
77
77
81
78
80
81
77
78
80
over all LSOA in each constituency

Source: Office of National Statistics
It is difficult to account for this improvement given the data available, but it is worthy of note
and future analysis and tracking. We refer to this again in Section 4.2.3.
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1.5.4 Local recruitment to HE
(We are grateful to Prof Nigel Hastings, PVC Nottingham Trent University, for the data and
providing text on which this section was constructed)
It is important for the scope of this report to look not just at national and local recruitment
figures. Nottingham North is a part of a regional geography and will figure therefore in regional
strategies and patterns. In this section we look at the East Midlands (EM) regional perspective
on recruitment to Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) because the regional comparisons allow
us to place Nottingham, and therefore Nottingham North into some context. Some of the data
in this section is provided up to 2006, but some was only available up to 2003.
Table 6 draws together data about the proportion of students with homes in each region who
apply in that region, and where East Midlands HEIs draw their applicants from. The data
illustrate that EM domiciled applicants are less likely to apply in-region than are the residents
of any other region in the UK.

Region

Applications from Applications to EM HEIs
home region
by applicants' home
applicants (2003)
region (2003)
%

No.

%

Northern Ireland

97.6

1,340

0.8

Scotland

74.6

970

0.6

Greater London

57.5

15,930

9.7

North West

43.2

13,800

8.4

Wales

39.8

4,420

2.7

South East

37.8

22,230

13.5

West Midlands

35.8

21,250

12.9

Eastern

33.5

20,830

12.6

North East

33.4

3,800

2.3

South West

29.6

9,810

6

Yorks & Humberside

27.8

15,490

9.4

East Midlands

21.1

34,860

21.1

UK Average

42.7
164,810

100

Total

Table 6 - Within-region applications and applications to East Midlands HEIs by region
Source: IES/UCAS 2004. Adapted from Graduate Employment Choices in the East Midlands by
Institute for Employment Studies for emda, 2005
Table 7 shows that when it comes to acceptances, 32% of entrants to EM HEIS are from the
EM region. But the situation outlined here is not just a consequence of that in the table above,
but more due to the fact that the East Midlands region has a large number of HEIs but a
relatively small population
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Geographical Area

Number

Percentage

East Midlands

9, 590

32.4

Eastern

3, 920

13.3

480

1.6

North West

1, 690

5.7

South East

3, 420

11.5

South West

1, 290

4.4

West Midlands

3, 390

11.5

Yorks and the Humber

2, 620

8.8

Wales

560

1.9

Scotland

110

0.4

Northern Ireland

150

0.5

10

0.0

29, 610

100.0

North East

Other UK
Total

Table 7 - Domicile for home students accepted at East Midlands Institutions 2003
(Source: Graduate Employment Choices in the East Midlands by Institute for Employment
Studies for emda, 2005. Source data IES/UCAS 2004.)
Figure 3 shows that the EM region is still the region with the lowest percentage of its residents
studying in their home region (Full and part-time students).

Figure 3 - Proportion of students studying in each region that are originating from
that region
Source IES/HESA Student Record July 2003
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Table 8 below shows trends in where EM domiciled students have been applying in recent
years, with a gentle increase on in-region applications.

Region applied to
East Midlands
Yorks & Humber
West Midlands
North West
Greater London
South East
South West
North East
Eastern
Merseyside
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
Total

2001/02*
No.
%
30,580
27.1%
21,977
19.5%
13,128
11.6%
9,911
8.8%
7,607
6.7%
6,951
6.2%
6,241
5.5%
4,704
4.2%
4,165
3.7%
2,863
2.5%
2,557
2.3%
2,001
1.8%
63
0.1%
112,748 100.0%

2002/03
No.
%
31,563
27.9%
23,367
20.6%
12,897
11.4%
9,525
8.4%
6,794
6.0%
6,901
6.1%
6,382
5.6%
4,912
4.3%
3,807
3.4%
2,724
2.4%
2,494
2.2%
1,907
1.7%
49
0.0%
113,322 100.0%

2003/04
No.
%
31,721
27.7%
24,042
21.0%
12,750
11.1%
10,006
8.7%
6,688
5.8%
6,764
5.9%
6,109
5.3%
5,265
4.6%
3,988
3.5%
3,076
2.7%
2,438
2.1%
1,750
1.5%
60
0.1%
114,657 100.0%

2004/05
No.
%
34,240
30.0%
21,251
18.6%
12,273
10.8%
9,957
8.7%
6,853
6.0%
6,907
6.1%
5,718
5.0%
5,130
4.5%
3,993
3.5%
3,095
2.7%
2,441
2.1%
2,121
1.9%
69
0.1%
114,048 100.0%

2005/06
No.
%
36,922
29.7%
22,561
18.1%
13,975
11.2%
10,939
8.8%
7,933
6.4%
7,699
6.2%
6,491
5.2%
5,160
4.1%
4,213
3.4%
3,185
2.6%
2,771
2.2%
2,492
2.0%
73
0.1%
124,414 100.0%

Table 8 – East Midlands UCAS applications by region of institution 2001/02 - 05/06
(Source: draft report by Aimhigher on HE Participation in the East Midlands (2006)
Table 9 shows how this works out across the EM HEIs in terms of the percentage of their
students drawn from different parts of the East Midlands. The contrast between University of
Nottingham‟s and Nottingham Trent University's recruitment from Nottingham and
Nottinghamshire, compared to De Montford University‟s and University of Leicester‟s
recruitment from Leicester and Leicestershire is interesting and, particularly in relation to the
two cities, certainly reflects the markedly differing post-16 progression rates and the Multiple
Index of Deprivation Indices for deciles of wards in the two cities (see Table 9 below)

Local Authority

Derby
Uni
DMU

Leics
Uni

Lncln L'bro Nhnts
Uni
Uni
Uni

BGC

Nott
Uni

NTU

Total

Derbyshire

14.4

1.6

1.8

2.6

2.5

2.7

0.7

4.2

2.2

3.6

City of Derby

32.2

1

0.7

0.8

0.3

0.9

0.3

1.5

0.5

3.9

Leicestershire

2.7

11.8

7

2

1.9

6

4

3.4

1.7

4.8

City of Leics

1.1

14.7

9.3

0.3

0.5

1.5

1.9

2

0.5

3.9

Nott'shire

5.8

1.9

1.6

12.5

4.9

2.7

1.4

9.9

2.3

4.3

2

0.9

0.4

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.2

5.5

0.9

1.7

Lincs & Rutlnd

1.2

1.8

1.7

39.3

18

2.8

1.8

3.4

2.1

4

Northants

1.5

3.8

3

0.6

1.3

2.4

29.4

2.7

1.3

4.3

60.8

37.5

25.4

58.7

30.1

19.6

39.7

32.6

11.5

30.7

City of Nott

E. Mids. Total

Table 9 - Percentage of full-time undergraduate students at East Midlands HEIs from
East Midlands Local Authority Areas in 2002/03.
Source IES/UCAS 2004. Adapted from Graduate Employment Choices in the East Midlands by
Institute for Employment Studies for emda, 2005.
However, to contextualise this data Table 10 below gives a picture for the distribution of
multiple deprivation in different East Midlands area. Interestingly, Nottinghamshire has the
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highest proportion of wards in the highest deprivation, and one of the highest in the most
affluent, at the expense of wards in the middle.
Average IMD score in Aimhigher / LSC area
IMD ranking within Aimhigher /
LSC area
Derbys Leices

L&R

Northants

Notts

A - 10% most deprived wards

44.4

38.0

37.0

34.0

48.9

B wards

31.2

21.7

26.2

23.9

35.3

C wards

26.3

15.7

21.3

17.6

29.9

D wards

22.3

12.8

18.6

12.6

24.8

E wards

18.8

11.3

16.0

10.6

21.3

F wards

16.0

9.8

14.0

9.1

17.1

G wards

12.9

8.6

12.0

8.3

13.8

H wards

11.2

7.6

10.3

7.2

10.9

I wards

9.1

6.0

8.5

6.1

8.3

J - 10% most affluent wards in area 6.7

4.5

5.6

4.4

6.2

Average for Aimhigher / LSC
area
21.6

18.1

17.8

16.2

26.5

Table 10 - Mean index of multiple deprivation (IMD) scores for wards ranked in ten
(10%) groups by IMD in each East Midlands LSC/Aimhigher Area.
Source: Draft report by Aimhigher on HE Participation in the East Midlands (2006)
Figure 4 - shows the same sort of data and highlights the fact that Nottinghamshire's 18 year
olds are concentrated in wards with the lowest participation rate. Indeed, in contrast to
Leicestershire, the inverted U-distribution for Nottinghamshire is very marked – even more so
that Derbyshire, which shares the U shaped distribution.
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Figure 4 - Distribution of EM young people by county and ward HE participation rates
(2002)
Source: Higher Education in the East Midlands PricewaterhouseCoopers for Emda 2004
All this, of course, is in a region with a higher number of universities and HE students /1000 of
population than any other UK region. Because of the number and scale of EM HEIs and
because of the low density, low HE participation rates among EM residents as a whole
(together with their unexplained predilection to apply out-of region), the region is a huge net
importer of HE students. Figure 5 - shows the trend in recruitment to NTU over recent years.
Prof Nigel Hastings, Pro-Vice Chancellor of Nottingham Trent University comments on this
trend as follows:
What this suggests is that NTU has a lower proportion of students from its
region than other post-92, former-polytechnic universities. This is not and has
never been a matter of NTU recruitment or marketing policy, but merely a
consequence of the position summarised above. As a national recruiter, NTU's
marketing strategy has been national in character whilst simultaneously
running (since 1996) an extensive widening participation outreach programme
with schools and colleges, concentrated in the city (especially in Nottingham
North) and Nottinghamshire. (c. 27,000 young people were engaged in these
activities in 05/06). This includes a Compact Scheme targeted at youngsters
identified by the schools/college as having the potential to progress to HE but
with no family history of HE participation. (The conversion data for 2006 not
yet available). (Prof Nigel Hastings, Personal Communication)
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Percentage from East Mids

Figure 5 - Percentage NTU full time/undergraduate entrants from East Midlands and
Nottinghamshire 2001-2006
Source: NTU
Rates of engagement and progression at NTU are shown on Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6 - Compact Scheme (guaranteed offer at NTU): Participants apply in Year 13
– UCAS talks, parents‟ events, finance talks, clearing hotline.
Source: NTU
The national trend, identified by UCAS following the introduction of the new fee regime, is for
applicants across the country to apply nearer home, though not necessarily with a view to
living at home. This has led to EM HEIs having a marked reduction in applications;
Nottingham, NTU, Loughborough, Lincoln, Derby are all down by more than 13% against a
national average of 3-4% - and an increase for NTU (possibly others, there is no publicly
available data yet) in recruitment from the region. Again Prof Nigel Hastings comments as
follows:
It seems likely to me, and this is my speculation, that this trend will continue.
HE students from less advantaged backgrounds are more likely to look to
study near home than those for whom travel costs are of less concern and
who may well have greater experience of travel away from home. As students
at Post-92 Universities are less affluent than students from Pre-92s, new
universities should expect in-region recruitment to account for an increasing
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proportion of their intake. This has prompted us to begin to examine more
closely than has been the case to date, just where our applicants and entrants
come from, geographically, by subject and by school/college, and what more
we can do to support that progression. Our widening participation work and
compact scheme has been locally focused. What we have not previously done
is analyse with-region recruitment, which is an exercise we are currently
engaged in. (Prof Nigel Hastings. Personal Communication)
It seems clear then that local participation rates to HE are also influenced by broader factors
and we need to secure more robust statistics in order to more effectively understand the local
influences and patterns.
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2. Understanding Nottingham North
Children born into poverty tend to remain poor for many reasons, but one is
pre-eminent: they are much less likely to succeed in school. A critical cause of
school failure among children in poverty is that they are not "ready to learn"
when they enter school, and they seldom catch up. Early childhood
intervention programs can help break this cycle of poverty; they can help
level the playing field for disadvantaged children and help them reach their
full potential.
(Inter American Development Bank 2005)
There is a clear feeling around Nottingham that the areas that make up Nottingham North can
be characterised as; “white, working class poor council estates”. Anyone who knows
Nottingham North knows this is only partly true – but it is true enough to give a strong steer
toward features which ultimately impact upon higher education participation. In this section we
look at several of these characteristics.
Nottingham North is one of the three parliamentary constituencies making up the City of
Nottingham – the other two being Nottingham East and Nottingham South. Nottingham City
was granted Unitary Status in April 1998. At this point, the City Authority was given
responsibility for Education, but there was no change in the Nottingham City boundaries; prior
to this time Nottingham City was an administrative area of Nottinghamshire.

2.1 Nottingham City Boundaries
We have encountered the argument several times that Nottingham City is like Jessica Rabbit,
from the film Who Framed Roger Rabbit when she argued "I'm not bad, I'm just drawn that
way." This seems to be equally true of the nature of the Nottingham City boundaries. One
might expect a smaller unitary authority to suffer by not having the diversity which other more
suburban areas do have. Indeed locally there was some concern over the drawing of the
boundaries at the time Nottingham was created as a unitary authority. It is fairly well
recognised locally that Nottingham City boundaries produce more problems than they solve.
Nottingham City website euphemistically describes the problem thus:
the City boundary is drawn very tightly and excludes the rest of the suburbs.
We always recommend using Greater Nottingham figures if you want to know
about the local population that may use your business or service, or if you
need to make comparisons with other cities.
(http://www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/sitemap/social_issues/population.htm)
The City boundaries thus exclude the local suburbs of: Arnold, Carlton, West Bridgford,
Beeston and Stapleford. There is evidence from local history sources how previously there
were moves to bring these areas into the City boundaries. It is likely that such decisions are
based upon political considerations rather than solely administrative ones.
In a paper on the effect of Nottingham City boundaries, Claire Ogilvie, a senior research officer
for Nottingham City Council, warns of the way in which the tight boundaries within which
Nottingham City sits create a relatively negative picture of Nottingham when this goes on to be
used for comparative purposes (Ogilvie, 2005).
Government statistics are not routinely produced „real life‟ cities, and so there
is no easy way to compare their characteristics….Independent analysis nearly
always misrepresents the size and characteristics of Nottingham.
Unfortunately this gives a negative impression of Nottingham and can mislead
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those making investment decisions. (Ogilvie, 2005, pp. 1-2)
For example the index of multiple deprivation (IMD) shows how Nottingham suffers from
higher deprivation than other areas with low HE participation rates.
Index of Multiple Deprivation
Leeds
Bristol
Greater Nott'm
Nott'm City
0.0

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Score

Figure 7 – Comparative IMD scores in four cities
Source: English Indices of Deprivation, ODPM, 2004
We would argue further that this phenomenon impacts more strongly on Nottingham North
than elsewhere in Nottingham City because of the very specific make up of Nottingham North
and the lack of the diversity one gets in either Nottingham South or Nottingham East. We are
not suggesting that Nottingham North is not as “bad”, but rather that the reasons for its low
performance on many indicators can be understood to a degree through demographic
rationales.
Nottingham City Councillor, Sue Scott, Executive Board member for Social inclusion, presents
the problem of poverty in Nottingham in the following way:
The new millennium may have arrived, but this profile of poverty in
Nottingham shows the scale of the challenge we still face in tackling poverty
and deprivation. Nottingham is thriving and expanding in terms of jobs,
facilities, shopping and leisure. Yet these opportunities are by-passing many
of our citizens and their children – indeed they are being left further and
further behind. (Scott cited in Young, 2001, p. 2)
It is this social exclusion as result of widespread diversity in opportunity, which has featured
again and again in this report; the story of Nottingham is a “tale of two cities”. It is also a tale
of two regions. The City of Nottingham is ranked as the 12th most deprived district nationally.
This is substantially higher than other regional centres; Leicester is placed 18th, Derby 65th
and Lincoln 158th (Young 2001).

2.2 Nottingham North Characteristics
2.2.1 Housing in Nottingham North
(Information in this section has been drawn from several sources including Beckett (1977) and
Weir (2002))
The Nottingham North parliamentary constituency is made up of eleven main locally
recognised areas, namely:
Bulwell
Highbury Vale
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Hempshill Vale
Bestwood
Top valley
Old Basford
Broxtowe
Aspley
Beechdale
Bilborough
Strelley
Many of the areas originated as small villages, Anglo-Saxon settlements based around
agriculture. Landed families dominated much of the area and built halls across the area - few
of which have survived. Industry sprung up in the area with the advent of the industrial
revolution most significantly in Bulwell and Basford. Coal mining also characterised the area
during the early- to mid-20th century with collieries in Broxtowe, Cinderhill and Bulwell. In the
1901 Census, the population of Bilborough was recorded as 202, whereas the population of
Bulwell was recorded as 14,767. The area now coming within Nottingham North steadily grew
in size during the inter-war period when the local authority began its post war house building
programme developed to cope with a rising population and because of the exodus caused by
the demolition of slums in the inner city. The scale of housing demand could not be met within
the City boundary and so the authority had to look to neighbouring land. Land was bought on
the open market and numerous compulsory purchase orders (CPOs) were served. During the
inter-war period and post second world war period, local authority housing estates began to
take over villages neighbouring the city, many in the Nottingham North area including:
Bulwell Hall estate:

1927-29

Aspley:

1927-42

Broxtowe:

1930s

Highbury Vale:

1927-30

Whitemoor (Basford):

1931-32

Bestwood:

1921-51

Bestwood Park:

1958-68

These estates are made up of thousands of 2 and 3 bedroomed semi-detached properties with
inside toilets, generous gardens, individual shopping and community facilities, including
schools formed suburban communities around the edge of the city. Properties were highly
desirable providing reasonable health and comfort (Howitt, 1928) through favourable internal
and external space standards with 12 houses to the acre (Beckett, 1997). Most of the estates
had been completed by the late 1950s. Post World War 2 construction included prefab
bungalows and non-traditional building methods chiefly in Bilborough, Beechdale and Bulwell.
Many families remained in the same house for 50-60 years. Local authority housing
construction on a much smaller scale took place in Bulwell during the mid to late 1960s
(Crabtree and Snape Wood estates) following a clearance programme near the town centre. A
local authority estate was built to the North of the city at Top Valley during the early to mid
1970s alongside a large scale private housing estate (Rise Park) which is still the largest
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concentration of private housing in the constituency (Source: Weir, 2002).
The estates have been home to thousands of workers in traditional local industries including
textiles and coal mining and particularly in Players, Boots and Raleigh. The estates have
naturally evolved over time. Over recent years the aging of the population has meant turnover
of properties on the estates has increased with the consequent influx of newcomers replacing
long time residents. This too has bought about some of the current diversification in the area,
mentioned by many local residents. Local industry has been in decline for some time which has
affected many people on the estates and has reduced local employment opportunities for
young people. The profile of the estates has changed considerably such that the estates which
were at one time beacons of pride and amenities, today virtually have a stigma attached to
them related to perceived problems of crime, anti-social behaviour and poor performing
schools. This is one of the key perceptions of residents as we discuss below.
In the 2001 Census, Nottingham North housed a population of 87,640 in 37,881 households,
51.20% owning their property (owns outright, with a mortgage or loan or shared ownership),
40.47% living in social rented housing (rented from local authority, other social rented) and
5.1% living in private rented accommodation. Since the introduction of the right to buy in
1981 owner occupation in the area has increased significantly along with national trends. This
is another factor which has resulted in local pockets of relative affluence associated with higher
social and educational aspirations – and we did indeed find many of our “success stories” living
in owner occupied ex-council properties. However, local authority housing in much of the area
is generally in a good state of repair and properties are in high demand on most estates, yet
like most estates there are pockets of low demand. Other social statistics are discussed below.
The first step in the analysis is to characterise Nottingham North in social and economic terms.
It is clear that Nottingham North is characterized with high levels of economic deprivation, and
low levels of educational attainment and aspiration but its problems seem to be broader than
this. Nottingham North forms one of the three parliamentary constituencies in Nottingham, and
comprises six electoral wards: Aspley, Basford, Bestwood, Bilborough, Bulwell, Bulwell Forest
Some of these are ranked amongst the most deprived in the country. Out of a total of 7969
wards in the UK, Aspley is ranked 51st from the bottom with Bulwell 114th, Bestwood 196th and
Bilborough 225th. It is a shocking fact that over 60% of Nottingham‟s population lives in an
area of deprivation as defined by government. Furthermore, 13 of the 20 Nottingham City
wards are within the 10% most deprived nationally, as measured by the Index of Multiple
Deprivation (East Midlands Public Health Observatory). In addition, there are pockets of
deprivation in further wards. Nottingham is the 7 th most deprived district in England according
to the ODPM (ODPM 2004, p. 153).

Ward
Aspley
Bulwell
Bestwood
Bilborough
Basford
Bulwell Forest

IMD
Rank
51
114
196
225
490
1094

Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest

1%
1%
2.5%
5%
6%
15%

Table 11 - Index of multiple deprivation 2004 - national ward scores and ranks
Source: East Midlands Public Health Observatory
Clearly then these wards are by no means the most deprived in the country – there are after
all 50 wards lower than Aspley but all do lie in the bottom 15%.
Nottingham North is described by the Learning Skills Council in the following terms:
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Nottingham North is one of three parliamentary constituencies in the City of
Nottingham. It is situated to the North of the City and has 87,640 residents. A
higher than average proportion of its population are aged under 16 (24.5%),
compared to 20% for England (Source 2001 Census). Many of its residents
have no qualifications (29.4%) and a low proportion of resident qualified at
level 2 (44.5%), compared to 22% with no qualification and 55.8% qualified
to level 2 in the City of Nottingham. (Source nomisweb.co.uk)
Unemployment rates are higher than the national average (Nottingham North
4.6%, City of Nottingham 3.7%, and national 2.3% at May 2005, source
NOMIS) and the proportion of residents employed in a managerial,
professional or technical occupation is only 21.7%, compared to 34.2% of City
residents. School GCSE achievement is also well below the national average.
Only 31.7% achieved 5+ A*-C GCSEs in 2004, compared to 37.7% for the
City of Nottingham and 53.7% nationally (It should be noted that the average
score for the constituency includes Trinity Catholic School where 78%
achieved 5+ A*-C GCSEs in 2004 and the majority of students are from
outside the constituency). The numeracy and literacy levels of 14 year olds
are also well below the national average with only 38% of pupils achieving a
level 5 or above at Key Stage 3, compared to 46% for City and 69% for
England.
Progression to Higher Education (HE) is recognised as the lowest in the
country and in 2002/03 only 160 18-20 year olds had progressed into HE.
However although these numbers are very low this is a 52% increase on the
1996/97 figure. (Source: dfes.gov.uk/inyourarea, cited in Wilson, 2005, p. 1)
In addition, for the City of Nottingham:
It is also worth noting that the Nottingham City boundaries exclude a number
of suburbs, which makes comparisons with similar cities difficult, but the facts
are:
Nottingham is one of 10 lowest performing authorities for GCSE results
It has one of highest rates for teenage pregnancy in the country
Life expectancy in Nottingham‟s most deprived communities is 3 years
shorter than the national average
Nottingham has one of the highest rates for children killed on the roads
It has a high incidence of drug related crime
It has one of the highest domestic burglary rates in the country
(One Nottingham, 2005)
Nottingham City falls within the lowest 10 districts in the country on most indicators of average
deprivation. This then is the context within which we need to understand Nottingham and the
particular circumstances in Nottingham North. In the following sections we look in more detail
at some key indicators to try to paint a clear picture of what life is like for residents of
Nottingham North. We do this because one cannot fully appreciate the low participation figures
without looking at the influences on social life.
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2.2.2 The index of multiple deprivation in Nottingham North (IMD)
The
Index
of
multiple
deprivation
across
Nottingham City (see diagram right) shows the
areas of highest deprivation – which includes most
of Nottingham North and large parts of the inner
city areas. Yet clearly large parts of the City are
relatively affluent – and significantly most of the
areas over the City boundaries. Had previous
attempts to include Beeston, Arnold, Gedling and
West Bridgford into Nottingham city boundaries
been successful, then we might be looking now at
rather different media representations of the city.
This variation in deprivation is not caused by
population
differences
between
the
three
constituencies because even though the three
constituencies have different numbers of lower layer
super output areas (LSOA) as shown in the table
below – the differences are not great. If three
LSOAs – 1.7% - were moved from NN to NE this
would more or less equalise the distribution.
Figure 8 – IMD across Nottingham
Source: Nottingham City Council
Constituency
NE
NN
NS
Total

No of LSOA
55
62
59
176

% of total
31%
35%
34%
100%

Table 12 – Distribution of LSOA across Nottingham consistencies
Source: Office of National Statistics
However the distribution of the IMD across Nottingham is interesting as shown below. Whilst
the overall aggregated IMD for Nottingham City is around 42, this masks some considerable
variation at lower layers of aggregation.

Figure 9 – Distribution of deprivation by IMD across LSOA in Nottingham
Source: Office of National Statistics
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The bi-modal nature of the distribution is reflecting that whilst there are many areas with
higher levels of deprivation causing the higher modal value of 50-55, there are other areas
with relatively lower IMD – all of which occur in Nottingham South and East. The three
constituencies have quite different characteristics when we look at the 20% most deprived and
the 20% most affluent LSOAs. Here Nottingham North is more strongly represented in the
lower 20% whereas Nottingham South more so in the top 20%.
Constituency
NE
NN
NS

No of LSOA in lower 20% IMD
13 (23.6%)
19 (30.6%)
3 ( 5.1%)

No of LSOA in upper 20% IMD
7 (12.7%)
6 ( 9.7%)
22 (37.3%)

Table 13 – Upper and lower levels of LSOA IMD in Nottingham constituencies
Source: Office of National Statistics
What the IMD data illustrates are clear differences in the aggregate levels of deprivation
between the three Nottingham constituencies as is shown in the box and whisker diagram
below.

Figure 10 – Spread of IMD across Nottingham
Source: Office of National Statistics
Nottingham North shows significantly higher levels of multiple deprivation than Nottingham
East or Nottingham South and it is more tightly clustered around the higher levels of
deprivation – showing Nottingham North is more densely deprived than Nottingham East or
South. Nottingham South on the other hand appears more tightly concentrated at the lower
levels of multiple deprivation and thus tends to be more affluent in aggregate terms. This
illustrates further that one characteristic of Nottingham North is the higher concentration of
deprivation without areas of relative affluence which exist in Nottingham South (Wollaton,
Leen Valley, Radford and Park) and Nottingham East (Sherwood, Mapperley)
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2.3 Analysis of Local Area Statistics
(We are grateful to Vanessa Buchanan-Smith for preparing most of the statistics that appear in
this section)
Inner city areas and outer estates where deprivation, disadvantage and
disaffection are endemic and contribute to increasing social exclusion which,
in some instances, is now becoming evident in a third generation within the
same families. (Young 2001)
In this section we look at some of the comparative social and economic indicators for
Nottingham North wards and in some cases in this report focus on lower super output area
geography. For comparison here we have included statistics for the wards of Wollaton West
and Leen Valley as geographically they are close and in the case of Leen Valley, penetrate into
the Nottingham North boundaries. In addition, they provide interesting contrasts especially
given the way in which main roads operate as boundaries – and in practice barriers between
the deprived wards of Aspley and Bilborough and the relatively affluent Wards of Wollaton
West and Leen Valley. We have based some of our analysis on the new geography of Super
Output Areas (SOA) which are defined as:
Super Output Areas (SOAs) are a new geographic hierarchy designed to
improve the reporting of small area statistics in England and Wales. Their first
statistical application was for the Indices of Deprivation 2004, giving them
instant publicity and usage across the local government sector (ONS,
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/geography/soa.asp))
(More
information
on
the
Geography
of
National
Statistics
can
be
found
at:http://www.statistics.gov.uk/geography/default.asp). There are three levels of SOA but
where we refer to these it will be the Lower Layer areas:
Lower Layer (LSOA)
Minimum population 1000; mean 1500. Built from groups of OAs (typically 4 to 6), there are
32,482 LSOA in England.

2.3.1 Index of multiple deprivation (IMD) 2004
The IMD 2004 (ODPM, 2004) is a comprehensive measure of multiple deprivation. It
incorporates the results from seven different domains of deprivation (hence the “multiple”) to
calculate the overall IMD score:
Income deprivation
Employment deprivation
Health deprivation and disability
Education, skills and training deprivation
Barriers to housing and services
Living environment deprivation
Crime
As the following Table 14 illustrates, a startling number of Lower Layer Super Output Areas
(LSOAs) within Nottingham North wards fall into the worst 10% in the country for deprivation.
All 10 LSOAs in Aspley ward (ranked 2nd most deprived in the city) and 10 out of the 11 LSOAs
in Bulwell ward (ranked 3rd most deprived in the city) appear in the worst 10% in the country.
Wollaton West, ranked as the least deprived (i.e. most affluent) in the City (20 th out of 20),
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provides a notable contrast to this rather bleak picture despite bordering Bilborough where 7
out of 11 of its LSOAs appear in the worst 10% in the country.

Ward
Aspley
Basford
Bestwood
Bilborough
Bulwell
Bulwell Forest
Leen Valley
Wollaton West

Average
Weighted
Score

Rank
(/20) by
AWS

62.2
40.9
50.2
49.1
54.7
32.1
32.5
15.0

2
10
6
7
3
16
15
20

No of
LSOAs
10
10
10
11
11
9
6
9

Number
in Worst
10% in
Country
10
2
6
7
10
2
1
0

Table 14 - Average weighted scores for city wards, 2004
(Sources: ODPM 2004, 2001 Census and Nottingham City Council)
We will now look at each of the constituent areas of the IMD for a fuller analysis of the
characteristics of Nottingham North. This might help to give us an insight into the eventual
causes of low young participation in HE.

2.3.2 Income deprivation
Scores for the income domain alone reveal
that
much
of
Nottingham‟s
income
deprivation is concentrated in the heart of
the inner city and Nottingham North with the
possible
exception
of
Bulwell
Forest.
Furthermore, if we look at estimates of total
weekly household income for all wards in
Nottingham North and compare these to
surrounding
adjacent
wards,
such as
Wollaton West, we can see that the average
household income in Nottingham North is
relatively low. The average total weekly
income for households in Wollaton West is
£210 more per week than the average
income for households in neighbouring
Bilborough for example.
Figure 11 - Index of deprivation 2004
income domain
Source: Nottingham City Council
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Figure 12 - Estimates of total weekly household income
Source: Office of National Statistics
As well as having the lowest estimated weekly household income, Aspley ward has the highest
level of income support claimants in Nottingham North at 20.3% of the working age
population; this is almost twice the Nottingham average of 10.6% and almost 10 times higher
than adjacent Wollaton West.

%
Population

Ward
Aspley

20.3

Basford

10.6

Bestwood

13.0

Bilborough

15.2

Bulwell

14.8

Bulwell Forest

5.9

Leen Valley

7.2

Wollaton West

2.2

Nottingham City

10.6

Table 15 - Percentage of working age population 16-74 claiming income support
Source: Department of Work & Pensions August 2004.
What these figures can give us are some of the very real problems faced by some Nottingham
North residents. The suggestion that Nottingham North young people do not like travelling has
been offered to us time and time again in this research, but in places we question its accuracy.
However, some of the young people gave us a very real reasons for their inability to travel;
they simply could not afford the bus fare to get into Nottingham. We would suggest that many
of the professionals working in Nottingham North have no personal experiences of such
poverty, and therefore little personal knowledge of the effect it has upon a young person‟s
identity and self respect.
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2.3.3 Free school meals
It is well known that the level of free school meals is a measure of poverty and is closely
associated with attainment. As can be seen below, many of the Nottingham City schools have
high levels of FSM with only three being below 20% – all in Nottingham South. Nottingham
North has the highest average FSM – over twice that of Nottingham South.

Nottingham
North (43.38%)

%

Nottingham
South (19.9%)

%

Big Wood

23.93

The Trinity School

9.47

Top Valley

25.47

Fernwood

Ellis Guilford

32.84

Manning

Nottingham
East (40%)

%

Greenwood Dale

30.35

11.93

Djanogly

35.51

Bluecoat

19.07

Haywood

39.76

40.55

Emmanuel

23.64

Elliott Durham

54.93

Henry Mellish

41.61

Farnborough

26.54

William Sharp

45.11

Fairham

28.76

Hadden Park High

45.64

The River Leen

46.28
Table 16 – Percentage of pupils claiming free school meals
Source: Nottingham City Council

2.3.4 Employment and social class
Many wards in Nottingham North experience higher than average rates of unemployment when
compared with figures for the City and England, with long-term unemployment reaching more
than 3 times the national average in Aspley and Bestwood. Again Bulwell Forest also stands
out as less deprived than the rest of Nottingham North as it experiences markedly lower rates
of unemployment when compared with figures for the City.
Ward

%
Unemployment*

% Long-term
Unemployment**

% Never
Worked

13.8

5.0

2.0

8.0

2.8

1.1

11.9

5.0

1.0

9.9

3.9

1.2

11.3

4.2

1.3

Bulwell Forest

5.7

1.9

0.7

Leen Valley

7.1

2.3

0.6

Wollaton West

3.5

1.1

0.3

Nottingham City

9.7

3.5

1.1

England

5.2

1.6

0.5

Aspley
Basford
Bestwood
Bilborough
Bulwell

Table 17 - Unemployment by ward
Sources: 2001 Census and Nottingham City Council.
*The unemployment rate is the number unemployed divided by the number of economically active people, aged 16 to
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74. Economically active includes those in employment, self-employed and unemployed. Full-time student who also had
a job, or were looking for work, have been excluded from these calculations.
**Long-term unemployed are those who stated on Census Day they had not worked since 1999 or earlier.

What is clear from this data is that four of the six wards of Nottingham North have levels of
long-term unemployment higher than the Nottingham City average. Similarly four of the six
have higher than City levels of those who have never worked.
The National Statistics Socio-economic classification is an occupation based measure. This
therefore provides a useful insight into the main types of employment within the constituency,
and allows us to estimate social class composition for each ward, and to see how this
compares to the City and national averages. Nottingham North is predominantly a working
class community, with a large percentage of its residents working in semi-routine and routine
occupations – higher than percentages for the City and England (see Table 18). Wollaton West
is strikingly different with 14.52% of its residents working in higher managerial occupations
and higher professional occupations compared to a figure of 8.61% for England.
These figures do not only give us an indication of the local picture but also give us an insight
into the framework upon which the hopes and aspirations of Nottingham North young people
are constructed. For example only around 30% of residents in Aspley have employment in or
above lower supervisory. This will inevitable mean huge numbers of Aspley young people are
unlikely to know anyone working in this type of post. This compares to the 60% over the road
in Wollaton West. We can only speculate on what effect this has upon the collective culture
within such communities as Aspley.
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England

Nottingham
City

Wollaton
West

Leen Valley

Bulwell
Forest

Bulwell

Bilborough

Bestwood

Basford

(all people aged 16-74)

Aspley

National
Statistics
Socioeconomic Classification

Large employers and higher
managerial occupations %

0.97

2.08

0.94

1.35

1.58

1.98

2.19

4.76

1.98

3.5

Higher profess occupations %

1.44

3.29

1.42

2.09

1.57

2.61

3.75

9.76

4.2

5.11

8.15

15.29

9.41

9.91

10.42

15.3

14.64

23.63

13.24

18.73

5.84

8.66

6.81

6.41

7.52

9.93

8.74

9.19

7.21

9.48

own

3.51

4.71

3.82

4.01

3.7

5.35

6.22

5.73

4.12

6.98

Lower supervisory and technical
occupations %

9.2

8.4

9.01

8.35

9.04

9.87

6.95

4.61

6.67

7.11

Semi-routine occupations %

16.28

12.85

15.94

14.01

15.55

13.61

12.77

7.54

11.35

11.65

Routine occupations %

19.56

13.82

17.8

15.75

18.49

13.48

11.7

5.11

11.7

9.02

Never worked %

6.85

3.68

3.99

4.35

5.31

2.88

4.17

1.89

4.2

2.72

Long-term unemployed %

2.71

1.76

2.87

2.12

2.46

1.23

1.31

0.7

1.9

1.01

Full-time students %

6.55

8.72

4.97

5.73

4.71

5.53

7.15

7.54

15.97

7.03

18.93

16.73

23.01

25.9

19.66

18.23

20.41

19.55

17.42

17.66

Lower
managerial
professional occupations %

and

Intermediate occupations %
Small
employers
account workers %

Not classifiable

and

Table 18 - National statistics socio-economic classification
Source: 2001 Census
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2.3.5 Health deprivation
It has often been said to us that residents of Nottingham North are amongst the most
unhealthy in Nottingham, and the country - and the official figures do seem to bear this out.
We will illustrate this with some statistics which show comparisons across the City and with
other cities locally. These can often provide stark contrasts such as for example the life
expectancy figures in Table 19.

Males

Females

Nottingham

73.30

79.00

Leicester

74.50

79.00

Ashfield

74.80

79.30

Mansfield

75.40

79.80

Bassetlaw

75.90

79.90

Derby

76.10

80.60

Newark and Sherwood

76.70

81.00

Broxtowe

77.40

81.80

Gedling

77.80

81.10

Rushcliffe

78.80

82.00

Rutland

79.60

84.00

Table 19 - Life expectancy at birth (Jul 2003)
Source: One Nottingham
One Nottingham reports that “Life expectancy in Nottingham‟s most deprived communities is 3
years shorter than the national average” (Source; One Nottingham‟s website). Overall
exploring the statistics for Nottingham, one is struck by the general levels of ill health across a
number of measures. For example:
Premature deaths from coronary heart disease are highest in Bilborough (2.50 per 1,000),
double the Nottingham figure of 1.24 per 1,000. Four wards in NN have an average higher
than Nottingham City.
Hospital admittances due to injury are higher that the Nottingham City average in 4 wards,
and in Aspley are three times the figure of Wollaton West.
The number of permanently sick and disabled as a percentage of the population is at or
above the City average in all Nottingham North Wards:
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Figure 13 - Permanently sick/disabled
Source: 2001 Census.
the rate of teenage conception in Nottingham is one of the highest in the UK, and the rate
of abortions one of the lowest in UK. Although teenage conception has reduced nationally
since the 1970s the Nottingham figures have hardly changed since 1998. The rates of
teenage conception continue to give the government cause for concern because of the
various connections identified between teenage conception and social deprivation (Jowell,
1997). We know little for example of the way in which the experience of pregnancy
influences a young woman‟s educational attainment or transition.
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Figure 14 - Teenage conceptions per 1,000 population aged 15-17
Source: Nottingham PCT, 2000
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2.3.6 Educational deprivation
If we look at educational deprivation in
Nottingham City, we can see again that it is
particularly concentrated in Nottingham North
apart from the Clifton South and St Anne‟s
areas.
Apart from Bulwell Forest, pupils in all
Nottingham North Wards under-perform at
GCSE compared to the City average. By
contrast 75.4% of pupils from Wollaton West
achieve 5+ A-C grades at GCSE.
Figure 15 - Index of deprivation 2004
education domain
Source: Nottingham City Council

Ward

2000*

2001

2002

2003

2004

Incr.
00-04

Aspley

13

13

22

20

24.1

185%

Basford

29

24

35

31

33.2

115%

Bestwood

16

26

15

16

25.6

160%

Bilborough

23

22

28

27

31.7

138%

Bulwell

14

11

16

18

28.3

202%

Bulwell Forest

44

41

35

33

40.0

90%

Leen Valley

24

38

44

40

41.1

171%

Wollaton West

76

70

72

80

75.4

99%

Nottingham
City

30

31

31

32

36.2

120%

Table 20 - Percentage of pupils gaining 5+ A*- C grades
Source: Nottingham City Education Department.
*Figure calculated for all pupils living in named wards. Date is year exams taken.

Again the data in Table 20 illustrate the issue we raised earlier, that official HEFCE POLAR
participation rates are based upon outdated ward boundaries, and on a cohort which achieved
far lower GCSE results than currently. HEFCE calculate their POLAR data on pupils who took
their GCSE in 1995-7, yet in these figures there has been a clear improvement, year by year in
some of the most deprived wards. This is indeed a “good news” story and one which would
suggest we will see an improvement in the participation rate over time – particularly in the
poorest wards.
What is difficult to break though is the long standing culture of low levels of qualifications in
the neighbourhoods that young people grow up in. Table 21 shows how high the percentage of
people with no qualifications at all is in the Nottingham North Wards; all significantly above the
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City and the national averages. Indeed in Aspley almost half of the population have no
qualifications – and in four wards it is almost half. Whilst this will affect those people
themselves, we would argue it also influences young people who grow up in an environment
where having educational qualifications are not the norm.

Ward

% with No Quals

Aspley

49.60

Basford

35.84

Bestwood

47.86

Bilborough

47.55

Bulwell

47.17

Bulwell Forest

37.97

Leen Valley

36.90

Wollaton West

21.86

Nottingham City

33.89

England

28.85

Table 21 - Percentage of population aged 16-74 with no qualifications
Source: Office of National Statistics 2001 Census.
Understanding the culture and social environment in which young people grow up will be
informed by exploring the housing and household component of the IMD.

2.3.7 Housing and households

Aspley

Basford

Bestwood

Bilborough

Bulwell

Bulwell Forest

Nottingham

An overall picture of the characteristics on households in Nottingham North can be seen from
the following Table 22 showing aspects of household composition which impact in some way
upon providing the conditions in which we tend to see high academic attainment.

Contained dependant children

45.0

32.0

30.1

28.2

34.8

28.2

27.1

Lone parent households with
dependent children

21.3

12.2

12.1

10.4

14.2

7.2

9.9

Owner occupied

36.8

57.8

45.1

46.8

45.6

71.4

50.0

Rented from Council

52.4

23.6

44.4

40.4

40.6

16.4

26.9
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Rented from Housing Association or
Registered Social Landlord

1.9

7.2

3.6

5.8

4.5

4.0

6.5

Private rented or lived rent free

8.9

11.4

7.0

7.0

9.3

8.2

16.6

52.0

39.7

50.6

47.0

48.9

33.4

44.9

Have no car or van

Table 22 - Household composition, tenure and housing conditions
Source: 2001 Census (Percentage of Households)

2.3.8 Crime deprivation
One of the most common issues frequently raised by Nottingham North residents as
description of their area was the high level of crime. Naturally such figures may be perceived
but not actual. Table 23 shows that the number of robberies and vehicle crimes per 1000 of
the population does not appear to be as high in Nottingham North as it is in the City as a
whole, however, burglaries do seem to be high, and this factor may be contributing to a sense
of insecurity.

Number of Burglaries
per 1,000 Households

Number of Robberies
per 1,000 Population

Number of Vehicle
Crimes per 1,000
Population

11.3

0.64

6.9

Basford

8.1

0.66

7.9

Bestwood

7.6

0.46

4.4

Bilborough

10.2

0.37

6.8

Bulwell

13.5

0.70

6.9

4.7

0.51

5.5

10.0

1.09

7.6

Wollaton West

5.6

0.63

7.2

Nottingham

9.3

1.13

8.9

Ward
Aspley

Bulwell Forest
Leen Valley

Table 23 - Burglaries, robberies and vehicle crimes between July and September
2004
Source: Nottinghamshire Police and 2001 Census.
One cannot however look at crime statistics without also looking at who is committing the
crimes. From the figures in Table 24 it appears that 314 out of a total 765 (41%) of young
offenders convicted between April 2004 and May 2005 were from Nottingham North.
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Ward

Convictions

Aspley

69

Basford

32

Bestwood

83

Bilborough

51

Bulwell

53

Bulwell Forest

26

Leen Valley

21

Wollaton West

11

Nottingham City

765

Table 24 - Young offenders convicted between April 2004 and March 2005
Source: Nottingham City Youth Offending Team
These two statistics do tell us that indeed low levels of crime do characterise some areas of
Nottingham North, but in addition the environment in which young people grow up does lead
them to commit crimes at a rate higher than elsewhere in Nottingham.
All of these statistics paint a fairly challenging context for the residents of Nottingham North;
they are poorer, less healthy and their children do less well at school than other areas of
Nottingham. We are not suggesting that any of these statistics of themselves automatically
result in fewer young people progressing onto higher education. We paint this picture to
illustrate the contexts in which young people in Nottingham North grow up, and the
consequent challenges they face.

2.4 Local Perceptions of the Nottingham North Area
So how can we „mass customize‟ learning in ways that make the most of what
young people have in common while also respecting their different
perspectives? Statistical analyses using categories such as gender, ethnicity
or social class are critical in helping us identify inequalities and measure our
success in tackling them. But they do not tell us about the diversity within
these categories, they do not tell us about the motivations and perspectives
of young people, and they do not tell us what to do. To tackle problems of
equality and diversity, we need not only to understand young people using
traditional categories such as race and gender, but also to identify the major
themes in their experiences of life and learning – themes which may cut
across these traditional categories.
(Learning and Skills Council, 2005a)
In this section we look at the various perceptions of local people and professionals and identify
some of the key factors and issues which can shed some light upon possible causes for low HE
participation amongst young people. We talked to a large number of local people living in the
area (young people, parents and other residents) and to educational professionals working in
the area. The residents came from all wards and schools. The professionals represented:
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Aspire, West Area Learning Champions (WALC), Connexions, Beckhampton Pupil Referral Unit,
Schools, and the Sure Start groups covering the area in Bulwell, Broxtowe and Aspley.
Professionals were asked to comment on what they thought of Nottingham North, socially,
economically, environmentally and to identify any key issues in the area. The majority of
perceptions of Nottingham North area were based on their working in the area. With less than
five individuals being from the area or having ever lived in the area, most had little direct
personal experience to draw on of living in Nottingham North. Professionals talked largely of
five main themes: local crime; characteristics of local people; localisation of lives, local
aspiration and confidence; local employment prospects; sense of community.
Local residents were asked to talk about where they live and what they think of other areas
in Nottingham. Only about half of the young people, parents and residents we spoke to were
from Nottingham North and had lived in the same area all their life. Some families had high
rates of mobility chiefly moving within Nottingham City. This may, in part be attributable to the
legacy of local authority housing across the area. Inevitably there will be issues around
attachment and a possible correlation between length of residence and feelings about where
people live. We asked local people the question - “I just want to ask you a bit about where you
live, any good and some not so good things about the area.” Even though „good‟ comes before
„not so good things‟ the majority of people, particularly young people, began by talking about
the negative things about where they live. In analysing the data from local residents we found
both the positive and negative aspects of living in Nottingham North coexisting. Again the main
themes residents focussed on were crime and image of the local area, what they did in their
spare time, their hopes and aspirations, training and employment.
Here we focus on the contrasts and coherences in these perceptions and suggest what this
might indicate. However, issues related to these perceptions will permeate other sections in
the report especially when we look to identifying some of the deeper reasons for
underachievement in the area. We begin by looking at perceptions of the area as a place to
live. We have anonymised the contributions made though do indicate the area or organisation
from which the speaker came.

2.4.1 “It’s rough round here”
A consistent picture painted by many professionals working in the Nottingham North area is
that it is characterised by high levels of low-level crime, such as vandalism and drug taking. A
frequent claim was the high levels of anti-social behaviour (ASB) but rarely was this more
clearly defined or examples offered. Here professionals from Aspley and Broxtowe Sure Starts
(SS) provide a picture;
The issues for people down here are basically crime; vandalism; graffiti; that
sort of anti social stuff. When we first moved up here, the fear of living here.
So it was the stigma of where you live. You move here and it‟s a scary kind of
place to be. (Other Professional: Interview)
There are a lot of young people out on the streets. (Other Professional:
Interview)
Anti-social behaviour is a big problem around here. (Other Professional:
Interview)
There is a huge drugs problem around the area particularly in selling drugs.
(Other Professional: Interview)
I do find a bit history and even today if you want to try and get a taxi back
here after eleven o‟clock you won‟t get one. It‟s really hard. (Other
Professional: Interview)
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Virtually all residents (young people and parents) agreed with these perspectives and raised
concerns about crime in their area - low level crime or ASB (e.g. graffiti, joyriding, burglary
and drug dealing). Many people talked of being kept awake by emergency service sirens and
witnessing or experiencing crime themselves, such as a fight on the street or in a shop, getting
burgled and car theft. Others had heard of neighbours or relatives being a victim of crime.
You hear of all sorts. But a lot of anti-social behaviour; vandalism; burglaries;
street robberies. (Other Professional: Interview)
Within the area there is lots of anti-social stuff going on. You drive through
the area in the evening. There is a lot of these youngsters out until quite late,
I wouldn‟t want my kids to be out at that time but that is the culture of the
place. (Educational Professional: Interview)
There was general acknowledgement that the Nottingham North area has a bad reputation and
stigma attached to it through having high crime levels and being an “unsafe place for young
kids”. However, even though many residents more readily identified with their own immediate
locality, they did also see some affinity and loyalty to the City and rejected recent national
press scare stories describing Nottingham as a major city of crime, arguing that Nottingham
was not as bad as it was painted and that many other cities have similar problems. The
problems however were a result of a small group, whose attitudes and behaviour were rejected
by most local residents.
There are a lot of fairly solid families on it who would take issue with antisocial behaviour. As soon as they give up and don‟t feel they have the police
support for it then they‟ve had it. It becomes a semi no-go area. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
However, many of the parents with younger children talked about not letting their children
play outside in the streets due to the state of the physical environment, people hanging around
and the local crime. For some this went further and they did not want their children mixing
with other children in the area, fearful that they would be a bad influence. There is a strong
underlying sense amongst many parents that their children would not be safe.
Many residents viewed other areas in Nottingham North and in the city negatively and worse
than their area. Understandably people usually feel more comfortable where they live and if
people know very little about other areas, may be only through hearing things via media (TV
and newspapers) and a lack of direct experience will limit people‟s perceptions. When asked to
comment on how they think people living outside their area view their area, the general view
was of negative perceptions. However, many people realised their own and other people‟s
perceptions are often based on limited knowledge.
But they don‟t live here, like I think St Ann‟s is bad but I don‟t live there I‟m
sure most of the people who live there think it‟s OK. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
Most people agreed that the problems were caused by a minority of individuals/groups/families
causing problems and thereby gave the whole area a bad name. Problems were perceived as
very localized, and focussed on particular streets or groups of streets. Yet there was frustration
that this results in a negative image being attached to the whole estate/area. This seems to be
occurring on individual estates which fall within the Nottingham North parliamentary
constituency and so a negative image of the whole area is being generated. Given that we
uncovered considerable diversity and localisation in many of the issues facing Nottingham
North, it would seem to be important to understand more local neighbourhoods and tailor
specific responses to meet local needs.
There is general frustration around ASB. (Educational Professional: Interview)
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We used to get figures from Radford Road on the numbers of our pupils who
had been given a caution, who had been involved in the police. We were very
high compared to other schools and the national average. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
We have our fair share of burnt out cars at the front of school and smashed
bus shelters and things like that. (Educational Professional: Interview)
There is a very big drug cultures, it‟s endemic and very difficult to root out. A
lot of the runners etc are young. (Educational Professional: Interview)

2.4.2 “There’s nothing to do round here”
This underlying negative feeling amongst residents about where they live will undoubtedly
influence how they use the area and furthermore how they perceive themselves as residents of
an area/estate with a poor reputation. We asked young people where they go in Nottingham
North and what they do there. We were interested in how they operationalised a sense of
belonging and how they developed social networks and social capital; how did they develop a
level of self actualisation. The majority of young people spend most of their time in their
immediate local area and very little time in the rest of Nottingham North. Young people,
parents, residents and professionals attempt to understand why some young people hang
around on the streets and do sympathise to an extent. Asked why they think (mainly young)
people hang around on the streets, a typical response was “because there‟s nothing to do
round here.”
You do see a lot of the kids hanging around doing nothing and you do hear
stories of “oh, there‟s nothing to do” and they are going round smashing
windows here and there is going to be a fight there. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
The majority of young people we spoke to were teenagers aged between 13 and 16 frustrated
that there was nothing for young people their age to do since “it‟s all for younger kids”.
Parents, residents and professionals agree that many young people are bored. A number of
activities in the area were cited, for example recreation grounds, leisure centres but many
activities incur costs for the activity, transport, refreshments which many people on limited
incomes just cannot afford on a regular basis. We found very few young people taking part in
regular organised activities e.g. member of a football club. However, many young males play
football with friends on local recreation grounds and streets as relatively informal and
unorganised activities.
Young people and adults alike consistently talk about people hanging around on the streets
(mainly young people) often in groups and how this does not look good, can lead to anti social
behaviour (ASB) and result in people changing their behaviour e.g. not walking past the shops
on the way home from school for fear of name calling. There is a general sense of low levels of
intimidation. Many young people we interviewed in schools talked about personally
experiencing name calling, abusive language on the street; young people can be the
perpetrators of anti-social behaviour problems but also the victims. Clearly not all young
people can be generalised as troublesome, hanging around on the streets causing problems,
and there was a clear diversification here. The majority of residents and professionals did
acknowledge that it is a minority of youngsters that give the rest a bad name. The majority of
young people we spoke to saw a difference between “hanging around on the streets” and them
finding alternatives e.g. going to friend‟s houses or playing informal games of football. A
number of residents stated that they would not walk around the area at night and sometimes
not even in the day because of the groups of young people. Notable, often the word “group”
was translated into “gang” indicating a feeling of threat or social tension – even where it
actually might not have existed.
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The bad things about living in Aspley, sometimes when you‟re walking home there‟s
gangs of chavs. It‟s pretty off putting when you walk past them, that‟s about it, and
there‟s not many. They‟re quite young. There‟s one particular road, Seeton Crescent. It‟s
not a nice road. It‟s full of youths. I feel a bit intimidated but I can walk another way. (18
year old female: lived in Aspley all life)
Within the area there is lots of anti social stuff going on. You drive through the area in
the evening. There is a lot of these youngsters out until quite late, I wouldn‟t want my
kids to be out at that time but that is the culture of the place. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
Local people have mixed views about the environment in which they live and their
neighbourhood. Alongside having negative views towards some of the people who live in their
area many local people (young people and adults) are frustrated with the physical environment
around where they live and how people treat the environment. Many residents talk about noise
from vehicles, neighbours and gangs on the street. To a certain degree some residents are
resigned to the fact that this environment is the norm. They have become used to it as part of
everyday life in the area.
Nothing I really like about living in Top Valley. I used to live in Aspley. Top
Valley is a lot different, worse, people keep getting attacked around my end,
noisy mini motos around the street. (Parent: Top Valley)
Hence there were certain levels of relatively informal strategies many young people adopted to
develop and retain their socials networks with friends. Yet these paradoxically had the capacity
to aggravate other residents. The questions we also looked at was what formal activities did
young people undertake in their spare time.

2.4.3 “But I don’t do nothing in my spare time”
The majority of Year 9, 10 and 11 pupils we spoke to said they would spend most of their
spare time (i.e. after school) around their local area, near where they live, seeing friends,
“hanging out” or staying in. Staying local may, in part, be governed by parents wanting their
children to stay close to home (the majority of young people were under 15 years of age).
Even though young people spend most of their spare time in their local area most complain
that there is nothing to do round where they live with few leisure facilities, activities, and
clubs. Some young people do attend youth groups whilst others choose not to because of the
types of people that go and hang outside afterwards. It seems that only certain local areas do
have youth activities, therefore for some young people attending youth activities would involve
some ravelling and expense. Few suggestions were made of what facilities or activities young
people would like to see in their area, they just wanted “something to do”.
There‟s nothing to do, can‟t really get out. You have to make your own
entertainment, football, cricket. I like my friends there. It‟s horrible, nothing
to do, it bores you to death.
It‟s just boring because there‟s now‟t to do half the time except play football.
I‟d like to see projects like graffiti on the walls and that and for people to get
involved.
It would be good to have a kids‟ council around Bulwell so kids can decide
what they want to do.
Now of course, it is not uncommon for young people to complain of having “nothing to do”
when they were surrounded by opportunities - and young people in Nottingham North are no
exception. Nottingham North is by no means an area devoid of organised activities. Although
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we did not research this in detail, reading the local Nottingham Evening Post illustrates the
diverse opportunities which many Nottingham North young people “chose” not to engage in.
For example skate/bike park off Sellers Wood Road, in Bulwell. There are several Notts Wildlife
Trust
reserves
around
and
there
is
availability
of
football
pitches/tennis
courts/basketball/netball. There are clubs and societies, dance groups, karate etc, and
opportunities for fishing. We have no evidence from such organised groups of the take up from
areas within Nottingham north, or what patterns there are. None came up in our conversations
with young people either in groups or individuals. Hence taking part in regular, formal
organised activities is not the norm amongst young people in Nottingham North with whom we
spoke. For example, few were members of a sports club or other structured group. This is not
to say such organised activities do not take place, or that they are not supported or enjoyed by
local young people. Such activities, where they do exist are not mainstream. For a small
example, there is only one Nottingham North girls‟ football team in the Notts Girls and
Ladies League (Bilborough FC), whereas West Bridgford, an affluent area just over the
City/County border, alone has 8 teams for girls between 9 and 13, four of which (October
2006)
were
at
the
top
of
their
respective
leagues
(http://195.70.65.11/Zog/NottsGirlsLeague/).
Older college students were more likely to take part in formal activities on a regular basis.
Regular, formal activities usually have to be paid for which raises issues of affordability. There
is also an issue of being motivated and encouraged to take part in activities. Young males are
most likely to be taking part in regular activities e.g. member of a football club. The majority
of young people told us that they go into Nottingham city centre to go shopping, go to the
cinema or ice skating or just to “hang around with my mates”. For many this is on a regular
basis, such as once a week with friends. It is difficult here to tease out the cultural dispositions
here from the affordability aspect; did they go because they wanted companionship or because
they could not afford to do anything else?
The friends which young people (Years 9, 10, 11) spend most of their spare time with tend to
live close by and are mainly friends from school. A number of young females stated that they
spend time with their boyfriend. Only one young male stated that he had a girlfriend. A
number of young people stated that they spend time with relatives who live locally. However it
seems unusual amongst young people in Nottingham North to spend time at the weekends
going out, taking part in activities with their immediate family e.g. days out on a Sunday. A
significant proportion of young people (Years 9, 10, 11) have a job. e.g. a paper round or a
Saturday job to earn money. Some sixth form college students had a part time/weekend job
and found it hard to juggle college work, paid employment and a social life. One student had
sacrificed being a member of a sports team to earn some money, another student was not
willing to make this sacrifice and preferred sport to earning. College/sixth form students do
most of their night time socialising in the city centre particularly at the weekends, or outside
Nottingham e.g. Mansfield. Such activities are obviously constrained by money and parental
consent for younger people. Bilborough Sixth Form students coming in from Hucknall and
Newstead (at least 1 hour bus journey) only go to Nottingham North for college and find very
little else to interest them in the area. However, young people stated that they often go into
Nottingham city centre, with the majority going in once a week usually at the weekend with
friends.
What all this suggests, is yet again considerable diversity, yet an element of pupils making
different decisions based on a cultural disposition to forge a network of friends even though
this meant they wandered aimlessly around rather than constructing some self actualisation
through commitment to sport or other leisure activity. In many cases this decision was also
predicated on economic necessity.
It seems that young people of different ages (13-18) spend a lot of time in and around their
neighbourhood. Young people expressed that they feel comfortable staying in their local area;
it‟s what they know, it‟s the main focus of where their daily activities take place e.g. friends,
school, sports, leisure. Knowing someone in another area was the main motivation for going
elsewhere and the norm seems to be that friends live locally. Young people tend to spend very
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little time in other areas in Nottingham North other than going to see family or passing
through other areas e.g. on the tram or bus.
However, even this picture is contrary to the view of many local professionals who believed
few young people from Nottingham North ever ventured into Nottingham city centre on a
regular basis.
The „local‟ lives of many of the young people we spoke to along with limited experience and
knowledge of other areas may account, in part for strong negative views of other areas
(generated mainly through the media, word of mouth).
You don‟t walk around by yourself in Bulwell you go in a group.
Don‟t ask me about Broxtowe. It‟s really rough. It‟s not safe at night.
A significant proportion of young people stated that they have only lived in their area for a few
years and used to live elsewhere in Nottingham North or Nottingham City. Some young people
have moved several times each time meaning they have to get used to a new home, area,
maybe a new school, and usually make new friends. This can create instability in local
communities and in schools. A higher incidence of mobility in Nottingham North may be
attributable, in part, to the high level of social housing stock and a high level of one parent
families.
Hence, the young people were not as “localised” as some professionals have indicated them to
be - since they do visit other parts of the City, but their activity is located around “we go every
Saturday to town, shopping, hanging around, with mates”. There were groups who went ice
skating, or played football in the street, however the level of organised activities was very low;
the young people tended to organise themselves around informal activities rather than be
organised into structured activities. There is an interesting comparison here between the very
different working-class and middle-class lives which Lareau uses in her study of class and
family life in the USA (Lareau, 2003). She claims there exist different family lifestyles between
young people and adults in working class families compared to middle class families. The
young people brought up in working class families appear to benefit from what Lareau calls
“the accomplishment of natural growth” (p. 3) compared to the more highly organised
lifestyles of the middle classes which she termed “concerted cultivation” (p. 2). Many
professionals we spoke to (including two of the project team) recognised the experience of
dashing round taking their children to one organised activity after another and feeling they
were “just a taxi service”. Life for parents and young people in Nottingham North is very
different. As we show elsewhere figures from the 2001 Census show in four of the six
Nottingham North wards, around 50% of the households do not own a car. In such
households, the privilege of being a taxi service is not even possible.
A small number of young people say they do want to get out of the area when they‟re old
enough, attributable in part to the negative features they see in the area and not wanting to
be like everyone else in the area, wanting better than that.
I‟m not staying in Nottingham, there‟s a big world out there and I‟m not
staying in Nottingham. I‟m going out places. I‟ll probably stay for college and
then go away to university. I took French as an option so I can travel. If I do
accountancy I‟ll go abroad. There‟s nothing to keep me here apart from my
family but I‟ll see them anyway, I‟m going places. I want to go everywhere. I
like going new places, you can learn stuff, different countries, new
experiences. I‟ve been to Greece, Italy, Egypt, Ibiza.
Go to college and university and after that first plane out of England to
somewhere like Australia. There‟s a world to explore, you can explore, I‟m
going to do it.
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I‟ll probably stay in Nottingham but I‟m going to go out and explore. Every
time I get some money I‟ll go on holiday for a month or something.
I don‟t want to stay in Nottingham I want to get away. Lincoln seems more
laid back. Maybe because I‟ve lived here for like forever I just want to get out
and see what else is cracking off.
What was unclear, was whether they had any idea of how to achieve this – or whether it would
be just a matter of dreaming “the impossible dream”

2.4.4 “It’s not very nice here, but it’s ok”
Professionals, young people and to a lesser degree parents and residents talked about an
untidy, dirty environment on the streets and in houses and gardens. A general lack of respect
and care for the environment - streets not looking like they were cleaned regularly, limited
street signage, a lack of flowers, planting, hanging baskets and benches. There was a feeling
that other areas of the city received more environmental investment e.g. street cleansing
which can make an area more appealing. One school representative thought Nottingham North
was disadvantaged in that it had not received as much regeneration money as other areas.
There has been significant investment in regenerating Nottingham North – SRB,
neighbourhood renewal, Sure Start programmes – this may be less investment than other
areas or maybe the programmes have not had much of a recognisable impact. A minority of
educational professionals from the area or living in the area had seen positive developments in
recent years in community based services and facilities, for example, West Area Learning
Partnership. However, these individuals come from the vantage point of being able to readily
access information and experience these developments first hand due to their employment
situation. Other residents identified fewer positive changes.
I like nothing about living in Bulwell, it‟s horrible.
Unlike Mansfield where a lot of work was put into regeneration and training I
think this area has missed out on that. (Educational Professional: Interview)
A significant number of young people stated that they do not really like where they live and
plan to move out when they are older. This was often due to a combination of factors
discussed above – wanting to live in a nicer place, wanting to do better than people in the area
and not wanting to end up like people who stay in the area all their lives. Only a handful of
parents or residents talked about leaving the area although no direct question was asked. For
the majority of people a culmination of factors keeps them where they are, mainly because it
is their home. Equally a culmination of factors can influence people to try to move out of the
area.
Interestingly when asked to talk about the good things about living in Nottingham North, the
first thing young people, parents and residents alike all talk about is the people – nice
neighbours, friends and most significantly family in the area. Virtually all young people have
social groups based around where they live and in their school. It was mainly their friends at
school whom they socialise with in their spare time. The majority – but not all - of school age
young people we spoke with attend their local school.
I like the people up here; I‟ve made some good mates in 5 years. It depends
who you talk to. My neighbours are nice, a lot are older. I like living where I
do because we all look after each other. (Female, Broxtowe resident of 5
years)
I like the place. I have been outside the area. I like it even though it is
criticised there is a sense of community, people will get together. I know a lot
of people on the estate. (26 year old female, lived Broxtowe all life)
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The things I like about Aspley are the neighbours and the community, the
people who actually live there, it‟s friendly. That‟s about it unfortunately. (18
year old female, lived Aspley all life)
How people live their lives in their neighbourhood has the power to make other people feel
both positively and negatively about where they live. There was thus, a strong community feel
in places, and a loyalty to the area – which in many cases had been home to generations of
members in a family.
I do like our road but we do get joy riders and gangs hanging around on the
corners just by the shops I don‟t like going round there. Apart from that it‟s
really nice where I live, there‟s nothing really bad to say about it. It‟s mainly
elderly people, but where they are young they go to the school so you know
them. (Aspley parent)
It used to be that people tried to get out of Broxtowe as soon as they arrived
and I actually think that there is now a waiting list for the area and that is a
very significant sign. (Other Professional: Interview)
They do have a strong community. They have a strong residence and tenants
association. There is the Broxtowe Partnership Trust. (Other Professional:
Interview)
In addition, there was recognition that in some areas, there was change taking place. New
housing was set to influence the local community.
Where I live house prices are going up, you‟re getting young professionals in
the area instead of Arnold, buying houses, changing dynamics of the area.
New houses are being built. It‟s like every other place in a regeneration area.
It‟s been neglected for a long time, and now they‟re pushing money in but
they need to stay not go. (Amber)
There are things in the area, lots of community centres it‟s just that people
don‟t know they‟re out there. I found loads I didn‟t even know about since
I‟ve been in this job. It‟s making sure people do know. (Other Professional:
Interview)

2.4.5 “I’m staying local”
One surprisingly consistent image held by many local professionals characterised people from
Nottingham North as being quite insular, inward looking, and territorial inhabitants. The
general perception is that young people, parents and residents alike, spend a lot of their time
in their local area - which might consist of just a few streets - and rarely venture into the city
centre or beyond Nottingham. Each estate has its own set of shops which are used regularly
and many residents felt everything locals need was on their doorstep, so they did not need to
go anywhere else. The following are just a (representative) sample of the responses we
received to the question: “What would you say people who live in Nottingham North are like?”
It‟s a very insular community, they all are, Bilborough, Broxtowe. They look
inwards rather than outwards in terms of their communities, the provision for
the community, training and job opportunities, it‟s always looking inward. In
Bulwell it‟s very localised. If it ain‟t in Bulwell it doesn‟t exist to most of the
kids and families. (Educational Professional: Interview)
We are probably the 13th most deprived ward in the country. Therefore that
brings with it a poverty of expectation in all its senses - in even going beyond
Bulwell let alone going into another area of the country. There are still a
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significant population in our community that don‟t even go to Aspley or
Hucknall. They think you need a passport to be honest to go out of Bulwell.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
It‟s awful to generalise but the kids and parents are very out going, very
lively, not very confident outside the streets that they live in. I don‟t think
people go very far from the streets that they know. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
But saying that there is no pride in the area people are very territorial as well.
So people are very much from Top Valley or from Bestwood and for many of
the young people that I work with even coming into the city centre is a big
thing. Their life revolves around Bestwood. It‟s quite insular and inward
looking. (Other Professional: Interview)
There is a tremendous sense of parochialism amongst people in the area.
People who live in Bulwell are reluctant to come into Nottingham City. (Other
Professional: Interview)
I‟ve come across parents who have never come into the city centre and you
know from the kids it‟s not somewhere they‟ve been. Some of the older ones
on a Saturday they will stay around the area. (Other Professional: Interview)
People who think that they are separate from Nottingham. It still has a town
identity; Bulwell town identity. (Other Professional: Interview)
When they talk about going into town they mean going into Bulwell town
centre; when they talk about going into Nottingham and a lot of people don‟t
go into Nottingham regularly they don‟t feel that they belong to Nottingham
at all. They feel they are cut off and that‟s not a problem for them at all. They
like being in a more defined area really. (Other Professional: Interview)
It‟s not as if there is a kind of wall between them but I think that Broxtowe is
more territorial than most. But across the areas, unless there is something
going on to bring them in, I‟m not certain why they would cross over anyway.
I mean they are distinct areas. (Other Professional: Interview)
A lot of people, if they say they are going to town they mean Bulwell and they
never go into Nottingham. (Other Professional: Interview)
The “us” and “them” style here is probably a result of our questioning and one ought to not
really read much into it, yet the almost universal nature of this perspective surprised us.
People living across the area are described as leading very „localised‟ lives. This is contrary to
what young people, parents and residents have told us. In some cases people were surprised
that they have been characterised in this way.
The Nottingham North area is made up of a number of different estates about which people
seem to feel very territorial and in some cases people are reluctant to cross a certain road as
that is not their patch. Residents rarely referred to the Electoral Ward in which they lived – and
most did not know which ward they lived in. Nottingham North residents are no different from
the majority of the population in this respect. However there was strong affinity to a smaller
geographical unit.
People feel comfortable in their local area and with what they know. Therefore going to
university, even a local one only 3-5 miles away, would be a totally different world, a foreign
land. This also relates to the unknown world of university, coming from an area where very
few people go to university, no role model effect and little understanding of university.
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2.4.6 “It’s just poor, white, working class”
A significant proportion of young people and professionals talked about what they perceive to
be general characteristics of people living in Nottingham North – on benefits, unemployed,
living in council housing, casual/low paid work, low income, health problems and a high
proportion of single parents. Again and again professionals described the area as “deprived” as
well as mixed socially, educationally, economically and physically. However, many
professionals were sympathetic to these characteristics and realised that many people in
Nottingham North struggle to bring up a family in difficult financial and social circumstances.
We can see that such perceptions are based on fact when we look at the statistical
comparisons.
From a sociological perspective it‟s overwhelmingly a poor white working class
area. Pretty much most of the area is large council estates. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
This characterises most of the entire constituency. In this way it is quite unlike the other two
constituencies in the City of Nottingham, where there are areas of deprivation, but where
these are matched with wards and more localised areas which are relatively more affluent.
There is a preponderance of short-term casual work.
Short term don‟t necessarily work all week, do bits and pieces, work that isn‟t
always declared to the tax man. I think quite a lot of the women tend to work
in the caring industry e.g. hospitals, health service. All our dinner ladies are
from the area. Quite a lot of jobs in catering, kitchens, cleaning. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
But when you talk to the kids they will say that they are going to go on
benefit and do the occasional run to France to pick up the fags and the booze
and bring it back and flog it in the pubs to top up their benefit. And there are
lots of role models like that so therefore, in their minds, it‟s right.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
You‟ve got big tranches of people, adults that are signed as being incapable of
working on incapacity benefit, mental health problems, a range of health
issues that are preventing them from working. We have a number of students
that have disabled parents and they are the prime carer. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
A typical family would be single parent; grandparents would be involved
normally at some point. (Educational Professional: Interview)
So there is incredible poverty in the area but there are also parts of it that are
actually ok. (Educational Professional: Interview)
The social difficulties faced by local people emerge in a number of unfortunate ways – which
can be seen too in the breakdown of the statistics – most notably a very high level of teenage
conception, domestic violence, low educational attainment
One cannot escape the prevalence of teenage conception in the area. Indeed four of the five
local teenage conception hotspot areas are in Nottingham North: Aspley, Bulwell, Bilborough,
Bestwood. This is a problem that the statistics show is an issue for Nottingham – but we can
see is a particular problem for Nottingham North. Although teenage conception has reduced
nationally since the 1970s the high rates of teenage conception in Nottingham have hardly
altered since 1998 (Source: Office of National Statistics). It is thus a social and a cultural issue
with teenage conception being replicated through generations.
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When we track back, we find that they will come from a background of
deprivation; single parent; mother was a young mother herself. In fact I‟ve
had, in the last four years, two pregnant schoolgirls referred to me where I‟d
actually taught their mums when they got pregnant. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
There‟s a high percentage of single parents. Where‟s the father figure for the
children, the boys. There are a lot of lost kids because there‟s no male figure.
And with teenage pregnancy I think theirs is a lot needs to be done regarding
sex education and for parents. (Other Professional: Interview)
One of the targets is to increase the gap between first and second babies for
teenage mums. I think the way you stop that is that, in some way, they‟ve
got to be given dreams so they don‟t get pregnant because they‟ve got to
attain that. (Other Professional: Interview)
There is a misconception that teenagers get pregnant by mistake all the time
but sometimes it‟s a conscious choice which gives them their meaning and a
role. (Other Professional: Interview)
A hope for a more positive future for teenage parents comes from the Social Exclusion Unit
which concludes that a young woman who “sees a clear future for herself through
education and work” is less likely to become a parent at an early age than one who sees
“no reason not to get pregnant” (SEU, 1999, p. 22 cited in MacDonald and Marsh, 2005).
In addition, providing educational opportunities is one way of supporting teenage mothers
locally:
Jill Glazzard, who runs the Beckhampton centre, said a continuing education
was the key to breaking the cycle of teenage pregnancies. (BBC News Online,
2001)
The very real pressures local people live under is also illustrated in the levels of domestic
violence that local professionals have to work with
Domestic violence is very prevalent. Very. (Aspley Sure Start)
The other key area on this estate, for me, which is massive, is domestic
violence. And we are dealing with it constantly. Mainly against women
although it can happen the other way around. But there will be issues where
we have actually had to help women escape physical violence at knifepoint,
from guns, from a lot of stuff. So we have actually taken women to Coventry,
Leicester, out of this city. And everybody from family support will have a list
of those at risk and that is only the ones who are actually saying that it is
happening at the moment. But the problem is massive. (Broxtowe Sure Start)

2.4.7 “There’s nowhere to work and no jobs to do”
A clear issue for local people is the existence – or lack of local employment. The section in this
report that looks into the history of the area within the Nottingham North constituency
illustrates the gradual removal of many traditional employers – which has left a deep rooted
legacy upon the opportunities, and significantly the identities and the aspirations of local
people.
I think because the whole industrial thing has changed the ones who are
bearing the brunt of that are working class people. (Bulwell Sure Start)
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A lot of the families that we come across are in quite insecure work so that
people find themselves out of work quite randomly and quite regularly. But
people will turn their hands to whatever. But I couldn‟t say that loads of
people go off to work for, say, Toyota in Derby or something because it‟s not
like that. It tends to be fairly local employment; low skilled kind of jobs.
(Aspley Sure Start)
This area was a good area back - this was an area that people aspired to
move to when it was first built and immediately after the war. It was big
houses; big gardens; state of the art plumbing and so on and this was the
area to come to and it was kept nice and looked after and we had the
destruction of jobs during the Thatcher years and the running down of our
economy affected some people more than others and it affected this
community. It just had the ground pulled away from under them. But I would
guess that in the post war boom years people‟s aspirations were very different
in this area. (Aspley Sure Start)
Many professionals encountered this through the affect it had had upon generational attitudes.
Most of the parents have practical jobs. (Amber, Rise Park)
A lot are painters, decorators and they have nice houses, earn a lot of money.
(Amber, Bestwood)
My mother-in-law will still say the same and all her sons, she‟s got five they
all have that same mentality. 16 you leave school, you get a job and earn
your own money otherwise your out of the house. That mentality is still there
today. (WALC)
So naturally, with this backdrop, engaging young people is going to be a challenge as was put
to us by a member of the youth service.
There is a lot of apathy - people think they are not going to get anywhere.
They are just going to get a basic job somewhere and that‟s about as high as
their aspirations go and it is a lot of work to try and actually get them to
engage. (Youth service)
Where this all leads seems to be toward a depression of aspiration and hope and a resultant
weakening of individual confidence.
My perceptions, when I came here, was that it was very poor, white and
working class. People had very little expectations for life. That‟s what happens
to the children. It‟s a crucial difference in how they bring up their children:
middle class people are set on high achievements from the beginning and
know about talking to the children; reading to the children; buying them
particular sorts of toys and encouraging them at school. I think here there
isn‟t a belief that that can happen; that your children can go to university.
(Bulwell Sure Start)
There are expectations – people here have low expectations of what they can
do and where they can go and how far they can get. If I said to them: „You
could be a real flyer. A little bit of input‟. And we‟ve had them. We‟ve had
people here as helpers. We‟ve trained them on our volunteer course, which is
accredited, but sometimes it takes two or three years to get them to that
stage. To develop their confidence because they didn‟t do well at school; their
parents didn‟t do well at school so it‟s sort of ingrained. There are just no
expectations. (Broxtowe Sure Start)
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Socially they are just not competent or don‟t feel it. It doesn‟t take much to
break the ice for them but they won‟t do it themselves. It‟s something about
trust and about whether they‟ve been let down in the past. Probably a lot to
do with upbringing. (Broxtowe Sure Start)
This issue of low self-confidence came through time and time again when talking to
professionals who faced this repeatedly when trying to motivate young people. Yet it
manifested itself in a number of ways. When the young people were struggling in school, right
from the start at age 5, when their parents struggle to find work or struggled financially, this
influenced how they see themselves, as not very worthy individuals, with little to contribute to
society, their communities or their family. This brings about a quite different self image to
those children bought up in different circumstances, and we look at this later when we explore
some of the characteristics of successful Nottingham North young people.
It‟s a class issue really, isn‟t it, if middle class people are having problems
with their family they tend to go through the GP and go to child guidance. I
don‟t think poorer people have got that confidence. They don‟t know how to
negotiate their way through that course really. (Bulwell Sure Start)

2.4.8 “No one in my family knows anything about university”
The level of awareness or information which young people have of their parents‟ and relatives‟
experiences of higher education was very low indeed. Very little was known about where
parents went to study or where siblings were at college or what they were studying. Students
often reported “Not sure, think my dad has gone to college” and “Mum went to college not
sure what to do”.
Most of the children said they wanted and would go to College, but most did not know what
they would go on to do – or even knew much of the courses on offer or the requirements for
them.
Dance college – don't know which or what I need though.
University, don't know what I want to do.
Medical school, I know exactly what I want to do. I need 5 A*-C to get in.
There is clearly a mismatch here - and questions over whether the young people do hold
realistic aspirations. If a pupil thinks they will get into medical school having obtained 5 A*-C
grades at GCSE, then they are being set up for possible failure given the actual requirements
are considerably higher and more demanding. This raises some questions about the levels of
awareness the young people have of course requirements. This is an interesting issue that we
address when focusing on CAG (careers advice and guidance, CEG (careers education
guidance) in school, or IAG (information advice and guidance) more broadly.
It might be considered that these young people are too young for detailed careers guidance,
which might be prematurely delivered at age 14-15. However an alternative viewpoint might
be that early intervention is crucial where learning trajectories need to prepare young people
several steps ahead. Young people in families where higher education is more the norm will be
getting this steer from an early age through informal networks. There was not a great deal of
information about higher education opportunities and this might not be surprising in 14 year
olds. However we might want to consider how this level of information is appropriate for
people at this stage of their education.
“What do you think of the two universities in Nottingham?”
“There‟s two?”
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“That Nottingham University. Is it for people from all over?”
Hence there was some surface knowledge, but a lack of detailed information on location, level
or nature of courses. This might point to the different levels of relationship and communication
within families. As Lareau (2003) suggests there are class differences in the way parents
support children and those families where knowledge of HE and universities is more
experiential will be able to provide clearer direct support. Where this experiential knowledge is
lacking, then children will not be in a position to access the information through family
networks, not only because of a lack of information, but also because the information is not
shared. Ball and Vincent discuss the different types of knowledge used by parents from
working class and those from middle class backgrounds – which they call respectively hot and
cold knowledge (Ball and Vincent 1998). There a sense of “survival of the fittest” for young
people in Nottingham North – those who go on to HE have to do it through their own volition.

2.4.9 “Don’t know what I want to do”
Information on careers advice and guidance was limited. Young people could remember that
NCN, Nottingham Trent and Derby University people came in to talk to them – but it was not
at all clear to the students whether this was to do with careers or going to HE generally or
going to the particular institutions. There was some ambivalence over how useful these visits
were. The activities did not change their opinions of themselves – which seems an important
aspect when deciding whether to go to HE or not. Sometimes these sessions went over similar
things they had done before
We had to fill out what we like and don‟t like at school. We have done all that
before.
There was a realisation that these events did not adequately provide longer term strategies.
Whilst they were asked what they wanted to do they fell short of “telling us what we need to
do to get there.” This seems to be more closely connected with the WP agenda rather than
careers information and advice and guidance or trajectory guidance more broadly. The pupils
seem to be implicitly critical of WP strategies that do not provide sufficient information. They
also seem to feel somewhat patronised by the activities they are offered.

2.4.10 “We can’t afford for me to go”
The level of knowledge about university finance was generally low. We might expect them to
know little at this age, but if this knowledge was putting some off even planning ahead, then it
might be something which requires attention with younger children.
If you haven‟t much money you can‟t pay to be put up. If you stay here you
don‟t have to pay rent. If I go away it is a bit extreme.
It costs lot of money – depends on where you go. This area there aren‟t many
wealthy people not many will pay that. You get support Yes but you‟ve got to
pay everything else.
When you stay on – is that 6th form.
People we spoke to did not really identify with going to university. There seemed to be a
culture where going to university is not the norm, not part of the culture and “not for people
like us”. There is an expectation that one will want to go out and earn at 16.
The area is working class and working class people don‟t go to university.
The concept of „university isn‟t for the likes of us, it‟s not what we do‟, is very
strong.
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We are not worthy enough to go to university
People have been brought up in a working class family and area which has shaped their
identity and makes them feel „safe‟ and they want to retain that identity.

2.5 Summary
Surely if poverty has an impact on achievement, it is going to have a
continuing impact until the poverty is addressed (Thrupp and Wilmot, 2003, p
117)
What we can see from the statistics is – as we said at the beginning of this section Nottingham North is fundamentally, white, working class with considerable poverty spread
throughout the constituency. Although there are areas of relative affluence, Nottingham North
comes nowhere near reflecting the levels of affluence experienced in neighbouring areas such
as Leen Valley and Wollaton. The widespread nature of the social characteristics in Nottingham
North is having an impact upon the perceptions and the aspirations of residents; on families
and young people. This in turn influences the way in which young people interact with and feel
a part of their communities. A good sense of this can be gleaned by reading the headings of
Sections 2.4.1 – 2.4.10. As Thrupp argues in the quote above, if we do not address these
social characteristics, we will not address the educational and aspirational ones.
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3. Nottingham North as a Place in Which to Get
an Education
3.1 The Facts – Education Provision
3.1.1 Schools
School improvement and managerialism often has little effect on school and
pupil performance - the schools find it a struggle to meet the normative
targets demanded by the government and those who see school improvement
simply in terms of what the schools themselves can do. What many schools in
disadvantaged areas face is not recognized and valued by the performance
culture. Teachers are no longer encouraged to have a rationale for practice, or
account for themselves in terms of a relationship to the meaningfulness of
what they do, but are required to produce measurable and „improving‟
outputs and performances. What is important is what works. (Ball, 2003, p
222)
One of the more obvious reasons why young people do not go onto higher education, is that
they do not succeed at school sufficiently well to acquire the appropriate qualifications. Whilst
this might be true, the situation with schools and schooling is very complex. In this section we
look at the history and the condition of schooling in Nottingham North.
There is a long and diverse history of education in Nottingham North. Educational origins in the
area date back to the church in the 18th Century. In 1707 a few liked-minded, charitable
individuals wanted to provide education for the poor and so set up Bluecoat School. Later in
1788 a chapel congregation founded High Pavement School. Education policy began to make
its mark in Nottingham North after the introduction of the 1902 Education Act which abolished
school boards and saw the creation of education authorities. Education committees were set up
and were responsible for elementary, secondary and higher education. In Nottingham this
happened at a time when many schools were in disrepair, the school population was growing
and employers were indifferent to the continuation of education. After the introduction of the
1918 Education Act the whole education system in Nottingham was reorganised; selective
schools were to be phased out and new senior schools introduced. The emergence of new
housing estates in the inter-war period, with a concentration in the Nottingham North area,
provided an opportunity to establish „families‟ of schools and make them the focal point of
estates bringing together communities which had been uprooted from other parts of the city.
The „family‟ school structure was envisioned as a partnership between staff at infants, junior
and secondary schools communicating and co-ordinating work to ensure children would
naturally progress through each stage, providing a complete picture of a child‟s life. Schools
became the centre of both educational and social life on the estates.
The most notable family of schools in Nottingham was William Crane School opened in 1931
comprising six schools (two infants departments, junior boys, junior girls, senior boys and
senior girls) accommodating 3,020 young people on one site in the centre of the newly built
Aspley estate. Making itself part of the community the school opened an evening institute in
1932 offering courses for adolescents and adults and had a social centre attached providing
educational, social and recreational activities. The ethos of the school was to try and get
children to see education as the complete development of head, heart and hand, of body, mind
and character. The school became an international show piece. In 1968 as pupil numbers fell,
the boys and girls secondary schools amalgamated to become a bilateral school. A continuum
of education from age 3 through to age 16 remained. A dramatic change from the original
family school ethos of bringing the community together ceased in 1980 when reduction in
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government funding contributed to the end of evening classes, which had played a vital role in
maintaining links with the community and parents.
William Crane School went on to suffer further problems during the 1980s/90s as did other
schools in the Nottingham North area (and indeed nationally). Truancy and discipline issues
became a significant problem at William Crane in the 1990s which impacted on attainment; in
1998 only 6% of pupils achieved five A*-C GCSEs. Vocational courses were introduced in 1999
in an endeavour to cut truancy rates and give non-academic pupils a chance to earn a
qualification. The school was placed by OfSTED in special measures in 1998 and was given two
years to improve. Despite efforts to turn the failing school around, in 2002 only four pupils
achieved five A*-C GCSEs, joint lowest ranking in the country. More than one in five pupils left
without any pass; double the national average. The school closed in July 2003 with only the
junior and infants schools on the site remaining open.
During the 1980s and 1990s, William Crane was not the only school in difficulties or
challenging circumstances in Nottingham or Nottingham North however. In 2002 Nottingham
City had six out of the 20 lowest performing schools in the country. Three schools in
Nottingham North went into special measures – Glaisdale in 2000, Henry Mellish in 2000, and
Alderman Derbyshire in 1996. All three are now out of special measures. Glaisdale and
Alderman Derbyshire schools benefited from Fresh Start initiatives; Alderman Derbyshire
School was re-branded The River Leen School in 1999 and Glaisdale School was re-branded
Hadden Park High School in 2001. Henry Mellish School was removed from special measures in
2004.
There are currently seven secondary schools (11-16) physically located in the Nottingham
North Parliamentary constituency. Three other secondary schools – Big Wood School, The
Bluecoat CE School and The Trinity School - border the constituency and take pupils from the
Nottingham North area. Although Bigwood School is geographically physically located in the
County of Nottinghamshire, it is classified and administered as a Nottingham City school and
takes its pupils principally from Nottingham North; hence we took the decision to include it as
a Nottingham North school. The Trinity School is a Catholic School within the Leen Valley Ward
(and hence not lying in the Nottingham North Constituency boundaries) and given its faith
nature draws its pupils from all over Nottingham. Previous to the redrawing of the ward and
constituency boundaries, Trinity School was actually located within the consistency. For this
reason we often include The Trinity School in comparative analyses. However, care needs to be
taken on interpretation of such analyses since it is not a catchment school, and all pupils at
The Trinity have had to go through an application process to gain entry. Bluecoat School on
the other hand, lies just outside the constituency boundary, and has always done so. Although
it draws some pupils from Nottingham North (and as we show later in Section 3.5.2, so do
several other schools in both the City and County) we have not included it in our analyses.
Hence the schools we have focussed on and those which are offering a range of academic and
vocational learning routes at Key Stage 4 in Nottingham North are:
Top Valley School and Engineering College, Top Valley (hereafter referred to as Top
Valley School).
The Henry Mellish School, Bulwell (hereafter referred to as Henry Mellish School)
The River Leen School, Bulwell (hereafter referred to as River Leen School)
Ellis Guilford School and Sports College, Old Basford (hereafter referred to as Ellis
Guilford School)
Hadden Park High School, Bilborough (hereafter referred to as Hadden Park School)
William Sharp School, Bilborough (hereafter referred to as William Sharp School)
Manning School for Girls, Aspley (hereafter referred to as Manning School)
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Big Wood School (Business and Enterprise College status), Bestwood (hereafter referred
to as Big Wood school)
A number of schools in the area have benefited from recent investment under the Building
Schools for the Future programme, with, for example, new sports facilities. Further investment
in schools is due to take place over the next 3-4 years which will address the absence of 11-19
provision in the area. Nottingham City education policy has a history of further education
provision through a FE college system rather than school sixth forms. There is only one Sixth
Form College in the constituency (Bilborough College) and one school sixth form which
immediately borders the area (Trinity School). The Bluecoat School is also in Aspley but
outside the constituency and has a sixth form, but is not considered part of the Nottingham
North family of schools. Millions of pounds are to be invested over the next 3-4 years in the
creation of two new city academies in the constituency. William Sharp School will be developed
as a 900-place academy – The Samworth University Academy (700 11-16 pupils, 200 post-16
places) and will have a health focus. The amalgamation of Henry Mellish and River Leen
schools on land adjoining the River Leen site will create an 4-19 Bulwell Academy for 1,300
students (1,000 11-16s, 300 post-16s) with a retail focus. The vision behind the establishment
of the academies is to create centres of continuous learning from 4-19 that will reach out to
the wider community and help regenerate communities.
It is interesting at this point to consider the following description of the development of a new
school in Nottingham North:
The school took pride of place as an example of a purpose built complex of
schools at the centre of a housing estate. The sections were separated by
gardens and recreational areas. It was assumed that staff in infant juniors
and senior departments would communicate with each other to coordinate
their work and ensure that children naturally progressed through each stage
of their education and the school should provide a good all round education
and emphasise practical work. The aim was to make the school a focus for
community development. It recognises a demand for amenities out of school
hours for young people. Also it was to concentrate on adults locally who
needed companionship and assistance in building their communities.
The benefits were enormous. There was more respect for the fabric of the
building than in any other part of the city. Local delinquency fell and whole
families identified the schools as centres of both educational and social life.
The successful development of the joint use of educational facilities provided,
was a major landmark …..in the inter-war years. (From Tolley, 1997, pp. 554555)
This is not a description of one of the new proposed city academies in Nottingham North, but
of the innovative and progressive William Crane School completed at Minver Crescent, Aspley
in 1933 (outlined in detail above). It seems that education policy has here come full circle with
academies promoting a continual learning path, practical/vocational learning routes and
attempting to appeal to the wider community through education and recreational provision.
However, 70 years after its immaculate inception, the model William Crane School closed. One
might hope that lessons will have been learnt from how this visionary and internationally
acclaimed model of educational delivery went so drastically wrong.
In our meetings with local people we experienced a mixed response to the establishment of
the academies. Many welcomed the new investment – and new investment in some cases is
seen as positive. Others were more cynical and saw it as a part of government strategy to
introduce some form of selectivity and privatisation in the education system.
So far this section has described the current and future secondary school options in
Nottingham North. Transitions in education can be a difficult time. Transition from primary to
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secondary school was a big change for many young people feeling like a little fish in a big
pond, having to get used to different teachers and lessons and having to make new friends.
You come from the top of the food chain in the junior school to the bottom of
the secondary school, you feel like you‟ve got no power or anything. (Male,
Year 9: Bulwell)
As long as you‟ve got your friends beside you you‟re alright. (Female, Year 9,
Bulwell)
I liked it [junior school], it was calmer, here it‟s more rushed. There were
more breaks. (Male, Year 9: Bulwell)
Many young people reported feeling comfortable at primary school. However comfort zones
can be restrictive and limit experiences and opportunities. A number of school representatives
praised the work done between primary and secondary schools in making sure children are
prepared to move on to secondary school and make the transition smoother. It was suggested
that lessons could be learnt from this work:

ALTERNATIVE PRACTICE – smoothing transition from primary school to secondary school
William Sharp School, Bilborough offers an extensive transition programme:
the school has a large team of staff who ensure that the move from primary to secondary
education is as smooth and as seamless as possible
the programme includes study and related activities starting in primary school after SAT‟s
in Year 6 and completed in the first half term at William Sharp. Activities include an outdoor
pursuit day to develop team building and to make new friends, transition week
much of the work is based in the “Base” specifically built to support the learning of younger
students led by a transition teacher
William Sharp students trained on the school “Peer Tutor” programme support all the activities
students are supported by a transition mentor who begins work in Year 6 and continues to
support and mentors when they arrive in Year 7
there is also the support of a Place2be counsellor to aid the transition of more vulnerable
students

Figure 16 – Alternative practice – smoothing transition from primary to secondary at
William Sharp school
It is at this stage of transition from Year 6 to 7, primary to secondary school that a significant
proportion of Nottingham North parents are choosing to send their children to Nottinghamshire
County secondary schools rather than local secondary schools.

3.1.2 Making choices about schools - transfers out of Nottingham
North
It is well known in both Nottingham City and County Authorities that many parents living in
Nottingham City apply for places in County Secondary schools at the Year 6 to 7 transition. We
were provided with data by the County Authority showing all applications between 2004 and
2006. We were interested to explore the patters of “out of catchment” allocation of secondary
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places – and ideally to match this with attainment data. We are aware that the notion of school
catchment has reduced significance now than it did, but we are meaning it to suggest parents
applying for places outside of their local school. Full and accurate data has proved difficult to
obtain and so we are unable to report an analysis or offer conclusions on the issue. What we
have been able to obtain is data from the Nottinghamshire County Authority on the places
allocated in County schools to pupils residing in Nottingham City postcodes. Data is held by the
City Authority and the project team are in discussions with the Authority on how this might be
analysed.
One of the arguments here is that those families seeking places outside their immediate
catchment school will tend to be the more aspiring families, with more highly attaining pupils,
and indeed the literature bears this process out. However the data available to us did not allow
this level of analysis. However:
Nottingham City Authority already match pupil level data, pooled for County
and City schools, between Year 6 one year and Year 7 the next to identify
flows, and augment this with information from the city Admissions team.
There are plans to reproduce this again using the last Secondary school
census undertaken on 18th October 2006.The City authority also use this
information to forecast future numbers of pupils at individual schools, and
match it to attainment data to identify the impact of the cross-border flow on
attainment profile of the cohort. The City Authority also has all of this on GIS
via full address geocoding. (Source: Matt Varley, Head of Performance and
Policy Children's Services, Nottingham City, personal communication)
What we have produced in the table below are the number of allocated places by Nottingham
North ward for 2004, 2005 and 2006. This data illustrates a number of features. First there are
a number of individual decisions taken to apply for places out of catchment. Second there are
a number of applications to faith schools (Beckett, Christ the King, National). However there
are some significant movements into particular schools for pupils living in particular wards. For
example:
Bilborough to Bramcote Hills (KS3 – L5+ English 64%, Maths 72%, Science 65%; 5 A*C GCSEs – 61%) and Bramcote Park (KS3 – L5+ English 69%, Maths 69%, Science
54%; 5 A*-C GCSEs – 42%),
Bestwood to Redhill (KS3 – L5+ English 81%, Maths 73%, Science 75%; 5 A*-C GCSEs
– 55%),
Bulwell to Kimberley (KS3 – L5+ English 76%, Maths 73%, Science 74%; 5 A*-C
GCSEs – 56%).
Clearly here significant numbers are choosing not to attend William Sharp, Bigwood, River
Leen or Henry Mellish, choosing instead to apply to County schools some distance away – and
all of which have higher rates of 5A*-C passes. It is not possible for us to analyse this any
further since the qualitative data do not exist, and we have not been able to obtain the related
attainment data.
The influence of this cross border transfer on the HE participation rate is difficult to ascertain.
It might be argued that with pupils moving to school where they tend to attain more highly at
GCSE will have the effect of increasing the YPR in Nottingham North – which after all is based
upon where pupils live, not where they go to school. On the other hand there may be a more
hidden effect on the Nottingham North schools of a not insignificant exodus of potentially
highly attaining pupils.
The data provided to us suggest in 2004 and 2006 virtually no applications were refused by
the County LA. However in 2005 some 577 Nottingham City residents‟ applications were
refused (see table below). Quite why the applications look like this is as yet unanswered.
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Year

Applications

2004

799

0

2005

1549

577

2006

1130

2

Refusals by
LEA

Table 25 – Applications and refusals to Nottinghamshire schools from city residents
Source: Nottinghamshire County Authority
The 577 refusals included the following from Nottingham North:
Aspley 11
Basford 12
Bestwood 31 (27 to Redhill School)
Bilborough 27 (19 to the two Bramcote schools)
Bulwell 16 (all to Kimberley School)
Bulwell Forest 16
We have not included here data on Nottingham North pupils applying to other City schools
outside of their catchment – such as Trinity, Bluecoats, Djanogly, Greenwood Dale, etc.
because this data was not available to us. We were also not able to analyse the cross border
transfer from the County into City schools and in particular into Nottingham North Schools as
this data was not available to us. We have also not looked at the patterns of cross border
applications from Nottingham South and Nottingham East although we did have that data from
Nottinghamshire County Authority. However, this is likely to add to the issue and the possible
effect on Nottingham North schools. This would seem to be an area where further research
was needed since this does appear to be both an educational issue and a political one.
In the following table (Table 26) we show data for transfer to County schools
shows the admissions for 2004, 2005, 2006 respectively.
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- each cell

Aspley

Basford

Bestwood

Bilborough

Bulwell

Bulwell Forest

Totals

Alderman White School and
Language College

0, 1, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

3, 3, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

3, 4, 0,

Arnold Hill School

1, 0, 1

2, 1, 5

6, 8, 3

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 2, 1

9, 11, 10

Beckett

0, 1, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 2, 0

0, 0, 2

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

0, 4, 2

Ashfield School

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 1

0, 0, 1

Bramcote Hills Sport and
Community College

3, 7, 1

0, 2, 0

0, 0, 0

21, 32, 32

0, 0,1

0, 0

24, 42, 33

Bramcote Park Business and
Enterprise School

2, 2, 1

1, 1, 0

0, 0, 0

15, 8, 12

0, 0, 2

0, 0, 0

18, 11, 15

Chilwell School

0, 1, 0

1, 0, 0

0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

1, 1, 0

Carlton-le-Willows

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 1

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 1

Christ the King

0, 0, 0

0, 3, 2

0, 16, 9

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 1

0, 6, 8

0, 26, 20

Colonel Frank Seely School

0, 0, 0

3, 0, 1

2, 0, 1

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

5, 0, 0

Holgate School

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

2, 8, 1

0, 2, 1

2, 10, 2

Kimberley School

7, 6, 2

0, 1, 2

0, 0, 0

0, 2, 4

12, 15, 30

0, 3, 0

19, 27, 38

National CE school

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 1

0, 2, 1

0, 0, 0

0, 7, 4

0, 0, 4

0, 10, 10

Redhill School

0, 0, 1

3, 1, 2

14, 17, 31

0, 1, 0

2, 0, 0

3, 3, 8

22, 22, 41

Rushcliffe School

0, 3, 0

1, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 1

1, 4, 1

The Gedling School

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

1, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

1, 1, 0

2, 2, 0

Toot Hill

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

0, 2, 0

Wheldon School and Sports
College

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

0, 0, 1

1, 0, 0

1, 0, 1

2, 1, 2

Joseph Whittaker

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0

13, 21, 6

11, 11, 13

23, 47, 46

36, 43, 49

17, 32, 39

5, 19, 25

105, 173, 178

Totals

Table 26 – Number of allocated Year 7 places to children living in Nottingham North wards 2004, 2005, 2006
Source: Nottinghamshire County Authority
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3.1.3 Attitudes and aspirations
In this section we look at the diverse perspectives on what it is like to be educated in
Nottingham North – which as we have shown is one of the more deprived areas of the country.
We have come face to face with the key challenges facing schools and colleges in such areas how to tackle the low levels of attainment in schools, and additionally how to raise aspirations.
To claim that there is a need to raise the aspirations of parents and young people is however a
value judgement, assuming the fault for educational failure lies within the family rather than
the system. In fact we were often surprised at how high young people‟s aspirations already
were; what was lacking was the belief that these aspirations would ever be met within the
constraints and circumstances in which they found themselves.
This is a clear tension within Nottingham North established by the current discourses on
academic achievement and at the collective failure of schools, pupils and parents to attain.
From the point of view of many professionals, a focus on academic achievement is not
appropriate for many children who come to school already significantly socially and cognitively
disadvantaged. Low levels of attainment then become entrenched and embedded in local
culture and generations of families become victims of a system which has failed them; the
cultural values developed as a result of persistent and continued failure are very strong and
deep seated.
Attitudes to school and educational achievement are affected by the history of the school to
work transition. In previous years and for generations, young people in Nottingham North were
able to find unskilled employment in the local area through for example, Players, Raleigh,
Royal Ordnance and Textiles - often entering work the day after leaving school. Such jobs did
provide young people with training preparing them for a long term future in the company. The
economic and the employment situation have now radically changed, meaning employment is
no longer secure or even possible for many young people.
The long term history of working class communities has resulted in the existence of many
pupils for whom intellectual and academic approaches to schooling fail to motivate, and who
culturally have an eye on employment rather than on qualifications. Hence the vocational
trajectory feels more appropriate to such pupils. This is being recognised within the system
with the introduction of a broader curriculum, yet a barrier to this is the national fixation with
correlating the vocational routes with the non-academic pupil – something that does not
appear to happen in other European countries. This division is exacerbated in an area such as
Nottingham North by the split between school and college and the lack of experience and
information teachers in 11-16 school have of the post-16 sector. The resulting fracture and
lack of smooth transition for young people can result in problems in a school system that fails
adequately to prepare young people for the world they will face post-16. This was recognised
in the Tomlinson Report on the 14-19 curriculum, in saying there was a need to
Strengthen vocational routes – the existing patchwork of vocational
qualifications fails to provide coherence and progression for learners. Too
many are of uncertain quality and fail to provide clear progression routes to
further learning and/or employment. (Tomlinson, 2004, p. 18)
We will look next at the situation in schools in Nottingham North.

3.2 The School Context
In this section, and the sections which follow, we look in detail at attainment in schools in
Nottingham North. This is clearly important in any study of higher education participation
because attainment is a precursor to gaining access, but also because of the complex interplay
between different stages of the qualifications system.
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We conclude that much of the impact from social class on university
attendance actually occurs well before entry into HE. Of course just because
we observe inequality in attainment at earlier ages, does not mean it is not
related to problems in HE. Students may look forward and anticipate barriers
to participation in HE and make less effort in school as a result. […] This is an
area that requires still further research. (Galindo-Rued, Marcenaro-Gutierrez
and Vignoles, 2004, p. 18)
Each secondary school in Nottingham North is distinctly different in ethos, atmosphere,
curriculum and teaching practices but all suffer from a legacy of low achievement at Key Stage
4/GCSE level (see Section 2). Even though performance has steadily improved in all the
Nottingham North schools over recent years (detailed below) most of the schools still suffer
from a poor reputation in comparison to other schools in the City and the County. The
message coming from many professionals and parents is of a general lack of confidence they
have in schools in the area, and this focused on a number of key concerns, which we now
explore. This is not a localised problem however, but a common one, since “schools serving
socio-economically disadvantaged areas are, in general, of a lower quality than others”
(Lupton, 2005, p. 590). Here Lupton is using official OfSTED indicators as measures of
“quality”, but she goes on to explain,
Downward pressures on quality arise, therefore, not just through the
underperformance of staff and the need to make trade-offs between teaching,
management and pastoral care, but because resources for individual aspects
of schooling are simply too low relative to demands. (Lupton, 2005, p. 601)
We have not looked in detail at these issues because of the limited scope of the project, but
the context of schools and schooling in Nottingham North over the past 20 years or more
cannot be understood without looking at both the local and the national context.

3.2.1 Targets and league tables vs. education
The government sets targets for schools, as it does for most public services, to monitor
performance and achievement against stated goals. In secondary schools the key target is the
percentage of pupils achieving five A*-C GCSEs, aiming for a rise year on year. Secondary
school representatives and other professionals recognise this as the main drive for schools raising attainment at GCSE - which for many schools in Nottingham North is a struggle coming
from very low starting points (refer to Section 3.4.4) and even when results (five A*-C
GCSEs) improve in some schools, those schools who are generally performing better are also
improving, therefore relative improvement is often marginal. Aspiring schools compete against
each other to move up the league tables and there is some evidence that schools are being
forced into using strategies which increase their position in league tables, sometimes at the
expense of particular groups of pupils.
In general Key Stage 4 attainment in Nottingham North schools has been improving over the
last 2-3 years (see Section 3.4.4) and the majority of professionals acknowledged this.
However, a number of school representatives and other professionals were concerned about
how attainment figures are open to manipulation to achieve more favourable results. Schools
across the country are being encouraged to introduce vocational courses at Key Stage 4 in
order to cater for pupils of different abilities. Many of these courses are equivalent to 2 – 4
GCSEs which can boost attainment figures quite dramatically though increasing the academic
qualifications is viewed more traditionally as leading to higher education or university.
However, as two school representatives recognised, these figures can be misleading. When
one considers attainment rates of five A*-C GCSEs including Maths and English figures in
Nottingham North remain low (refer to Section 3.4.9). Pupils may be achieving five A*-C
GCSEs but not in the core subjects that are required to go on to further and higher education.
As one Headteacher put it “pupils can be set up to fail”, meaning pupils can be offered
trajectories which even if they are successful, would not allow them to pursue the route they
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might desire. One education professional commented that pupils may see the benefits of
achieving a number of equivalent GCSEs in a vocational course as then they do not need to
achieve highly in other subjects to gain 5+ GCSEs; one Year 10 pupil articulated:
Yeah, plus depending on what you‟ve done if we pass it we‟re guaranteed four
grade Cs and that‟s pretty good so like it‟s better for us like that because
we‟ve got less to think about really because we can just do well in that. (Year
10 female, Old Basford)
School representatives and professionals recognise why schools may manipulate figures in this
way; schools need to appear „good‟ in league tables and have to achieve this in whatever way
they can. Manipulating the statistics used to construct the league tables rather than the more
difficult process of bringing in a change of culture in schools is a way schools can open up
access to funding and keep out of special measures. Naturally no school wants to be bottom of
any league table or can afford to be in today‟s climate of testing, targets and tables. This is a
particular issue in Nottingham North where for a number of years Key Stage 4 attainment has
been consistently low and schools have come under close scrutiny.
The school psychology is get them through GCSE, league tables otherwise
we‟re in trouble. The heads are under that pressure all the time. The league
tables have created that pressure. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Five A to C‟s you can get from one ICT course so one computer course will
give you four and a careers qualification will give you two. So you can
manipulate those figures quite heavily and I don‟t think that the government
has done anything to stop this differentiation between vocational and
academic. (Educational Professional: Interview)
They [schools] don‟t spend much time educating kids they spend a lot of time
coaching as well. The prime thing is to get the GCSEs that they need to keep
out of special measures. I‟m not knocking schools but the easiest route for
them is to coach young kids to pass exams. So over several years you‟ve got
teachers who don‟t get the post sixteen students; so they don‟t get a group
that have opted to stay in education. They don‟t get that professional
development with them; they don‟t get that subject development. They don‟t
get that – well it‟s just a bit of rehab really. Just spending an hour with a
group that want to listen to you. So you can imagine how teachers, over a
period of time, will fall into that fatalism that these kids are rubbish.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
A number of teaching staff were openly frustrated at the pressure to achieve targets at Key
Stage 4 which in some cases was in conflict with their professional values and beliefs. Teaching
staff have to reconcile their requirement to meet performance targets and their desire to teach
and for children to learn, not just teach to pass a test. Other professionals expressed their
frustration at teaching – both content and pedagogy - being dictated by targets and politicians.
A small number of professionals implementing education policy suggested that pupils are being
coached through education to achieve results which do not adequately equip them with the
skills to progress on to FE or HE.

3.2.2 Attendance and exclusions
A number of secondary schools in the area have had attendance problems for a number of
years and some schools openly admit they are struggling to meet attendance targets. Reasons
cited by schools for pupil non-attendance include pupils looking after siblings, caring for
parents/relatives, parents taking children out of school, parents not forcing their children to go
to school, truancy, boredom and more attractive alternatives to education. School
representatives talked about problems on different levels, varying between persistent and
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casual non-attendance. Certain groups are often targeted in an attempt to improve
attendance. Inconsistent attendance obviously disrupts a child‟s schooling which can in turn
disrupt the classroom environment as young people struggle to find ways of coping with being
on the sidelines. Persistent non-attendance cases are referred by schools to the Education
Welfare Service at the local authority where pupils are assigned an education welfare officer.
There‟s different groups of non attenders. In every year we‟ve got about 20 or
so kids that never come to school at all and you never see them. They might
come in and do an afternoon and then you never see them again. So they‟re
are a big drain on our statistics but then you‟ve got those in the school 5060% that‟s really casual attendance. That‟s a mixture of truancy, kids leave
home but don‟t actually make it to school or it‟s condoned absence by their
parents, e.g. every time they‟ve got a slight headache or their mum wants to
take them shopping or they have to look after the little kid parents let them
stay at home to do it. The biggest cause for the concern our brightest and
best kids still only manage to put in less than 90% attendance and the
government thinks you should be 95-96%. Those between the 80-90% we
are working really hard at because they‟re often the families that are the most
supportive and the best kids in the school in terms of attainment but they‟re
still not managing to do very good at attendance. So it‟s a mixture of poor
health, casual attitude towards school. (Educational Professional: Interview)
The underlying reasons for non-attendance would seem to be diverse therefore – and in some
cases may be caused by family factors and in others, by psychological factors. The behaviour
of some pupils seems to indicate psychological damage and poor self–esteem. Elsewhere we
talk of the persistent view of many professionals who feel pupils they come into contact with
suffer not from aggression or disaffection per se, but from low self-confidence caused by
persistent failure of the system to cater for their needs - for which the aggression is a
misinterpreted outcome. It might be useful to consider school non-attendance as a response
rather than a choice. Table 27 outlines 2006 figures for unauthorised absence and exclusions
in secondary schools serving Nottingham North. On average unauthorised absence across
schools was 4.27%. We are unable to comment on whether this figure is high or low as no
comparison has been made with other areas and it is unclear whether all cases of unauthorised
absence are classed as non-attendance and vice versa. As the table shows, unauthorised
absence records vary across schools. In four out of the eight schools fewer than 3% of
absences were unauthorised. However in the remaining four schools over 5% of absences
were unauthorised. Unauthorised absence in relation to attainment is discussed in Section
3.4.10, also refer to Table 34.
School

Henry Mellish School
Ellis Guilford School
Manning School
River Leen School
Top Valley School
William Sharp School
Hadden Park School
Big Wood School

School Record 2006
Unauthorised
absence
%

No. of
pupils in
Year 11
2006
117
210
141
149
173
141
181
151
1404

9.06%
2.1%
3.0%
5.7%
1.6%
7.8%
3.0%
7.6%
4.27% (Ave)

Exclusions
%
1.7%
5.2%
1.4%
0.6%
21%
11.9%
0.2%
3.5% (Ave)

Table 27 - Unauthorised absence and exclusions secondary schools serving
Nottingham North 2006
Source: Secondary schools serving Nottingham North
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No professionals identified pupil exclusion as a particular issue in Nottingham North schools.
This may indicate that exclusions are not a significant problem in Nottingham North schools or
that professionals do not want to draw attention to the issue. Across the six schools that
provided figures exclusions averaged 3.5%. We are unable to comment on whether this figure
is high or low as no comparison has been made with other areas. As the table shows exclusion
records vary across schools. In three out of the six schools exclusions were under 2%. A
number of school representatives reported that exclusions are mainly a result of behavioural
issues. We have not looked at school exclusions in any further depth as part of this project.
Exclusion in relation to attainment is discussed in Section 3.4.10, also see Table 34.

3.2.3 Staff morale, turnover and absence
A number of school representatives and other professionals, including those implementing
education policy and working on community based projects, cited a number of the problems
discussed above as contributing to the creation of difficult working environments in some of
the schools. Many of the schools have been experiencing periods of dramatic change,
instability and uncertainty over a number of years - special measures, fresh start status,
closures and falling roll and birth rate. All this has culminated in a negative image of
Nottingham North schools which has in most cases failed to respond to change despite
numerous education initiatives, e.g. Nottingham North School Improvement Board, and
improved attainment over the last 2-3 years. Teachers and pupils are working in an
environment where they feel stigmatised by underperformance, poor reputation and a lack of
investment. It is therefore no surprise that staff moral was reported to be low in a number of
schools and turnover of staff, including head teachers, reported to be high; three secondary
schools in Nottingham North have acting headteachers for example.
Instability in the secondary system in Nottingham North is set to continue with two academies
being planned - merging The River Leen and Henry Mellish schools and the redevelopment of
William Sharp School (see Section 3.1.1). School representatives and other professionals
reported that this has already impacted on school numbers with some parents choosing to take
their children elsewhere so they do not have to go through the 3 - 4 year transition period
whilst the academies are being opened and establishing themselves. In some cases parents
recognised that their child‟s entire secondary school career could be disrupted by the changes
brought about by introducing academies and merging schools. Indeed we found worryingly
high levels of ignorance amongst parents and residents over the planning of the academies. It
is not clear whether or not parents generally support this move or are opposed to it; we found
no principled support for establishing academies, rather parents were of the view that if it
meant money being spent on schools it would be a good thing. What is clear is that the policy
to establish the academies is not a move from parents upwards, but a government policy from
on high. Local people appear not to have been significantly consulted on the efficacy of the
proposal in any real sense nor have they been asked to approve the sponsors. The
establishment of two academies in Nottingham North therefore seems to be a political move
rather than an educational one based upon clear evidence and local consultation.
However a number of school representatives and education policy officers acknowledged that
most of the schools in Nottingham North have a “new feel to them compared to 2-3 years ago”
as one commented. Many professionals, including school representatives, cited effective
leadership and a common ethos in schools that all staff are now committed to providing
structure for pupils and that key developments in schools are working well and producing
positive results.
Special measures had a knock-on effect in terms of staff leaving. So it wasn‟t
a very pleasant environment. (Educational Professional: Interview)
There‟s a lack of leadership regarding education. Probably at school level
there are a lot of motivated heads but the turnover is not inconsiderable,
about 50-60% in the last 11 years. Therefore the stability of the schools is
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badly undermined. Then you‟ve got to recruit quality staff. We don‟t feel like
we‟re working on a co-ordinated strategy. Educational Professional: Interview)
Their outlook is very much a desire to achieve. So I think it‟s got a lot to do
with the schools. The young people who are at Ellis, no matter what estate
they live on, you ask them anything and its straightaway: „I‟ll think about it‟,
„maybe‟, „could do‟. That‟s one thing that we have really noticed. (Other
Professional: Interview)
It seems more of a co-ordinated educational strategy would do something if
nothing else to support the heads and the staff. But raising the profile of
Nottingham is an issue, recruiting good quality staff is the key, and the heads
and stability. I think government policy is destabilising the system at the
moment with all the initiatives so you can‟t get the continuity. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
Not everybody agreed that placing schools in special measures was a particularly productive
experience. In some cases it was felt that OfSTED and the DfES did not recognise the local
situation and the damaging effect upon local self-image and self-respect which being placed in
special measures brings to such communities. Indeed one professional suggested that there
were examples of schools being placed in special measures, closed, re-opened with a new
Headteacher, new name, new logo yet years later, the same problems remain. This
professional questioned the efficacy of such a process.

3.2.4 Encouraging young people to achieve
A number of professionals and parents are concerned about the way in which schools are
encouraging young people to achieve. There is a general perception that „high‟ achievers can
be favoured above „average‟ pupils, for example being ring-fenced into both the Aimhigher and
the Gifted and Talented cohorts where pupils benefit from additional input at school. It is felt
this can create division between pupils with a Year 10 pupil commenting “what about us
average kids we get nothing”.
I get angry because the government seem to value academic above people‟s
strengths. We‟ve all got a positive in us. Middle of the road kids get forgotten.
If you‟re challenging you get all the trips, if you‟re gifted and talented you get
trips but if your middle of the road, you work hard, cause no trouble you
become invisible. That‟s 3/2 of the children in this country. [other group
members agree]. What mixed message do you get there? If you‟re good or
bad you get this, they notice you, but if you‟re average you become invisible.
There‟s not incentive for working hard. I was middle of the road and I came
out with O levels, my daughter‟s similar and she gets forgotten. They‟ve got
to have an incentive from parents and the school. The middle of the road kids
help schools increase GCSE attainment and we should be focusing on them.
The gifted and talented cohort will go on and do it. The challenging ones don‟t
want to know. (Other Professional: Interview)
The other side of this coin of course is that this does show that high achieving young people in
Nottingham North do get attention. Professionals and parents also feel distinctions are being
made between pupils through some being labelled and written off early on in their educational
career. Some parents remembered being labelled themselves at school, something which
instilled a negative memory of school. Professionals and parents would rather see schools
instilling a general sense of „I can do this‟ rather than the too often perceived “that is too high
for you”.
In secondary I think they can have negative teachers, they‟re from that area
and they‟re not going to achieve. (Other Professional: Interview)
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A small number of local service providers and parents were frustrated at the way in which
schools encourage some young people to go on to college and university without a clear vision
of the advantages and the alternatives.
There‟s a lot of ignorance and a lack of responsibility from the schools,
parents to encourage the children to go into further and higher education.
(Other Professional: Interview)
There is a sense in the community that schools are failing children, that they are not
proactively discussing post-16 options in any depth or providing sufficient information and
support for young people to make informed decisions in relation to their capabilities and
preferences/interests.
Speaking to youngsters they are not encouraged. The schools in this area are
not encouraging kids to go on to higher education. The different options you
can do need to be discussed, doesn‟t have to be academically can be
vocationally. Teachers need to discuss that, discuss options. (Other
Professional: Interview)
My daughter is in infants and one of her teachers said „she is university
material, push her as far as she can go‟. And they would say it to her as well.
Then obviously you get teachers who just go in and do there job and they
don‟t take the interest in looking at the kids individually and saying what
they‟re good at. It takes a special person to take their time to sit down with
the kids and encourage them individually. (Other Professional: Interview)
We do not want to suggest here by any means that this is a choice schools are making, but
rather we go on to indicate it is an unintended consequence of current structure of the careers
provision. The delivery of Information Advice and Guidance (IAG) and Careers Education
Guidance (CEG) in schools is discussed in more depth in Section 3.4.4 and also refer to
Section 4.

3.3 Children and Young People‟s Educational Experiences
It is now widely accepted within the education profession, that education is a continuous
process throughout life starting in childhood through to compulsory education and later options
of training, employment, FE and HE. However, there is clear evidence that the system
encountered by young people in Nottingham North is fragmented and lacks clear practices
which smooth educational transitions – although there are some notable exceptions which we
discuss later.
Educating children and young people begins as the responsibility of parents/carers within the
family through non-compulsory schooling such as play-groups and nurseries. This can, and
does, result in very different experiences of education at home and at school for many young
people. These experiences play an integral part in shaping children‟s lives and their futures.
The following section looks at young people‟s educational experience at school and at home.

3.3.1 The educational experience at school
We spoke to a number of young people in Years 9 to 11 and asked them to comment on likes
and dislikes, good and not so good points about their present school, sixth form or college and
previous school experiences. This section focuses mainly on the school experiences of pupils in
Years 9 and 10. Young people tended to state the negatives first which focused on other pupils
and the school environment.
Many pupils raised concerns about how they feel when some pupils are treated differently
which can be to their detriment and the detriment of other pupils. For example, the majority of
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young people of all ages spoke about their frustration at having disruptive pupils in class. A
careers advisor recalled young clients talking about their education being held back by
teachers having to spend lesson time disciplining disruptive pupils. For one sixth former
breaking away from disruptive pupils/young people in his area was a key motivation for going
to a college site an hour from his home so he could “break away from all the idiots”.
Youngsters are very frustrated that the teachers have to spend so much time
in disciplining others so you get the ones who are really motivated to work
but they can‟t develop because of the time spent by teachers trying to control
the class. And I don‟t think it‟s down to the teachers‟ lack of skills it‟s just that
there are so many youngsters being disruptive in class. (Other Professional:
Interview)
Just because people are messing around they [teacher] can‟t really teach one
person then we have to write out of the book. (Female, Year 9: Bulwell)
Interviewer: Do you find it difficult working in class if people are disruptive?
Sally: Yes, I can‟t concentrate, it makes you mad.
(Males and Females, Year 9: Bulwell)
It is interesting that in all our interviews only one school representative talked about pupil
behaviour disrupting classes for other pupils. This may reflect a rather different perspective by
professionals than the perception held by pupils and parents. It may be that professionals view
it differently and have different expectations, yet if this is so, these expectations are not
shared by large numbers of young people. Many young people also expressed their frustration
at what they perceive as pupils being treated differently according to their level of ability.
Young people talked about disruptive/bad pupils, low achievers and high achievers getting
preferential treatment, e.g. going on trips, getting extra tuition, and average pupils getting
nothing. Young people feel this is unfair and often feel they are missing out on something.
Bad kids get to go out of lessons and good kids like high achievers get to go
on things but average kids like us get naff all. (Male aged 14: Basford)
If you‟re bad you get more attention than the people who try harder, they get
to do non-school staff like gardening. (Female aged 14: Basford)
Interviewer: Has anybody else been to a university?
John: No, we don‟t get to go.
Keith: School only picks the smart ones to go on stuff like that.
(Males, Year 10 males: Bulwell)
We did not speak to significant numbers of such disruptive pupils in this study, yet the picture
above is clearly being painted by those who do not consider themselves as disruptive, and who
consider the problem to be caused by those pupils who are. A focus which seemed missing to
us was recognition that disruptive behaviour might be a response to circumstances in which
young people found themselves, rather than an expression of deviance.
The majority of young people we spoke to complained about school buildings and the condition
of schools. Some of the words used to describe schools in Nottingham North include old, tired,
falling down and dirty which young people did not really find very inspiring. Over recent years
a number of schools in the area have benefited from investment in new buildings and facilities.
Young people appreciated the results of such investment and talked enthusiastically about new
sports facilities, new and refurbished buildings and new IT equipment. These facilities and the
positive school environment seemed to us to be considerable influences in helping young
people feel valued in the school. Unfortunately not all schools in the area have benefited from
such investment which has created some animosity and jealously amongst pupils.
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It‟s quite good, we‟ve just had all the toilets refurbished. It makes it much
cleaner, it makes us feel better about the facilities around us and you respect
them and treat them better. (Female, Year 10: Aspley)
Even if it was in a brighter class room the lessons would be better, you‟d feel
better in your lesson. It‟s just this block. (Female, Year 10: Old Basford)
You feel like you‟re in prison, look at the bars on the windows. (Female, Year
10: Bilborough)
Despite being quite negative about school many secondary school pupils expressed a loyalty to
their school:
Ryan: I like the school, I wouldn‟t want to go anywhere else.
Sarah: I don‟t like school but I wouldn‟t want to go anywhere else because
I‟ve been here for 3 years and if I go somewhere else I have to make new
friends and settle in. I did want to move.
Mark: And we‟re close to our GCSEs.
Ryan: No school‟s perfect anyway. This is the best school.
Stephen: The school gets a buzz off the sports hall.
Ryan: I like this school as it is. I wouldn‟t change anything.
(Males and Females, Year 9: Bulwell)
For some young people however, the main drive seemed to be a social one; a way of spending
time with friends. This is something which is probably a very strong motivator to young
adolescents. It is perhaps not surprising that the best thing about being at school for the
majority of pupils in all school years (7-11) was being with friends. For some, this was the
main incentive to go to school.
It makes you get out of bed in the morning to go and see all your mates, it
makes school a bit more enjoyable. (Female, Year 10: Old Basford)
Interviewer: What‟s the best thing about going to school?
Jason: All your mates.
Jim: Socialising. You learn something new everyday but not from the
teachers.
(Males, Year 10: Old Basford and Bulwell)
However, many pupils expressed their frustration at the lack of recreational/social time in the
school day to spend with their friends. Complaints were made of break times, especially lunch
breaks being too short and a lack of lunch time activities. We were told that virtually all the
secondary schools in Nottingham North have shortened the school day, starting earlier (around
8.45am) and finishing earlier (around 2.30-3.30pm) and reducing lunch time to under an hour.
In a number of schools pupils are not allowed out at lunch time. The main motivation for
putting these measures in place was to allow closer monitoring of behaviour and reduce
disruption and truancy rates. However pupils often wanted other activities to undertake during
the school day but for various reasons these were not on offer, hence:
There‟s not much to do at dinner just sit around. (Female, Year 10: Top
Valley)
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Clearly here, the pressure schools are under to mange pupil behaviour, appears in itself to be
causing some resentment and frustration amongst some pupils. Schools appear here to be in a
Catch 22 situation. Naturally, what would help would be to understand better and deal with the
underling causes of de-motivation, disaffection and anti-school behaviour.
When young people of all ages talked about education at school many liked or disliked
individual lessons and subjects. Liking or disliking certain lessons and subjects was generally
related to the specific teacher of the lesson. Some young people directly related the subject to
the teacher and vice versa. The teacher and subject can therefore have a positive or negative
link – “I like/hate maths because I have Mr X”. Some parents also talked about certain lessons
and subjects in a similar way relating to a specific teacher, a positive or negative memory that
can stick.
The teacher is wicked. He lets us be independent, he doesn‟t set tasks, he
gives a project then we can do what we want with it and he‟ll help us with it
so it‟s not set lessons, you go in and just relax, you can take your time.
Female, (Year 10: Old Basford)
The majority of young people of all ages talked about really liking practical aspects of lessons,
for example a history teacher bringing in a relative‟s medals was one example, and practical
subjects at Key Stage 4 (where available). Practical aspects of lessons and practical subjects
were generally viewed as more enjoyable and engaging than academic subjects. Pupils who
were benefiting from a mix of academic and practical/vocational learning saw this as preferable
to just straight academic, “book based” learning, as they described it. Art, PE and drama were
popular subjects. In these lessons pupils talked about being able to do something different in
each lesson and having more freedom in what to do.
Mark and Ryan: Science is the best.
Penny: Because it‟s got practical things and people like doing practicals.
Mark: We still learn, you don‟t have to write in your book all the time, it gets
interesting.
Sarah: Other lessons are just write and write.
(Males and Females, Year 9: Bulwell)
Every pupil in Year 10/11 at the Ellis Guilford School takes a BTEC course. A number of pupils
taking BTEC courses at the school talked about enjoying the practical nature of the course. A
key factor in enjoying these lessons was also attributed to the teacher and their teaching style.
Interviewer: What‟s different about the BTEC course?
David: You don‟t have to prepare for exams and stuff.
Lee: You get more of the lesson.
Interviewer: What are the lessons like?
Sarah: It‟s more like what you‟re gonna do in a job.
Zoe: More practical.
Interviewer: Do you enjoy that more?
David: Yeah [other group members agree].
Interviewer: Why‟s that better?
David: It gets you thinking.
Sarah: It says something, people who are at college now are doing the same
as we‟re doing so we‟re one step ahead.
(Year 10 males & females, Bulwell, Aspley, Aspley, Old Basford)
We need to be careful here of not falling into the trap of concluding that such pupils were
therefore “kinaesthetic learners” who needed practical, physical or spatial activities to learn.
This is not least because such descriptions of learning styles are eschewed in the psychological
literature as a chimera; there is simply no evidence for the existence of “preferred learning
styles” and indeed psychological literature would not even talk in such terms. This does not
however stop schools and some teachers – and even the government department for
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education - believing in them. A more useful way of approaching this is – are young people
engaged in learning? We are aware that many schools have implemented, for example, science
initiatives which work to provide engaging practical experiences for young learners but in an
academic subject. We do not also want to fall into another trap of assuming that an academic
route through education implies one uses books and a vocational route implies one does
practical tasks. However, there is some evidence that this is how these two routes are
understood by many young people and some educational professionals. It seems to us this is a
crucial issue related to a cultural attitude toward vocational and academic trajectories.
There are examples of good practice here. Every pupil in Year 10/11 at the Ellis Guilford School
takes a BTEC course and pupils taking BTEC courses stated that they enjoy the practical nature
of the course. A key factor in enjoying these lessons was also attributed to the teacher and
their teaching style.
Interviewer: Why do you like the BTEC course?
James, John: It‟s like we‟re at college, it‟s more practical
Natasha: It‟s not all out of books.
(Males and Females, Year 10: Old Basford and Whitemoor)
I think you learn more if you actually do it and not just sit there and listen, if
you do it you remember it. (Female, Year 10:Aspley)
We do not have specific evidence since it was outside the scope of this project, but we cannot
help but wonder whether some young people‟s rejection of a “book-based” curriculum
represented something deeper than a liking of the practical “hands on” approaches. A rejection
of such study and use of the printed media may we wonder derive from a lack of books and
such stimulation in their early years. We do have in the UK (referred to above and mentioned
to us several times by professionals within the FE sector) a culture where vocational training
has taken second place and is for those who can not manage an academic curriculum. This
appears to us to be over-simplistic, and unfortunate, yet being part of a national culture might
not be fully within the power of local professionals to change. There is recognition within the
City Authority of this issue and a commitment to change it.

3.3.2 The educational experience at home – parents’ educational
experience
As highlighted above many professionals are concerned about parental engagement in
children‟s education and the education young people receive at home. As part of this study we
talked to several parents about their educational experience and aspirations for themselves
and their children. In this section we explore family life in Nottingham North and parents‟ own
educational experience in an attempt to understand how the educational experience at home is
shaped and the impact this has on young people.
The consensus across all professional groups was that educational attainment amongst parents
in Nottingham North is low. This is borne out by 2001 Census figures (See also Table 21)
which show on average 44.33% of people aged 16-74 in Nottingham North have no
qualifications, considerably higher than in Nottingham City (33.89%), the East Midlands
(31.64%) and England (28.85%). Across the six wards in the constituency there is a mixed
picture of attainment with over 45% of people aged 16-74 in Aspley, Bestwood, Bilborough
and Bulwell wards having no qualifications, compared to nearly 40% in Bulwell Forest and 35%
in Basford ward. In all six wards the highest qualification of the majority of 16-74 year olds is
Level 1 or 2. A much lower percentage of people have Level 3 qualifications than in the rest of
the city. In all six wards people are more likely to have Level 4/5 qualifications than level 3
qualifications (albeit a very small proportion more in Aspley, Bestwood, Bilborough and Bulwell
wards) with the highest levels in Bulwell Forest and Basford (a high number of undergraduates
are resident in the area). Such low levels of attainment amongst 16-74 year olds could be
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attributable to a multitude of factors (refer to Section 2) but is a very real part of the fabric of
life in these communities.
The most alarming statistic for the area is that only 2% of the families in this
school had any education beyond 16, that‟s a really low percentage. That
means that nearly all the kids in this school have parents who did nothing
beyond 16 in terms of education. So any kids that we move on to college or
whatever it‟s the first generation that are doing that. Educational Professional:
Interview)
The above quote represents the view of a school professional, but we have been unable to
validate this comment. School representatives and community education workers talked of
parents having negative and/or limited experiences at school. A number of parents talked
about liking their time at primary school and not liking secondary school anywhere near as
much, some struggling to fit into a new environment, with lots of new people and different
teaching and learning styles. A number of parents recounted memories of being labelled at
school, for example being told “that‟s not for you”, “you won‟t get the grades”, “maybe you
should try this” and how this affected them. They also felt that teachers did not recognise this
stigma, not having experienced it themselves in the majority of cases. Parents also spoke of
family members telling them they wouldn‟t amount to much. It obviously depends on how each
individual deals with this as to whether it demotivates or motivates further; some parents were
determined to prove everyone wrong whereas others believed what they were told. School
representatives and community education workers see the impact this has had on
parents‟/carers‟ lives at first hand, for example reducing their confidence about their abilities
and going on to view school as a negative environment - one that they do not want to revisit.
This results in many parents believing and passing onto their children the view that there is
little value in education as “it does not get you anywhere”. These feelings will inevitably
influence their views of education and levels of engagement in their child‟s education. There
was a sense in which many people were saying that professionals working in the delivery of
education needed to address fears and anxieties about education and needed to develop ways
of engaging parents in the education system for the benefit of themselves and their children.
You need to break some of the bad memories that many of the parents have
about the place where they failed. People whose general experience in school
is not a good one, it‟s labelled them as unable, why would they want to go
back e.g. for a social evening, I‟ll go down to the pub where at least I‟m
successful because people value me. You‟ve got to really crack that. (Other
Professional: Interview)
There‟s parents who don‟t trust us as they went through school and hated it,
why should they see me? We‟ve got a significant group of students who aren‟t
being supported by their parents and are counter anything we want to do.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
I think a lot of it, if you‟ve had a bad experience at school there is an element
of insecurity, uncertainty, you don‟t want to revisit those subjects that you
hated first time round and show your ignorance that you don‟t understand
them. Educational Professional: Interview)
I‟m dyslexic. I‟ve only come out with that through people supporting me and
getting the confidence. (Female Parent: Aspley)
Many school representatives, community education workers, advice and guidance workers also
attributed a lack of educational attainment amongst 16-74 year olds in Nottingham North to
the history of employment in the area (1960s-1990s) focusing on a small number of key
employers namely Raleigh, Boots and Players, also textiles and to a lesser extent mining. The
majority of jobs these employers offered did not require an academic background or indeed
any minimum qualifications at all. Parents reported that there was not a drive from home or
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school to attain or progress in education as educational qualifications were not necessary to
get a job. The majority of parents we spoke to received virtually no careers advice themselves
at school and there was no talk of FE or HE at home or school either. Getting a job at 16 was
the norm with many young people following their parents into the same trade or job. Parents
as young as 35 years old reported being able to leave school on the Friday and getting a job
on the Monday.
This area was traditionally full employment; you didn‟t have to do well at
school to get a job. Between 1975 and 1990 you could almost certainly get a
job in this area. Three main employers Boots, Raleigh and Players, pits. My
teaching was that if you don‟t get on and get your qualifications you end up
on the scrap heap, it didn‟t happen here. The imperative to work in school
wasn‟t as great in Nottingham North as elsewhere. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
I think there are a lot of people who haven‟t had or haven‟t taken advantage
of the opportunities, possibly because there was high employment and
because they didn‟t need the skills, you could go straight into jobs.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
Only three parents we spoke with had experience of university and had gone on to university
later in life (see Section 4). Many parents had experienced „on the job‟ training which
sometimes involved attending college. Many parents we spoke to in Nottingham North had
limited experience of education themselves, and in some cases this results in a lack of
knowledge and engagement in a system which did not benefit them. A number of school
representatives and community education workers also reported that many parents have
limited knowledge and understanding of the education system (schools, FE and HE) in order to
support their children.
Two years ago not one of our parents in Year 11 had been to university.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
We received no evidence that suggested schools considered it necessary or appropriate or
even possible to undertake specific work in order to compensate for this given current levels of
resourcing.

3.3.3 Home life
Low educational attainment amongst 16-74 year olds in Nottingham North has undoubtedly
had a significant impact on the circumstances of many families in Nottingham North. As
Section 2 outlined many families in the area are characterised by high levels of deprivation in
social, economic, health, environmental and educational terms. Five out of the six wards that
make up the constituency fall within the 10% most deprived wards in the country.
Unemployment and benefit dependency levels are high. Many people are reported to be
engaged in low skilled, temporary employment. There is a high proportion of single parent
families and the area has the fourth highest teenage conception rate in the country. As this
evidence suggests many families in Nottingham North are dealing with a complexity of
pressures and problems. Many professionals praise the job parents do under such
circumstances.
All professional groups implied that a culmination of factors such as low educational
attainment, poor educational experiences, upbringing and pressures at home can severely
impact on parents‟ ability and confidence to educate their children. Extremes were reported of
some parents/carers not knowing how to foster learning with their children through different
mediums, for example through play, talk and use of libraries. Suggestions as to the reasons
why centred on parents not experiencing play at home in their own childhood and not learning
the skill and not realising its value in childhood development. Education at home was also
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talked about in terms of learning basic life skills e.g. communication, behaviour, and later skills
such as budgeting, cooking and household maintenance in preparation for adulthood. Many
professionals suggested it was not always the norm to pick up such skills at home as if by
osmosis. One school representative stated that they come into contact with parents who do
not have basic life skills themselves; a number of school representatives and education policy
officers equated this to a general lack of “parenting skills”. We need to be wary here of
avoiding both stereotyping and being patronising. We were impressed with the work and
initiatives of the local SureStart in supporting families in difficult circumstances. They were,
however, just as most educational services locally, limited in their resources.
This has implications for how education is valued in the context of individual lives and families.
All professional groups questioned the value many parents place on their child‟s education. It
was suggested that many parents have low aspirations and expectations for themselves and
have similar aspirations and expectations for their children. Such messages it was claimed will
undoubtedly be passed onto children whether consciously or subconsciously and impact on
their development. Numerous school representatives, community education workers and
community workers suggested that many parents/carers in Nottingham North also have a
narrow understanding of the education system which can limit their engagement in education.
Children who have not been read to which is a huge issue here. Parents who
simply don‟t engage with their children so therefore they are socially inept.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
It‟s basic research that says that it is mum who will read to a child and if
mum is on her own and she might have several children already so I can
understand that mum is pushed but then the child suffers because she is not
reading to them or playing with them or helping them to become engaged.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
A lot of the parents aren‟t particularly engaged with education, they‟re not
particularly openly supportive of youngsters coming in and doing well.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
I think a lot of our parents don‟t understand the system, don‟t understand
what it means and for a lot of them as long as their children are safe and
they‟re happy and they‟ve got a roof over their heads and ultimately children
and a partner in their lives that‟s absolutely fine. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
In contrast, a number of school representatives also believe the majority of parents do value
education and a lot more now than 10-15 years ago.
I genuinely believe that parents value education more and they have higher
expectations academically and social awareness skills and can move into a
world of work and not be people who can‟t hold their own. They want them to
have the experiences they never had. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Even the parents with kids from the most turbulent of families they do believe
in education, they know education is important, and they know that school‟s
important. You‟re pushing at an open door really if we can just get the right
product really. What I think is because they haven‟t experienced post-16
education themselves and there‟s not talk at home about it. I talk about it
with my kids. So they don‟t get brought up in a world knowing about these
things. But parents know it‟s important and they will support anything that
they think will help the kid achieve better than them. I say to the kids I want
you to do better then your parents. I don‟t mind saying that and the parents
want that for them as well. (Educational Professional: Interview)
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So what are parents actually encouraging their children to do? All of the parents we spoke to
understandably wanted the best for their children. When asked what aspirations they have for
their children the majority of parents said they “just want them to be happy” or happy in
“whatever they decide to do”. Some parents admitted that they want their children to do
better than they did themselves, as one parent stated:
My daughter said to me I want to be a cleaner just like you. I thought I‟ve got
to change my job. They look up to me. I don‟t want that for her. I‟m ready to
do something else for me, when I‟m ready. (Female Parent: Aspley)
And the message one Year 10 pupil got from her mum was:
My mum said I have to go to university. She said she messed up her life, kids
at 16 and stuff and she wants me to have a better life than she did. (Female,
Year 10: Bilborough)
A number of projects (e.g. The Amber and Aspire projects) have been established in
Nottingham North that work with parents in promoting engagement in their child‟s education
and promoting progression to FE and HE within the family (see Figure 17 below).
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ALTERNATIVE PRACTICE – promoting FE and HE and engaging parents
Trinity School provides every Year 6-11 pupil with a CONTACT BOOK which they can write their
homework tasks in. The book helps parents see what homework their child should be doing. Both the
child and parent can comment in the book.
The ASPIRE project was established in 2002 with the aim of working with pupils aged 9-13 and their
families in order to:
Raise achievement
Smooth transition between primary and secondary education
Break down barriers that prevent pupils from achieving their full potential
Raise awareness of Further Education, Higher Education and universities
Develop an awareness of the careers and opportunities available through
Further and Higher Education
Increase aspirations for Further and Higher Education in the Keys to Success
Education Action Zone
Through a wide variety of initiatives, many of which are run in partnership with the two universities in
Nottingham, the project aims to raise aspirations for Higher Education amongst our young people and
their families in this area of Nottingham.
AMBER, which stands for Adult Minorities Breaking Educational Restrictions, helps families gain a
better understanding of the education system and provides vocational guidance for the parents
themselves. AMBER aims:
to empower and encourage parents to become involved in their children's education
to provide the opportunity for school-based adult learning
to train parent support workers to facilitate these aims
Parents participate informally through fundraising and general school support activities, social events,
etc. and more formally through in-class help, governorship and parent consultations:
a worker is placed in a school for ten hours per week
each worker undertakes five hours of unpaid training
parents are encouraged to become involved in the life of the school and are given support and
knowledge to work at home with their children
schools are encouraged to think about the ways in which parents can be welcomed, encouraged
and valued as partners and co-educators.

Figure 17 – Alternative practices – Amber and Aspire projects
Parents who had been involved in the Aspire project for example talked of how they learnt so
much from visiting a university. One parent was inspired to further their education. However,
when we met with a group of parents though the Aspire programme, what was surprising was
just how inspirational and knowledgeable they were. Not only did they have an atypically high
level of information of higher education (two actually had been to university themselves) but
they were already convinced of the value of a university education for their children. Not only
were they encouraged by the Aspire programme, but they seemed ready to receive such
inspiration. In particular they were themselves surprised at how little some of the Aspire
opportunities had been taken up by the majority of parents in their schools and locality.
This issue came up repeatedly – and is reported in Section 4. There were some parents we
spoke to who clearly did not fit the stereotypes presented by professionals. These were the
“ones who always turned up” at events and parents evenings, not “the ones you never see”.
These parents (and we report this later) saw themselves as different and acted differently in
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the face of a lack of information; they went out and got it. However, this stridency was not just
a matter of personality, but was a feature which evolved in their own life histories.

3.3.4 Parents’ perspectives
Our encounters in this project suggested unsurprisingly, that parents in the constituency are
varied, but some share similar characteristics with different “horizons for action” which act as
the limit to one‟s choices and decisions. In meeting groups and individual parents, we
identified several different responses to dealing with their child‟s education - there appear (a
little crudely) to be some four groups;
“Planners” - who organise their choices and patterns of expenditure and engagement
with schools and schooling, taking control of interactions and decisions. Such parents
understand the system, are confident at taking initiative and control and engage to
achieve the best for their children.
“Aspirers” - who aspire for better outcomes for their children and try to work for them
to do better then they did. Such parents go out of their way to seek information which
can support their children and have reasonable financial resources.
“Hopers” - who hope things will work out but do not have the knowledge to
manipulate and engage in the system to bring it about. Such parents encourage their
children, but do so without recourse to the school and usually without accurate
knowledge and information. Such families have limited financial resources.
“Rejecters” - who sit outside and reject the system of higher education (and possibly
education more generally) as not for them. Such parents may have struggled in and
failed at the education system themselves when young, and find relationships with
schools difficult. Typically such families experience a range of social challenges.
We do not suggest that such a typology is a rest of detailed analysis of data, but is more an
impression of differential engagement. The importance of such a characterisation is in whether
or not schools and professionals recognise the existence of such positions and the importance
in understanding how they are formed and sustained. Professionals need to devise ways of
working with diverse perspectives, rather than expecting all parents to fit into a single mould.

3.3.5 What this means for young people
Professionals suggested to us that a culmination of factors can work against a child‟s
educational and personal development - for example lack of parental engagement in
education, deprivation and social problems. A consistent message from professionals across all
groups is that many young people in Nottingham North have to deal with significant social and
family problems at home which many of the professionals (and teaching staff) have never
encountered; caring for siblings or an ill parent, neglect, domestic violence and low household
income. In their day to day work with young people, professionals see the impact such
circumstances can have on young peoples‟ schooling and overall well-being, their physical,
emotional and mental health. Professionals reported instances of their having to act in a social
work capacity, supporting young people and helping them deal with problems. Yet many young
people have to deal with very complex issues on a daily basis and still make it to school and
engage in their lessons. Many professionals acknowledged it is “pretty amazing if some
children even get to school”, although some may see it as an escape from pressures at home.
One school representative questioned how many adults could manage it.
When I came here the overwhelming ethos was this is a really tough poor
area just getting these kids into schools is a big enough success. If they do
well in their exams that‟s a bonus. (Educational Professional: Interview)
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A lot of the teachers, we‟re being social workers as well. (Secondary
Educational Professional: Interview)
We are talking about heavily damaged children a lot of the time who are with
one parent two days a week and another parent the rest of the week or no
parent. You‟re talking about the non-traditional family here. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
Professionals, particularly school representatives, feel a lack of early educational interaction at
home contributes to what they see as a significant proportion of children in Nottingham North
being ill prepared for school, for example by having low basic skills such as
language/communication.
If mum and dad don‟t speak to them how can they discuss? And when I do
group work in class some groups are fine but others just can‟t handle it. I‟ll
say „Go and work with that group over there‟ and they‟ll say „I can‟t do that.
They‟re not my mates‟. This is their own class who they may have been with
for four years. (Educational Professional: Interview)
However, it was generally acknowledged that parents/carers are more engaged with their
child‟s education at primary level. At the very least parents/carers will probably take and fetch
their child from school where there is one main contact – the class teacher or the teaching
assistant who can talk directly to parents about their own child. Many parents expressed
bewilderment at what went on in secondary schools and would not know who to talk to about
how their child was getting on, or if they did, did not feel particularly empowered to initiate
contact. It is the general view of school representatives and professionals that it is when
children get to secondary school that “parents become more disengaged from their child‟s
education”. This can be due to a multitude of factors. A key factor is the age of secondary
school children, experiencing puberty, a wanting to be more independent and the increasing
influence of peers. Another factor however is to see this from the parents‟ perspective, and
although no parents seemed to have the specific language to say so, the “disengagement”
discourse is a specific way of pathologising the parents. The feeling we got from many parents
was that schools disengaged from the family almost as a deliberate strategy, rather than the
other way round. We have no evidence however that this phenomenon is any more acute or
evident in Nottingham North than anywhere else. However, the specific circumstances of
family life within many communities in the constituency would seem to require more support
to families given the long-term family lack of successful educational careers.
For many secondary school representatives a lack of parental engagement in their child‟s
education shows parents‟ lack of engagement with the school environment. Many schools
struggle to get parents/carers to attend parents‟ evenings and other events. Six out of the
seven secondary schools in the area reported poor attendance at parents evenings with
attendance as low as 50% in some schools. This could be due to a number of reasons including
timing, lack of interest, bad experience of school and lack of confidence. For many teachers in
schools we spoke to, this shows a “total lack of parental interest in their child‟s education”. It
seems that for most schools there is a core group of parents that engage with the school and a
large group that does not. One school representative stated that they can predict which
parents will attend parents‟ evenings – invariably the parents of high achievers. For some
schools, the main contact with parents is when there is an issue, for example disruptive
behaviour, and they have to be called in. Virtually all school representatives argued that a
positive and proactive school-parent relationship is vital in a child‟s schooling and for the
promotion of education.
We find it very hard raising the level of parent participation, parent
consultation. You get a hard core of parents that come along. It‟s getting the
parents of the other ones on that border line, trying to raise the attainment,
we find it hard to get them in. (Educational Professional: Interview)
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What we have found is that if we attend to parents‟ evening at the junior
schools they tend to be a lot better attended than ours do. We have a stall
talking about our school. We‟ve tried bribery, putting raffles on in the
evening. (Educational Professional: Interview)
There is a huge distinction between our top sets and our bottom sets: some
will try and support their children and regularly come to parents‟ evenings. If
we had a parent‟s evening tonight I could guarantee that the parents who
were there would be parents of our top sets. The naughty kids - you never
see their parents because the parents know what is going to be said to them
so they don‟t come. And how on earth can you change that? Because they
won‟t engage with us because their experience of education is probably not a
good one so they are not going to engage here. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
ALTERNATIVE PRACTICE – parents‟ evenings
River Leen School runs a parents‟ week so appointments can be fitted around work and home
commitments and not restricted to one evening
Manning School conducts one to one interviews with parents. The joint heads believe the
interviews have provided an attractive alternative to parents:
“whether a parent feels happier having had a direct call from a teacher, ask them to come in and
seeing one person it might be a less threatening experience having a whole hall full of different
teachers.”
Both initiatives were reported to have boosted parental engagement in the school.
NB. Other schools may also offer alternatives to parents‟ evenings

Figure 18– Alternative practice - parents‟ evenings
A number of schools in Nottingham North have developed alternatives to the traditional
parents‟ evenings which have boosted attendance (see alternative practice box above). School
representatives also talked about opening up schools to the wider community e.g. offering
courses which could engage parents in the school environment and enhance their education.
Some of the schools in the area are earmarked to become extended schools which some
argued may engage more parents. Hadden Park School has been a full extended school for
three years, but we did not find clear evidence that this had increased parental engagement
with the school. However, we can not help but feel there is a need to understand both sides of
this home-school divide. Much of the professional discourse we encountered adopted a
deficient home/parental perspective, where parents do not support their children‟s education.
This was in direct contrast to the perspective we obtained from the parents just about all of
whom did want to do what they could to support their children, but really had little knowledge
of how to do this. Seeing this issue from the different sides of the home-school border feels
quite different. For schools many parents are disinterested, yet in the homes it is the parents
who feel the schools are not interested in them and the situation they are living in; that
teachers do not understand or sympathise with the family context in the Nottingham North
communities.
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3.4 Attainment and Progression
Naturally in the way current entry to higher education is configured by depending heavily upon
prior attainment, one cannot progress to higher education unless one has achieved success at
earlier stages, and this has considerably influenced young people in Nottingham North.
However, there is some good news more recently.
The recent improvement of pupil attainment in some of the relatively deprived
districts of Nottinghamshire, therefore, (such as Ashfield - English & Maths;
Bassetlaw - English; Mansfield - English & Maths; Nottingham North - Maths;
Nottingham South - English and Maths; Nottingham East - English & Maths) is
very encouraging, although it is clear that significant disparities remain.
(Kerrigan, 2006)
One of those disparities is that although there is considerable improvement within the City, the
improvement in Nottingham North is less marked than in Nottingham East or Nottingham
South (see Figure 19).
% of pupils achieving 5 or more GCSEs (or equiv) in 1997
% of pupils achieving 5 or more GCSEs (or equiv) in 2005
Nottingham City LA average 2005
Nottinghamshire LA average 2005
East Midlands average 2005
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Figure 19 - GCSE attainment by district (based on location of school)
Source: Kerrigan, 2006
At Key Stage 3, although encouraging progress has been made in recent years, still it is the
case that young people from areas with high levels of deprivation perform way below average.
At Key Stage 4 considerable improvement has been made in attainment over recent years,
particularly in the three constituencies in the city, although this was not the case when taking
account of the new English and Maths indicator Furthermore this has been reflected in post-16
staying on rates, thereby enhancing future higher education opportunities (Kerrigan, 2006).

3.4.1 Providing opportunities to attain and progress
It is natural that people have different levels of ability, ways of learning and speeds of
learning. School representatives, professionals, young people and parents alike recognise this
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but do not feel different abilities are being equitably catered for in the education system in
Nottingham City. A number of community education workers and community workers
expressed frustration at what they see as young people being pushed through the national
curriculum even when they may not be ready to go on to the next level. For example, pupils
go on to do GCSEs at age 14 irrespective of whether or not they are ready. An argument put
to us was that if it were possible for pupils to go on to do GCSEs when they were deemed and
felt ready they may feel more prepared and consequently achieve higher grades. This
argument is consistent with the data suggesting that applicants to higher education from
traditionally under-represented groups tends to happen later on in life, once the individual
feels more ready.
There‟s that element of children who like to move around, like to do different
stuff not just sat in the class-room, you lose them. You have kids that are
good at sitting exams. The system leaves them who can‟t do that. Need to
look at alternatives. (Other Professional: Interview)
We try and make everything the same for everyone and I know you can‟t run
a system that is completely individualised but you can run things that allow
people some flexibility and to maybe fit into the box that they think is right
for them and not the one that is imposed on them. (Other Professional:
Interview)
We referred in Section 3.3.1 to the way in which the academic/vocational distinction can
often be seen by teachers, parents and young people as a proxy for ability; that the able pupil
will follow academic courses at school, college and university, while the less able will follow
some practical or vocational course leading to some form of employment. Indeed, unlike some
other countries such as Germany, this dichotomy is embedded in the British education system.
A consistent view from all professional groups and parents felt the education system needed to
“cater for all children” by offering a “range of courses to suit different abilities” by offering
“vocational courses alongside academic courses”. As one professional pointed out “not
everyone is academically minded, people learn in different ways, some people are practical
learners”. It was not clear to us throughout this research that there was a clear and consistent
understanding amongst all groups, professional or parents, of what “vocational education” was
or what it was intended to achieve and what it might offer young people and how it might be
organised. The most acute tension was over how vocational education might be implemented
in schools and how this might support the transition from school to post-16 options and
thereafter into HE or employment.
A number of schools in Nottingham North have recognised this issue and have recently
introduced the option of what many referred to as “vocational courses” at Key Stage 4 as a
precursor to the introduction of the Increased Flexibility Programme; a part of government
plans to develop vocational routes in addition to academic routes rather than in competition to
them. It was unclear though how much this was true vocational education or rather seen as
another attempt to cater for diverse abilities through the introduction of specialist diplomas at
Key Stage 4 which every pupil will be obliged to take. The first wave of specialist diplomas are
due to be introduced in 2008, and the use of the term “specialist diploma” rather than
“vocational diplomas” might suggest another muddying of the waters. One professional
suggested to us that the Government‟s selection of the term “specialist” rather than
“vocational” was to pander to middle class values, rather than give an impression that pupils
were being given watered down courses.

3.4.2 The effect of markets and targets
There is currently a competitive market driven system in post-16 education with institutions
set to operate in competition and we experienced this first hand, in conversations and in
meetings we sat in. This competition diverts resources away from education toward marketing,
advertising and transport with colleges putting on buses to move young people around the
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City/County. A tension here is over the schools‟ desire to have post-16 provision to retain their
pupil numbers, whilst at the same time not being able to provide the resources for vocational
training to the extent that focussed provision in FE colleges can; nor do they have the specific
professional expertise in vocational areas. Furthermore, pressure on school to offer alternative
routes can result in pupils being taught vocational courses by people who have never worked
in the specific employment sector.
So we‟ve got this going on here – brilliant facilities; brilliant staff and yet we
are competing with schools around here who are putting on the same or
similar courses taught by staff who have never worked in the health service
and teaching in a classroom with portable equipment that is kept in a
cupboard. And that‟s not helping anybody is it? (Educational Professional:
Interview)
This may be something the local LSC, with their responsibility for adequate and appropriate
post-16 provision may find it useful to explore. There are conflicts between the different
targets institutions are set by government, which influences their strategies. This is forced
upon schools who work to manipulate the targets they are set. Schools need to focus on 5A*-C
because this is a key indicator for them in their position in the league tables – which is a
crucial factor for them in a market driven system.
My personal observation is that we focus on the academic study at Key Stage
4 and that does not suit a large number of children and that a more
vocational diet would engage them in a way that they are not being engaged
currently. Now there are steps in the right direction with that with the IFP
project and that sort of stuff which is introducing vocational curriculum. So it‟s
not just about the bright ones doing the GCSE‟s and the not so bright ones
doing the vocational it‟s about what the student wants to do. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
This results in a tension for schools who may not feel able to develop alternative curricula for
pupils for whom 5A*-C is not appropriate at this time. These students might benefit from a
different provision but we were not clear just how pupils were being engaged in discussions
over their possible trajectories.
They don‟t want any choices that are available to students who get less than
five A to C‟s to be apparent least it undermines their message that students
must get five A to C‟s because that‟s what their targets are based on.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
The need to target specific groups of pupils may influence the way schools operate and devise
support structures to ensure those students who can affect the measures are targeted rather
than those who are not. This is natural because targets are after all what we are told to value
(this is explored further in Section 4.3.1).
A result is the actual transition post-16 becomes of lower significance to schools. Schools tend
to focus and push pupils to work at a GCSE profile of qualifications, which the pupils
themselves know is neither realistic nor appropriate.
The transition at sixteen is of little importance [to schools]. It‟s not measured
and, therefore, it is not the focus and clearly the faster a measure is brought
in for school performance around transition the better. And interestingly you
do have some schools where you do have completely the opposite whereby a
very important measure of transition is how big your sixth form is and
therefore you do absolutely anything – you make any promises – to keep kids
in the sixth form. That is transition at any cost and there are casualties in that
process as well. (Educational Professional: Interview)
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We are conscious of the fact that we probably cater reasonably well for the
middle and higher end where we do struggle is what we offer for the least
able kids. We are trying to amend that by looking at the key skills courses,
OCN units. We‟ve introduced BTECs this year. They are proving popular but
what we are finding is that some for the least able youngsters they are not an
easy option. They find the tests quite hard. That doesn‟t take away the focus
from the core GCSEs they run alongside. Very often that is about finding that
balance. During the options process we give advice about suitable pathways.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
A number of Year 10 pupils taking vocational courses welcomed the mix of academic and
vocational learning however, and enjoyed learning in a more practical manner. As one Year 10
stated:
It‟s like we‟re at college [BTEC course], it‟s more practical, and it‟s not all out
of books. (Male, Year 10: Old Basford)
Different levels of ability need to be acknowledged throughout a person‟s educational career.
Young people may attain the results to progress but grades obviously differ. Concerns were
raised about young people being coached through GCSEs in order to achieve targets and not
being prepared for FE. So too were concerns raised about achievement of different grades at
GCSE making the progression to FE more challenging for some rather than others.
The biggest problem we have is the variability of youngsters coming in now
with apparently five A*-C. What a C means to one youngster doesn‟t mean
the same to another. When you take youngsters from X getting 70% 5 A*-C.
When you talk about some of the city schools you‟re talking about the fact
they‟ve just about got 5 A*-C, they will have five Cs, they will have a lot of
input. (Educational Professional: Interview)
With regard to catering for different levels of ability, many school representatives reported
having a high proportion of pupils with special educational needs (SEN) whose needs have to
be catered for appropriately. Table 28 shows in 2005 at Key Stage 3, 23.5% of pupils in
secondary schools serving Nottingham North had recognised special educational needs,
decreasing to 15.9% at Key Stage 4. Even though some pupils‟ special educational needs are
being officially recognised, a number of community education workers and youth workers
reported that they come into contact with a lot of young people whose needs have not been
acknowledged at school or officially recognised and as a result are not receiving the
educational support they need to learn and progress in line with their individual abilities.
Workers talked about pupils being held back as a result with pupils, and schools, feeling
frustrated which can lead to disruptive behaviour. Some workers feel such pupils are being
forgotten by the education system. Some parents reported that their child‟s educational needs
had gone unrecognised at school for years and by the time they were recognised their child
had already missed out on much of their compulsory education. One child was reported to be
only getting a few hours home tuition a week as the school was not equipped to teach the
child. The parent thought this was totally inadequate. As a result the child felt even more
singled out and disliked missing out on school and missed being with friends.
A lack of appropriate support for secondary school pupils in Nottingham North with SEN is
borne out by official statistics. Table 28 shows in 2005 at Key Stage 3 and 4 in all secondary
schools serving Nottingham North the number of pupils with SEN who actually had statements
was below the national average. In comparison the majority of secondary schools serving
Nottingham North had a higher percentage of pupils at Key Stage 3 and 4 with SEN, without
statements. In four different schools at both Key Stage 3 and 4 over 20% of pupils had
“recognised SEN” but had not been statemented. It is not clear whether this is due to there
being fewer pupils with special needs or because of a reluctance of the local authority to
formally identify pupils. For schools this means extra funding is not made available to cater for
the specific needs of pupils who have been identified as having special needs but who have not
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been statemented. Schools can therefore struggle to cater for the needs of such pupils. SEN
figures for the 2005/06 Nottingham North Year 11 cohort are detailed in Table 34.
Others are restricted by the limited resources in some of the schools for pupils
with learning difficulties. Then there‟s the issue of what people deem as a
learning difficulty. We‟ve had several young people where we have had to go
and get them help in getting assessments. Now that‟s been fine when you‟ve
gone through the medical system and you can then get them help but you
know, at school, they don‟t bother with that route. Then you know that
something will happen and they are excluded and then something else
happens and they are excluded for a longer period. Then you get a continuous
cycle which they are actually quite pleased with because they are happy to go
and hang around on the street and do whatever. Nobody‟s addressing why
they aren‟t sitting there and learning what they need to do. (Other
Professional: Interview)
My son has learning difficulties. He‟s fifteen and he‟s only just been identified
as having X. It‟s ridiculous. As a parent I‟ve been at the receiving end and
I‟ve had to take legal action to force the schools in the area to have my son
educated. And I had to have him statemented. (Parent: Top Valley)
These numerous accounts and official statistics suggest that a significant number of young
people in Nottingham North are missing out on education as the education system does not
cater for their needs and abilities.
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School

England
Average
The River
Leen
School
Top Valley
School
Big Wood
School
The Henry
Mellish
School
Ellis
Guilford
School
The
Trinity
School *
Hadden
Park
School
Manning
School
William
Sharp
School

No. of
pupils
at the
end of
KS3

With SEN, with
statements
Number

%

With SEN,
without
statements
Number
%

4%

No. of
pupils
at the
end of
KS4

With SEN,
with
statements
Number
%

14.8%

With SEN,
without
statements
Number
%

3.8%

12.2%

142

0.0%

37

26.1%

150

1

0.7%

40

26.7%

177

0.0%

37

20.9%

185

0

0.0%

34

18.4%

146

1

0.7%

25

17.1%

149

0

0.0%

15

10.1%

131

1

0.8%

16

12.2%

141

1

0.7%

0

14.2%

207

4

1.9%

44

21.3%

209

6

2.9%

46

22.0%

172

0

0.0%

11

6.4%

145

0

0.0%

9

6.2%

172

4

2.3%

25

14.5%

179

0

0.0%

37

20.7%

147

1

0.7%

22

15.0%

145

2

1.4%

20

13.8%

0.0%

37

24.5%

144

0

0.0%

29

20.1%

151

Table 28 - Number of pupils with SEN at Key Stage 3 and 4 – 2005
(Source: Key Stage 3 - http://www.dfes.gov.uk/cgibin/performancetables/fetch_05.pl?Postcode=NG6+8ag&Dist=8&Phase=k&X=0&Mode=Z&F=1
&L=200. Key Stage 4 - http://www.dfes.gov.uk/cgibin/performancetables/fetch_05.pl?Postcode=NG6+8ag&Dist=8&Phase=1&X=0&Mode=Z&F=1
&L=200)
*The Trinity school is not considered in the analysis

There is clearly a marked difference throughout all schools in Nottingham North between those
with statements and those without, and in the absence of robust research one can only
imagine what influence it has on the culture of a school to have around 20% of pupils with
recognised special educational needs.

3.4.3 Key Stage 2 attainment
This section of the report focuses on the attainment of Nottingham North pupils at Key Stage
2, 3 and 4 (2004/2005 at school level and 1997-2005 at ward level) in an attempt to identify:
patterns of achievement; progression of achievement through Key Stages; number of pupils
who achieve the grades to potentially progress on to FE.
Examining Key Stage 2 achievement in English and Maths by ward 1997-2005 (see Table 29)
shows a significant improvement in achievement. Achievement in both English and Maths
doubled over the 8 year period (all wards started from a low base of achievement) with all
seven wards exceeding the regional and national rise in achievement in English and Maths.
Overall as a constituency the rise in achievement exceeded the rise at local authority, regional
and national level and brought achievement in line with the local authority and much closer to
the regional and national average in 2005. However, two wards lag behind in achievement –
Bilborough and Aspley – with 50% or less pupils achieving level 4 or above in English and
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Maths in 2005 (level 4 is the level expected of most 11 year olds). In contrast achievement in
the five remaining wards was well over 60% with two wards - Bulwell Forest and Leen Valley*
– exceeding the national average in English and narrowly falling short or just exceeding the
national average in Maths. Therefore in 2005 well over half of pupils in Nottingham North
achieved level 4 or above at Key Stage 2 preparing pupils for progression to Key Stage 3.

1997
Aspley Ward
Basford Ward
Bestwood Ward
Bilborough Ward
Bulwell Ward
Bulwell Forest Ward
Leen Valley Ward*

20
27
33
31
17
46
47

Nottingham North Constituency
Nottingham LA
East Midlands Region
England

32
41
62
63

English
2005 % points
difference
46
26
73
46
66
33
50
19
67
50
81
35
81
34
64
66
78
79

32
25
16
16

1997
20
27
33
31
17
46
47
31
41
62
62

Maths
2005 % points
difference
47
27
76
49
63
30
49
18
67
50
74
28
76
29
63
67
75
75

32
26
13
13

Table 29 - Literacy and numeracy at age 11 - Key Stage 2 Results: Percentage of
Pupils achieving Level 4 or above
(Source: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/inyourarea/statics/pcon_336_2.shtml)
*We are including Leen Valley here for comparison purposes. Leen Valley is not a part of Nottingham North, but as can
be seen from Map 1, it penetrates into Aspley Ward and includes The Trinity School.

3.4.4 Key Stage 3 attainment
Over the two year period 2004-2005 all of the secondary schools serving the Nottingham North
area performed well below the national average in English, Maths and Science at Key Stage 3
(achieving level 5 or above - level 5/6 is the level expected of most 14 year olds and average
point score) (see Table 30). In 2004 less than 50% of pupils in half of the schools achieved
level 5 or above in English, Maths and Science. In English and Science this trend continued
through to 2005. Some schools witnessed a marginal increase in achievement over the 2 year
period whereas others witnessed a reduction in achievement. Attainment in Maths improved in
2005 with over 50% of pupils in half of the schools achieving Level 5 or above in Maths. The
figures highlight a core of underperforming schools where many pupils are not reaching the
average level in core subjects at Key Stage 3.
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School
Number
of
eligible
pupils
England
average
The
River
Leen
School
Top
Valley
School
Big
Wood
School
The
Henry
Mellish
School
Ellis
Guilford
School
The
Trinity
School *
Hadden
Park
School
Manning
School
William
Sharp
School

2004
% achieving Level 5
or above
English Maths Science
L5+
L5+
L5+
71%
73%
66%

Average
point
score

Number
of
eligible
pupils

34.1

2005
% achieving Level 5
or above
English Maths Science
L5+
L5+
L5+
74%
74%
70%

Average
point
score
34.5

157

36%

41%

26%

27.6

142

37%

44%

34%

28.3

189

50%

63%

54%

30.8

177

59%

58%

51%

30.5

143

52%

61%

60%

30.8

146

64%

57%

61%

31.6

131

54%

49%

39%

30.0

131

46%

52%

34%

29.7

222

48%

55%

43%

30.6

207

0%

58%

55%

31.1

137

95%

93%

85%

38.1

172

92%

87%

78%

36.9

157

31%

44%

27%

27.4

172

34%

43%

31%

28.1

146

46%

46%

37%

28.3

147

50%

44%

41%

29.8

146

30%

41%

25%

28.0

151

0%

41%

40%

29.7

Table 30 - Key Stage 3 results: percentage of pupils achieving Level 5 or above in
English, Maths and Science 2004/2005
(Source: Key Stage 3 2004 – http://www.dfes.gov.uk/cgibin/performancetables/fetch_04.pl?Postcode=ng6+8ag&Dist=8&Phase=k&X=0&Mode=Z&F=1
&L=200. Key Stage 3 2005- http://www.dfes.gov.uk/cgibin/performancetables/fetch_05.pl?Postcode=NG6+8ag&Dist=8&Phase=k&X=0&Mode=Z&F=1
&L=200)
*The Trinity school is not considered in the analysis

Examining Key Stage 3 achievement in English and Maths by ward 1997-2005 (see Table 31)
shows a significant improvement in achievement with three wards exceeding the national rise
in achievement in English and four wards exceeding the national rise in achievement in Maths.
However, overall as a constituency the rise in achievement fell short of the national rise (11
percentage points difference in Nottingham North compared to 17 percentage points
nationally). Even though achievement has risen, only one of the seven wards reached and
exceeded the national average for achievement in English and Maths at Key Stage 3 in 2005.
As Table 31 shows each ward was starting from a low base of achievement in 1997 for English
and Maths, well below the national average and so had a steep hill to climb. If pupils have
below average levels of achievement at Key Stage 3 we might ask how prepared they are for
Key Stage 4.
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1997
Aspley Ward
Basford Ward
Bestwood Ward
Bilborough Ward
Bulwell Ward
Bulwell Forest Ward
Leen Valley Ward*

12
36
20
21
19
28
50

Nottingham North Constituency
Nottingham LA
East Midlands Region
England

27
36
56
57

English
2005 % points
difference
N/A
86
50
N/A
0
-21
42
23
38
10
69
19
38
51
74
74

11
15
18
17

1997
13
37
27
26
25
37
41
29
41
61
60

Maths
2005 % points
difference
N/A
86
49
N/A
58
32
55
30
44
7
68
27
53
59
75
74

24
18
14
14

Table 31 - Key Stage 3 results: percentage achieving Level 5 or above by ward
Source: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/inyourarea/statics/pcon_336_3.shtml
*Remember, we are including Leen Valley here for comparison purposes. Leen Valley is not a part of Nottingham
North, but as can be seen from Map 1, it penetrates into Aspley Ward and includes The Trinity School.

3.4.5 Key Stage 4 attainment
Key Stage 4 results focus on - the percentage of pupils at the end of KS4 who gained Level 2
in the National Qualifications Framework (five or more GCSE grades A*-C, or equivalent) - the
standard normally needed to prepare pupils for advanced study; the percentage of pupils at
the end of KS4 who gained Level 1 (five or more GCSE grades A*-G, or equivalent); and the
average total point score (see Table 32).
Over the two year period 2004-2005 none of the Nottingham North area schools had an
average point score above the national average at Key Stage 4. On average the eight
secondary schools in Nottingham North were 122.53 points below the national average in 2004
and 121.45 points below in 2005. Achievement of 5+ A*-Cs was well below the national
average in all but one school (Ellis Guilford School) in 2004 and in all schools in 2005. Five of
the eight schools saw an increase in achievement in 5+ A*-Cs between 2004 and 2005 with an
average percentage point increase of 4.6. Four of the schools (Top Valley, Big Wood, Ellis
Guilford and Manning) are closer to achieving the national average of 5+ A*-Gs being on
average only 8-11 percentage points lower. Five schools saw an increase in achievement of 5+
A*-Gs between 2004 and 2005 with an average percentage point increase of 7.8. Achievement
at Key Stage 4 is therefore improving in most secondary schools serving Nottingham North but
improvement is only marginal with achievement of 5+ A*-C remaining well below the national
average.
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School
Number
of
eligible
pupils
England
average
The River
Leen
School
Top
Valley
School
Big Wood
School
The
Henry
Mellish
School
Ellis
Guilford
School
The
Trinity
School *
Hadden
Park
School
Manning
School
William
Sharp
School

2004
Achieving Achieving
5+ A*-C
5+ A*-G

Average
point
score

53.7%

88.8%

340.4

136

23%

56%

171.6

170

25%

75%

145

31%

137

Number
of
eligible
pupils

2005
Achieving Achieving
5+ A*-C
5+ A*-G

Average
point
score

57.1%

90.2%

355.2

150

31%

68%

239.9

224.9

185

29%

82%

249.9

79%

231.0

149

32%

79%

254.1

27%

62%

188.8

141

3%

72%

222.0

261

39%

85%

288.4

209

29%

82%

259.8

139

78%

96%

420.8

145

86%

97%

426.9

170

24%

66%

241.3

179

23%

63%

206.0

124

24%

75%

232.4

145

26%

79%

232.9

149

17%

58%

164.5

144

25%

64%

205.4

Table 32 - Key Stage 4: percentage achieving 5 more grades A*- C and 5 or more
grades A*- G, 2004/2005
(Source: Key Stage 4 2004 - http://www.dfes.gov.uk/cgibin/performancetables/fetch_04.pl?Postcode=NG6+8ag&Dist=8&Phase=1&X=0&Mode=Z&F=1
&L=200. Key Stage 4 2005 - http://www.dfes.gov.uk/cgibin/performancetables/fetch_05.pl?Postcode=NG6+8ag&Dist=8&Phase=1&X=0&Mode=Z&F=1
&L=200)
*The Trinity school is not considered in the analysis but is included for comparison

Examining Key Stage 4 achievement by ward 1997-2005 (see Table 33) shows an
improvement in achievement of 5+A*-Cs over the period. Bilborough, Bulwell and Bulwell
Forest wards saw significant rises with the constituency overall achieving a higher percentage
point rise than England. Despite these improvements in 2005 achievement was still well below
the national average in all wards and for the constituency as a whole achievement was over 20
percentage points below the national average. In contrast achievement of 5+A*-G‟s decreased
in five of the seven wards between 1997 and 2005. Despite this decrease achievement rose in
the constituency as a whole and progressed in line with the national picture where the average
percentage point difference (1997-2005) for the constituency was close to the national
average (2.3 compared to 2.6 nationally). However, achievement of 5+A*-Gs across the
constituency remained below the national average in 2005 whereas in 1997 some wards were
close to and exceeded the national average. Therefore at Key Stage 4 the majority of pupils in
Nottingham North are not achieving the necessary minimum grades (5 A*-Cs for most
courses) to progress on to FE.
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Aspley
Ward
Basford
Ward
Bestwood
Ward
Bilborough
Ward
Bulwell
Ward
Bulwell
Forest
Ward
Leen
Valley
Ward *
Nottingham
North Const.
Nottingham
LA
East
Midlands
Region
England

Achieving 5+ A*-C
1997 2005 %
points
diffnc
2.1
.
.

Achieving 5+ A*-G
1997
2005 %
points
diffnc
71.7
.
.

Any passes
1997
2005

..

.

%
points
diffnc
..

22.2

29.2

7.0

84.4

81.8

-2.6

..

92.8

..

10.6

.

.

81.8

.

.

..

.

..

27.6

40.9

13.3

80.4

70.2

-10.2

..

88.9

..

7.1

30.7

23.6

75.7

68

-7.7

..

86.7

..

14.3

30.8

16.5

88

77.2

-10.8

..

90.2

..

34.2

43.2

9.0

94.3

84.3

-10.0

..

94.8

..

18.3

33.6

15.3

71.9

74.2

2.3

..

89.7

..

.

41.8

.

.

79.3

.

..

91.8

..

41.5

52.5

11.0

86.8

89.4

2.6

..

96.3

..

45.1

56.3

11.2

86.4

89

2.6

..

96.4

..

Table 33 - GCSE and equivalent results by ward: percentage of 15 year olds achieving
5 + A*- C and 5 + A*- G 1997-2005. From 2005 includes GCSEs and other equivalent
qualifications approved for use pre-16
Source: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/inyourarea/statics/pcon_336_4.shtml
*Remember, we are including Leen Valley here for comparison purposes. Leen Valley is not a part of Nottingham
North, but as can be seen from Map 1, it penetrates into Aspley Ward and includes The Trinity School.

When looking at achievement in Nottingham North across Key Stage 2, 3 and 4 there are clear
patterns in pupil attainment. Across most of the area, achievement at Key Stage 2 is close to
the national average. This level of achievement however is not being sustained through Key
Stage 3 and 4 where achievement is well below the national average. The question remains
therefore, why achievement reduces at Key Stages 3 and 4.
In attempting to identify some of the underlying patterns behind low levels of achievement at
Key Stages 3 and 4 it is useful to look at the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) (See Section
2.3.1 for description of what this measures). Section 2 outlines in detail levels of deprivation
in Nottingham North. The Office of National Statistics (ONS) provides GCSE data for 15 year
olds by domicile based upon LSOA layers (See Section 2.3) of GCSE results for 2003 and
these have been analysed for patterns and trends across the city. This data needs to be
treated with some caution because some 34% of the LSOA do not have data returned on the
percentage of 5A*-C. (This is due to “suppressed” data – where low percentages are not
provided to avoid identification). Suppressed data however appears not to be related to IMD or
indeed to the populations of 15 year olds. Clearly this part of the report cannot report on the
implications and the ways in which living in an area of high multiple deprivation can impact
upon attainment. However, identifying the patterns within the area may suggest underlying
characteristics which will help our understanding of this complex phenomenon.
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Examination of LSOA data and the IMD for Nottingham North suggests a significant correlation
between the IMD of a LSOA and the percentage of good GCSE grades achieved across
Nottingham as a whole (R=.55). However this correlation is less pronounced in NE than in NN
and NS for some reason. Correlations are:

NE

0.2 (not significant – and hence if not included in analysis below)

NN

0.7 (highly significant)

NS

0.7 (highly significant)

This can be seen in the scatter grams (note the different scales):

Nottingham North

Nottingham South

Nottingham East

Figure 20 – Relationship between IMD and GCSE scores for LSOA in Nottingham
constituencies
This suggests those areas obtaining high rates of 5A*-C passes tend to be the more affluent.
Clearly then Nottingham North is going to appear to perform worse than Nottingham South or
East because of the association with high IMD rankings and the concentration of high IMD
scores in Nottingham North. The regression equations show the predictability of GCSE rates
given the IMD score. The relationship between the percentage of good GCSE results in a LSOA,
(G), and the level of multiple deprivation, (D), for Nottingham North compared to Nottingham
South is shown below with the caveat that this does not represent an individual‟s performance,
but the performance of the LSOA on average.

NN

G = 63.6 – 0.7D

NS

G = 72.3 – 0.8D

The regression lines show this again more graphically.
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Figure 21 – Regression of IMD and GCSE scores for Nottingham North and South
This suggests (and caution needs to be used in interpreting the data here) that pupils living in
IMDwould
of LSOA
similar areas according to the IMD
have a better chance of getting 5A*-C GCSE if they
lived in Nottingham South compared to a pupil living in an LSOA with the same IMD in
Nottingham North. In addition this difference is more marked in the most affluent areas – a
result affected by there being fewer such areas in Nottingham North than in Nottingham
South. Hence we can see that LSOAs in Nottingham North tend to produce lower rates of good
GCSE scores from its 15 year old population than the other two constituencies (based on
figures for 2003).
It is difficult to interpret this – and indeed the data used may be reflecting a relationship which
might not be actually there. However one way of understanding this would be to consider that
there is a “Nottingham North” effect, which lowers attainment of pupils due to specific features
of the area; for example higher overall levels of deprivation in the area might result in it being
more of an effect than for areas where there is less stigma.

3.4.6 Young people’s ideas about their futures
Many professionals across all sectors talked about young people in Nottingham North lacking
confidence and having low self esteem, leading in turn to limited aspirations. This view
however does not seem to be the reality for many of the young people we spoke to as part of
this study. We asked pupils in Years 9 and 10 about what they would like to do in the future,
post-16 onwards. Virtually all talked about going to college seeing it as an opportunity to gain
more qualifications which will open up job opportunities – the more qualifications you get the
more competitive you will be in the job market. Some of the alternative options post-16 – low
paid employment, unemployment, limited benefit entitlement – are not appealing to many
young people.
Interviewer: Have any of you thought about getting a job when you finish
your GCSEs?
Isaac : I thought about it but wouldn‟t do it because you haven‟t really got
enough qualifications.
Zoe: You‟d just end up in a dead end job.
Jim: Yeah like my brother is stacking shelves in Tesco, he used to work in
McDonalds.
(Males and Females, Year 10: Old Basford, Bulwell)
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It seems that for many young people college is the most logical step post-16. College is seen
as a natural progression route after compulsory schooling and the main FE route. Few young
people talked about school sixth forms as an option (and the figures bear this out). A number
of professionals from across different sectors believe if secondary schools in the area had sixth
forms then more young people would choose to continue in education (FE). When asked if they
would stay on at the school if there was a sixth form Year 9 and 10 pupils had mixed views some wanting a change and others welcoming the thought of being able to stay in the same
routine:
Interviewer: Some schools have sixth forms. If this school had a sixth form do
you think you‟d stay on?
James: I wouldn‟t, I‟d get out of school as fast as I could. I‟d go to college.
Natalie: I would because you‟ve already been here for five years you might as
well stay.
John: You get more qualifications and you haven‟t got to change, you can
stay in the same routine.
James: But sixth form isn‟t the same as the rest of the school.
(Males and Females, Year 10: Highbury Vale)
However, for many young people with aspirations to go to college was based on limited
knowledge and understanding. Some pupils reported people coming in to talk to them about
college but did not find it that useful. It was suggested by a number of pupils that it would be
more beneficial to visit a college and see what it would be like in reality. Not all pupils had
experience of visiting a college or knew someone who had been to college. Consequently pupils
had mixed often unrealistic ideas of what college would be like, some thinking it would be like
school others realising it would mean more independent learning:
Interviewer: What do you think college is going to be like?
John: Like school really.
Mark: Yeah a bigger version of school.
James: No it‟s nothing like school.
Keith: It‟s college you choose to be there so there‟s not going to be naughty
kids.
Lisa: College is voluntary. My brother is in his second year and he said it‟s so
different. He said there‟s hardly any bad people because everyone wants to be
there so they don‟t really mess around. It‟s a better environment.
Sarah: It‟s like at school you get course work and they keep reminding you
about it but at college they tell you when it‟s due in and that‟s it, at school
you get more chances.
(Males and Females, Year 10: Highbury Vale and Bulwell)
Few young people in Year 10 had chosen a subject area(s) let alone a course or college and
few knew what GCSE grades they would need to achieve to get into college. Limited knowledge
and understanding of career paths was also apparent. Even though the majority of young
people in Years 9 and 10 had a profession/job type in mind - engineering, nursing, child care,
acting, TV, electrician, mechanic, accountant, pilot, surgeon, painter and decorator - few knew
the route they would need to take to achieve their ambition.
This lack of knowledge and understanding regarding progression and career routes amongst
Year 10 pupils is in contrast to the small sample of Year 11 pupils we spoke to. Virtually all the
Year 11 pupils had a clear idea of the route they would need to take to achieve their goal –
school/college/university/employment leading on later to a house, car and a relationship. Most
linked their ambition back to GCSE grades and were aware of the grades they would need to
achieve to progress down their desired route. Half of the group were planning on going to
university and knew what subject they wanted to study. In most cases the subject directly
related to their college course and the job/profession they want to do.
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A significant number of Year 9 and 10 pupils (mainly males) talked about wanting to do an
apprenticeship after finishing school citing benefits of learning a trade, gaining qualifications
and getting paid all at the same time. Most pupils had learnt about apprenticeships either at
school or from family members. Apprenticeship opportunities in Nottinghamshire are outlined
in Section 3.4.9.
I want to do an apprenticeship, I want to be a mechanic, as soon as I leave
an apprenticeship, working part time working on the job, getting money and
going to college. I want to learn the profession and then start my own
business and stay in Nottingham. (Male, Year 9: Bulwell)
Over 20 of the pupils we spoke to in Years 9 and 10 said they aspired to go on to higher
education and a small proportion even had a subject in mind to study. Progression on to HE
and views of HE are discussed in more depth in Section 4.
The majority of young people of all ages identified future benefits of gaining qualifications at
different levels – GCSE, FE and HE. Generally young people viewed qualifications as a ticket to
a better job (easier to get to a higher level, not have to work your way up) and better pay
which will help finance aspirations of having a car, home and holidays in the future. We can
only hypothesise as to how young people have formed these views about the benefits of
continuing in education and gaining qualifications – school, media, friends and family. It is
questionable as to whether these are realistic perceptions where today FE and HE qualifications
are a common currency.
Interviewer: Why do you want to go to college?
Sarah: If you‟re choosing what job you want you‟ve got better experience.
You‟re more likely to get the job if you‟ve been to college and university then
someone who hasn‟t been. (Female, Year 9 Aspley)
If you‟ve got a degree people just think you‟re awesome. (Males, Year 13:
Eastwood)
Qualifications mean better job, better money, better life. (Male, Year 10:
Bulwell)
What was fairly clear was that at this age, most young people were ill-informed about
educational choices, and they were more influenced by discourses than evidence.

3.4.7 What professionals think of young people’s aspirations
As stated above many professionals from across different sectors have the impression that in
general young people in Nottingham North have limited aspirations and feel comfortable in
their locality suggesting this stems from a lack of confidence and low self esteem. The majority
of professionals surmise that a lack of confidence and low self esteem and wanting to stay
„local‟ stems from young people feeling comfortable with what they know and generally what
they know is limited to their local area. Professionals commented that young people have
limited experiences outside their local area with a general perception that few young people or
parents go into the city centre. However, this is not the message we got from young people
and parents. Professionals commented that few young people take part in regular organised
activities e.g. member of a sports club. We did find this to be the experience of the majority of
young people we spoke to, that although some young people were active, many spent their
leisure time in more informal activities. Professionals also talked about young people not
experiencing cultural activities such as going to the theatre or visiting museums with their
family or friends. Very few young people stated that they took part in such activities. It was
also suggested that there are limited role models e.g. low wage casual employment is the
norm, few graduates in Nottingham North which limits young people‟s experiences and
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learning from others. Professionals therefore suggest that many young people in Nottingham
North are living in a small, limited world which they feel safe in and from which they rarely
look beyond.
I think it‟s because they find their own self confidence comes from their
immediate locality and that‟s particularly true of the kids and particularly true
of the boys. Most of the time they walk round with a swagger in school but
ask them to get on a bus to go on a work experience placement in another
part of the city they will find all kinds of reasons not to get on that bus. We
find that very common. (Education Professional: Interview)
We take them on a trip and often they are like rabbits who have been startled
and they will either rebel against that or they just shrink and shrivel.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
But when you talk to the kids they will say that they are going to go on
benefit and do the occasional run to France to pick up the fags and the booze
and bring it back and flog it in the pubs to top up their benefit. And there are
lots of role models like that so therefore, in their minds, it‟s right Educational
Professional: Interview)
Lack of confidence is undoubtedly linked with all the usual suspects in terms
of high levels of unemployment, family fragmentation, parents limited
experience of the education system and therefore don‟t have much
confidence, knowledge, understanding of it. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
What they want to do at 16 it‟s also a fear of the unknown and failure. They‟d
rather do something they can manage. It‟s confidence still. It‟s the fear of
failing, I think it has a real effect on them. (Educational Professional:
Interview)
However, one professional disagreed with this common perception of young people staying
local and suggested that it should be challenged:
Thinking the lesser kids don‟t go off the estate, I would challenge that I would
think they go into town shopping quite a lot. They go on holidays abroad. It
might be true. Saying kids don‟t travel, I think it‟s a nice cosy attitude to
have. I think that needs shaking up. (Educational Professional: Interview)
In reality the majority of young people we spoke to were hungry for new experiences (outside
their locality), to see the world and meet new people, but most did not have the resources (or
resourcefulness?) to achieve this. A significant proportion of young people of all ages stated
that they would like to move away from Nottingham in the future, viewing moving away as an
opportunity to experience new things with some aspiring to live outside the UK.
I want to gain new experiences somewhere else. (Male, Year 9: Top Valley)
I just want to get away from the house, somewhere like, I don‟t want to live
where I live right now I want to travel the world. Now I want to go to college,
out of Nottingham. I want to do languages, media, journalism. I‟m going to
take A‟ levels. (Female, Year 10: Strelley)
One Year 9 pupil had a clear idea of what options he wanted to take at Key Stage 4, in FE and
HE which he perceives will help him achieve his ambition of seeing the world:
I‟ll probably take accountancy. I hate maths but I‟m only doing it because it‟s
my best subject I‟m good at. College and university and I‟m not staying in
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Nottingham, there‟s a big world out there and I‟m not staying in Nottingham,
I‟m going out places. I‟ll probably stay for college and then go away to
university. I took French as an option so I can travel. If I do accountancy I‟ll
go abroad. There‟s nothing to keep me here apart from my family but I‟ll see
them anyway, I‟m going places. I want to go everywhere. I like going new
places, you can learn stuff, different countries, new experiences. I‟ve been to
Greece, Italy, Egypt, Ibiza. (Male, Year 9: Bulwell)
We asked a group of 13 young people (six males, seven females) in Years 10 and 11 mainly
from the Old Basford area attending youth activities to use magazine cuttings to tell us what
they would like to be doing when the Olympics came to London in 2012. All but one of the
respondents had what might be called a standard trajectory in mind – a specific job/trade and
wanting to own their own home. Seven (three males, four females) also saw being married or
having a partner as part of their future. Only two respondents (females) had thoughts of going
to college or university. The focus of young peoples‟ achievement seemed to be in terms of
material goods, for example all but one of the respondents desired to have their own car.
Female respondents also focused on material goods such as shoes, bags and plasma
televisions. As stated throughout this report many professionals talked to us about young
people in Nottingham North having limited aspirations but it seems that some young people in
Nottingham North have similar ambitions and aspirations for their futures much like the
majority of the UK population – to have a job and a home and so we might ask whether young
people in Nottingham North are really that different from young people elsewhere when it
comes down to basic ambitions and aspirations.
However, actually realising aspirations can be difficult and the opportunities for such
realisation may be outside the control of the young people themselves. Not everyone has the
relevant resources at their disposal or is aware of the resources required to achieve their
ambitions and aspirations and this seems to be the issue for many young people in Nottingham
North.

3.4.8 Making choices about education and the future – who are young
people talking to?
During the educational journey, young people are required to make many choices and
decisions. They have access to support and guidance from teachers, parents and friends and
careers advisors through Connexions and Aimhigher (careers advice and guidance is dealt with
in Section 4.2.1).
We asked young people in years 9 - 13 about who they spoke to about their GCSE options. The
majority of young people sought advice from several sources – parents, peers, siblings,
teachers, Connexions – and appreciated the range of advice. Formal advice, for example
Connexions presentations take place in schools and information leaflets have proved useful to
some young people. A number of young people had taken the initiative and asked subject
teachers about courses. Very few schools offer taster sessions. Young peoples views on the
usefulness of advice from formal sources and suggests that advice varies considerably across
schools and often relies on pupils being proactive and seeking out advice and information.
Information, advice and guidance is discussed in more depth in Section 4.
Interviewer: have you talked to anyone about what you‟re going to do after
your GCSEs?
Anna, Emily: Yeah our PSE teacher.
Gareth, Dale: Yeah he helps.
Gareth: He tells you all the different options and explains them properly.
Emily: Give you a lot of good advice.
Anna: Telling you not what to do but saying don‟t work at McDonalds.
(Males and Females, Year 10: Broxtowe and Aspley)
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Anna: About four of us go in to see the personal advisor and we all talk about
what we want to do.
Interviewer: Was it useful?
Sarah: It made it worse you couldn‟t exactly choose what you wanted.
Ben: You can‟t choose what you want.
Emily: Connexions was good. I got to talk about what I want to do.
Stuart: Connexions don‟t give you a chance and no time to think about what
you want to do.
Helen: They go through this massive book and it‟s really boring.
Sarah: They ask if you‟re sure you really want to do that and say that‟s not
really useful for what you want to do.
(Males and Females, Year 9: Bilborough, Aspley, and Broxtowe)
Instead the majority of young people cited their parents as their main source of advice and the
advice they listened to the most. Many young people talked about their parents telling them to
“do what they enjoy” because if they do, they will do better at it. In addition many had been
advised to take a range of subjects in order to have wider employment options later. Few
young people talked about their parents looking longer term and linking courses at school,
college, university and career. It appears that parents are doing what they can and what they
know rather than offering strategic advice. This is not surprising since many of the parents
may themselves have lacked strategic advice or moreover, had any career strategy
themselves. One parent we spoke to told us her partner was in IT training only because he
went for an interview as a fork lift truck driver and went to the wrong place!
I wanted to take Art but my mum said that‟s not serious enough so she made
me take geography, I‟m bored out of my mind in lessons. (Female, Year 10:
Strelley)
My dad‟s always said to me get a career behind you before you get pregnant
for some reason. (Female, Year 9: Top Valley)
A number of pupils commented that their parents had advised them to do better than they had
and have a better life:
My mum said I have to go to university. She said she messed up her life, kids
at 16 and stuff and she wants me to have a better life than she did. (Female,
Year 10: Aspley)
My mum and dad said you‟re going to college I don‟t care but I did actually
want to go. My dad said “go to college, university, get a good job, earn loads
of money and give me some of it. (Female, Year 10: Bilborough)
Older siblings were also a source of advice, advising on their more recent experience. A
number of Year 9 and 10 pupils were frustrated with the limited range of subjects and courses
open to them at GCSE level but naturally did not understand or appreciate the problems
schools were under in this regard.
My dad said it‟s your life, what do you want to do, pick things that will help
you when you‟re older so I did. I spoke to my tutor. My dad was the most
useful.
I spoke to my mum. We sat down together and if I picked one, we talked
about it. I talked to my tutor they were useful.
I spoke to my mum, dad and sister. My sister told me what she enjoyed, she
showed me her course work and told me what I needed to do and my mum
and dad advised me but said it‟s my choice. (Male, Year 9: Bulwell)
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My sister told me what she enjoyed, she showed me her course work and told
me what I needed to do and my mum and dad advised me but said it‟s my
choice.
The tutor spoke to us in one of our tutor lessons about it. We had a booklet
and read through it.
A number of young people had been involved in Aimhigher activities, for example university
visits and talks at school. Only certain pupils were involved in these activities e.g. the Gifted
and Talented cohort. Pupils who did not have the opportunity to take part in such activities
often felt left out (refer to Section 3.3.1).

3.4.9 FE – what is on offer in Nottingham North?
Nottingham City LA education policy has a legacy of further education provision through a
college system rather than school sixth forms. At present there are no 11-18 schools in the
Nottingham North constituency. The Trinity School has a sixth form and used to sit within the
constituency but now sits just outside the area due to recent boundary changes; Bluecoat
School also has a sixth form, but has always sat just outside the boundary. The lack of school
post-16 provision will change with the proposed establishment of two 11-19 academies in the
constituency.
A number of school representatives and professionals cite the historical absence of school sixth
forms as a long standing barrier to education progression. Professionals talk about young
people not mixing with people going on to FE, not talking about HE and lacking role models.
Attending a school with a sixth form means pupils are constantly in touch post-16 progression
with FE and HE material and publicity and can see a progression route through to FE and HE.
I think any deprived community that doesn‟t have a tradition of further and
higher education that doesn‟t have a sixth form as well is destined to have a
lot of wasted ability. Two years ago David Milliband came round some of the
previous Year 11 came in, he asked what are you doing now, how did you get
there. A couple said they were doing nothing. He asked why. One started at
college but dropped out, when asked if they would have stayed on if there
had been a sixth form they said yes. That‟s a real problem, they were able
youngsters. (Educational Professional: Interview)
You have 11-16 schools in similar kinds of communities in other cities. I guess
no sixth forms in schools is a factor. Kids don‟t see 6th forms. And problem is
with confidence and going somewhere else when you‟re 16. Because it‟s
interesting here that you don‟t get many kids going to Bilborough and some of
our kids would rather go to one of the 11-18 colleges e.g. they‟d rather go to
Trinity or Bluecoats because it‟s still a school environment and they feel more
comfortable in a school than going to the college. Not having a 6th form might
have made a difference. (Educational Professional: Interview)
A number of representatives in secondary schools and professionals believe delivering FE
through sixth forms in schools would lead to more young people going on to FE as it is „local‟,
and in a familiar environment, making transition smoother. Some schools in the area are keen
to offer post-16 education options for a number of reasons. School representatives recounted
examples of pupils saying they would consider continuing their education if there was a sixth
form as they would prefer to stay on at school rather than go to college.
You get more qualifications and you haven‟t got to change [if stay at school
post 16], you can stay in the same routine. (Male, Year 10: Bulwell)
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However, this evidence was all anecdotal and we have no strong evidence that local provision
would, of itself, improve staying on rates. With no sixth forms in the constituency virtually all
FE options for Nottingham North pupils lie in the City itself or County (refer to Map 3). This is
also the case for Nottingham East constituency although some of the secondary schools do
offer sixth form options. Virtually all FE options in the City of Nottingham are located in the
Nottingham South constituency (refer to Map 3). There are only two Post-16/FE college sites in
Nottingham North – Bilborough College and Basford Hall (part of New College Nottingham) and
two sixth form schools that border the area – The Trinity School and The Bluecoat School.

Map 3 – Location of secondary schools and FE education sites in the City of
Nottingham (map based on 2002 boundaries)
Source: City of Nottingham Council (GIS department) http://www.nomadplus.org.uk
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There are currently four main FE institutions that serve the Nottingham North area offering a
range of full and part time courses (not all courses and levels of study are listed):
Bilborough College is located on one site in Bilborough (in Nottingham North). The college
began as a grammar school in 1957 and became a college in 1973. A new building was
opened on the existing site in September 2005. The college offers AS- level and A-level
courses and a Key Skills programme to around 1400 students. The college serves a wide
area including Nottingham City, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Mansfield.
Castle College Nottingham was formed in June 2006 following the merger of Broxtowe
College and The People‟s College. The college is spread across the city and county with
sites in Nottingham City, Beeston, Long Eaton, Stapleford, Eastwood and Kimberley
offering academic (OCN, GCSE, AS/A level. Degree and post-graduate) and vocational
(NVQ level 1-5, foundation GNVQ/foundation cert., intermediate GNVQ/BTEC first diploma,
BTEC national diploma, Access, HND/foundation degree, post-graduate) courses.
New College Nottingham (NCN) is one of the largest FE colleges in the UK. The college has
a total of five centres across the city (one site, Basford Hall, is in Nottingham North) and
one centre in Hucknall. The college offers a range of qualifications including AS/A level;
BTEC diplomas, certificates and awards; GNVQs and apprenticeships; NVQs; OCR
certificates/diplomas; Access to HE courses; undergraduate and postgraduate.
South Nottingham College has centres in West Bridgford, Clifton, Bingham, and
Nottingham City Centre. Many of the adult and community courses are held at venues in
the community. The college offers GCSE, AS/A level, NVQ, BTEC, Access and HND/C
courses.
Even though Nottingham City‟s education policy has been to deliver FE through a college
system a number of city schools do have sixth forms mainly offering AS-level and A-level
courses (not all courses are listed):
The Trinity Catholic School, Aspley used to be a grammar school and used to be the only
sixth form school in Nottingham North. It now lies just outside the constituency as a result
of recent boundary changes. The school still takes a significant proportion of its pupils from
the area. The sixth form offers a range of AS/A level courses and some vocational options.
The Bluecoat School (Church of England Voluntary Aided) and Technology College has two
campuses one in Aspley and one in Wollaton. The Aspley campus has a sixth form centre
offering AS/A level and GNVQ courses. The schools‟ tercentenary (1706-2006) is being
marked with the opening of a new state of the art building adjacent to the Aspley Lane
campus.
Greenwood Dale School, Technology College and Leading Edge School, Sneinton became a
11 – 18 DfES designated Technology College and in 1999 Greenwood Dale became a
Foundation School. The school offers AS/A levels courses and GNVQ courses.
Djanogly City Academy, Forest Fields opened in 2003 the academy replaced Djanogly City
Technology College (CTC) and the former Forest Comprehensive School. 11-14 provision is
in a new building (opened in 2005) on the former school site and 14-19 provision is on the
original CTC site (opened in 1989). The academy specialises in ICT and offers AS/A level
courses, BTEC and NVQ courses, GCSE re-sits/literacy/numeracy courses.
Therefore most young people who want to progress on to FE have to make a physical
transition to a college or school sixth form outside the Nottingham North area. In turn they
also have to make a transition in terms of learning and teaching styles - all of which
professionals cite as barriers to progression. This relates to professionals‟ comments about
young people (and parents) being comfortable with what they know in their own locality which
can limit aspirations, confidence, self esteem and opportunities (see Section 3.4.5). Issues of
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transition to FE are discussed in more depth in Section 4.7. A number of professionals
suggested that providing more FE and adult education opportunities locally in Nottingham
North would increase take-up of education opportunities. One community education
professional commented that their experience has shown that local education opportunities
provide people with a valuable education „taster‟ which in turn can lead to the take-up of other
education opportunities. However as many professionals recognised, providing more education
opportunities locally may just exacerbate the issue. Education opportunities outside
Nottingham North provide new experiences and open up opportunities. Many of the FE sites in
Nottingham City are located only 3-6 miles from most of the Nottingham North area. However
professionals and young people alike talked about the cost of transport and length of journeys
being barriers to FE progression. Barriers to FE progression are discussed in more depth in
Section 3.4.10.
Apprenticeships also provide opportunities for FE through a combination of paid employment
where you get training and qualifications. Apprentices work towards National Vocational
Qualifications (NVQs). There are currently over 170 providers contracted by the
Nottinghamshire LSC to deliver training in the following occupations and careers:
Accountancy
Agriculture
Animal care
Business administration
Call handling
Child care
Construction
Customer service
Dental care (oral health care)
Electrical trades
Engineering
Furniture
Hair and beauty
Health and social care
Information technology
Insurance
Leisure and sports
Management
Manufacturing
Motor vehicle
Plumbing
Printing
Retail
Sales and telesales
Transportation
Warehousing and distribution
Welding

3.4.10 Progression to FE
Local FE options have been outlined above, many of which can provide progression routes on
to HE. It is therefore important to identify how many young people from Nottingham North
could progress on to FE (achievement), how many actually progress on to FE (destination post16) and any barriers to progression. Other progression routes are also examined. Table 34
details 2006 school leavers‟ achievement by school and self reported destination post-16.
Less than half of the 2006 school leavers from all eight schools serving Nottingham North
achieved 5+A*-Cs, well below the 2005 national average (57.1%, refer to Table 32, 2006
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figures were not available). Average achievement across the nine schools was 35.4%. In four
of the schools achievement was below 30%. 5+A*-C GCSEs is the basic minimum requirement
for many FE courses level 3 and above. GCSE level Maths and English grade C or above is a
standard requirement for almost all HE level courses. In Nottingham North achievement of
5+A*-C including Maths and English was very low for all eight schools. Average achievement
across the eight schools was just 18%. In seven of the schools less than a quarter of pupils
achieved 5+A*-C including Maths and English. A number of the schools perform well in 5+A*G achievement with some close to the 2005 national average (90.2%, refer to Table 32, 2006
figures were not available). Average achievement across the eight schools was 76.1%.
However a number of schools did not perform well. In three schools over 30% of 2006 schools
leavers did not achieve even the lower levels of government targets (5+A*-G).
Pupils in Nottingham North are simply not achieving the grades and necessary subjects to go
on to HE. Low achievement does not necessarily positively correlate with unauthorised
absence, exclusion and SEN levels i.e. achievement is not necessarily lower in schools with
high levels of unauthorised absence, exclusions and pupils with SEN. For example, in 2006 at
Big Wood school 7.6% of absences were unauthorised and in the same year group 42% of
leavers achieved 5+A*-C compared to 1.6% unauthorised absence and 46% achievement at
Top Valley school. In contrast, at William Sharp school unauthorised absence was above the
schools average and overall attainment was below the school average.
A number of
underperforming schools have very low exclusion rates. Schools are free to set their own
exclusions policies. The figures suggest more of a positive correlation between attainment and
the percentage of pupils with SEN. In each of the four schools where over 30% of the 2005/06
Year cohort had SEN achievement at 5+ A*-C was below 30% but with the exception of one
school (Ellis Guilford) where achievement was over 30% (36.2%).
Even though the majority of 2006 school leavers did not attain 5+A*-Cs, and even fewer
achieved 5+A*-C including Maths and English the majority of leavers in all but one of the
schools reported to Connexions (by October 2006) that they had gone on to FE at a school
sixth form or college of FE. Of those going on to FE the majority went on to a college of FE,
very few went on to a school sixth form. On average across the nine schools 60.16% of
schools leavers went on to a college of FE.
Amongst schools‟ leavers progression rates on to FE do not necessarily positively correlate with
levels of attainment i.e. low achievement does not necessarily lead to low progression on to
FE. For example, at Hadden Park School only 20% of school leavers achieved 5+A*-C but
59.1% of the year group went on to a college of FE, whereas at Top Valley School 46% of
school leavers achieved 5+A*-C and 61.4% of the year group went on to a college of FE. We
are unclear as to what drives school leavers who are not attaining to go on to FE and those
that are attaining not to go on to FE.
This pattern of attainment and progression indicates that many school leavers must have
enrolled on a course with lower entry requirements than 5+A*-Cs including Maths and English,
for example entry level, Level 1, 2 or some 3 courses. School sixth forms and colleges of FE
are free to set individual entry requirements for courses and levels of study and some are
flexible in their entry requirements. Some courses and levels of study also allow students to
take GCSE Maths and English as additional courses (refer to section 4.2.2, Table 38 for the
number of students enrolled on FGE courses 2005-2006). Looking more broadly in terms of
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School

School Record 2006 (provisional figures)
&
%
Unauthorised
Exclusions
5+ A*-C
5+
absence
%
including
A*-G
%
or no.
Maths
and
English

No.
pupils
in
Year
11
2006

%
5+
A*-C

117

33%

20%

72%

9.06%

210

36.2%

23.3%

82%

141

29%

20%

149

24

173

46%

William
Sharp
School
Hadden
Park
School

141

Big Wood
School

The Henry
Mellish
School
Ellis
Guilford
School
Manning
School
The River
Leen
School
Top Valley
School

AVERAGE

Destination of 2006 Leavers
In
In
Unemployed
employment
employment
%
with
&
without
(no.)
planned
planned
training
training
%
%
(no.)
(no.)
11.8
1.6
17.3
(15)
(2)
(22)

%
Pupils
with
SEN

No.
of
students

School
sixth
form
%
(no.)

College
or FE
%
(no.)

Training
–
not
employed
%
(no.)

1.7%

23%

127

0.8
(1)

57.5
(73)

4.7
(6)

2.1%

5.2%

30.95%

212

0.9
(2)

57.1
(121)

6.6
(14)

12.3
(26)

1.9
(4)

87%

3%

1.4%

63%

154

4

66

5.7

0.6

44

152

6.5
(10)
0.0
(0)

68.8
(106)
58.6
(89)

7.1
(11)
7.9
(12)

3.2
(5)
9.2
(14)

90%

1.6%

37
exclusions
(not %)

18%

184

1.1
(2)

61.4
(113)

6.5
(12)

23%

20 %
(28 incl.
Functional
M/A)
20%

68%

7.8%

11.9%

23.5%

141

0.0
(0)

48.2
(68)

181

20%

11%

60%

3%

0.2%

38%

181

2.8
(5)

151

42%

26%

84.1%

7.6%

(69)
16.8%

152

1263
(total)

35.4%

18%

76.1%

5.0%

1303
(total)

3.5%

32.1%

Not
known
%
(no.)

Moved
out of
contact
%
(no.)

Unavailable
for work
%
(no.)

Refused
to take
part in
survey
%
(no.)

3.1
(4)

2.4
(3)

0.8
(1)

0.0
(0)

12.3
(26)

5.7
(12)

0.9
(2)

1.9
(4)

0.5
(1)

1.9
(3)
2.6
(4)

7.1
(11)
12.5
(19)

2.6
(4)
6.6
(10)

2.6
(4)
2.0
(3)

0.0
(0)
0.7
(1)

0.0
(0)
0.0
(0)

11.4
(21)

2.7
(5)

10.9
(20)

3.3
(6)

2.2
(4)

0.5
(1)

0.0
(0)

7.1
(10)

14.2
(20)

5.0
(7)

15.6
(22)

6.4
(9)

2.1
(3)

1.4
(2)

0.0
(0)

59.1
(107)

7.2
(13)

7.7
(14)

1.1
(2)

9.4
(17)

7.2
(13)

3.3
(6)

1.1
(2)

1.1
(2)

2.6
(4)

70.4
(107)

4.6
(7)

11.8
(18)

0.7
(1)

6.6
(10)

2.6
(4)

0.0
(0)

0.7
(1)

0.0
(0)

1.84
(24)

60.16
(784)

6.52
(85)

10.20
(133)

2.14
(28)

11.28
(147)

4.75
(62)

1.91
(25)

0.92
(12)

0.23
(3)

Table 34 - School performance and pupil progression: 2006 schools leavers
Source: School record - Secondary Schools serving Nottingham North. Destinations – Connexions Nottinghamshire
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education delivery through FE and training routes encouragingly on average across the eight
schools serving Nottingham North over three quarters (78.74%) of 2006 school leavers went
on to some form of education or training (school sixth form, college of FE, training – not
employed, in employment with planned training). Such routes can lay the foundation for
progressing and continuing in education.
A high proportion of school leavers reported to Connexions that they were unemployed
(11.28% average unemployment across the eight schools). Generally schools with higher
levels of achievement 5+A*-Cs have fewer leavers going on to be unemployed. However, the
lowest performing school at 5+A*-Cs (Hadden Park) saw a lower proportion of leavers go on to
be unemployed compared to five other schools which performed significantly better at 5+A*Cs (Henry Mellish, Ellis Guilford, River Leen, Top Valley and William Sharp). This level of
unemployment might be alarming but for many professionals it is an expected outcome for a
significant proportion of school leavers in Nottingham North.
Over a tenth of 2006 school leavers went on to employment with planned training
(apprenticeship). This was a popular route in a number of schools including Henry Mellish, Ellis
Guilford, Top Valley, William Sharp and Big Wood where over 10% of pupils followed this
route. The number of school leavers following this route may increase in the future as a result
of a move towards more vocational learning through the introduction of Specialist Diplomas at
Key Stage 4 from 2008 onwards.
As outlined above the majority of school leavers in Nottingham North are progressing on to
education or training. Even though the percentage of leavers progressing on to FE is
significant (nearly reaching 60%+ in most schools) there is still a significant proportion who do
not progress on to FE. Therefore at this stage of the report it is important to discuss barriers
to educational progression post-16. As recognised by many professionals the main barrier to
educational progression post compulsory schooling for many young people in Nottingham
North is low attainment. If young people in Year 11 do not achieve 5+ A*-C GCSEs their FE
options are limited and if they do not achieve grade C or above in GCSE Maths and English (as
noted above) they will find it impossible to progress on to HE. Some young people were aware
of the level of qualifications required to progress on to FE reciting the need to achieve 5+ A*C. However we were unable to establish to what degree young people understood what this
baseline of achievement means and how it relates to their future options. For example, if a
pupil does not achieve 5+ A*-Cs they may think and feel like they have been written off or
have very few FE options open to them. On the other hand some pupils may be aware of the
varying entry requirements of different level FE courses and know that 5+A*-Cs is not an
essential requirement for some courses and therefore do the basic minimum to get in.
Reports of young people in Nottingham North having limited aspirations, confidence and selfesteem were again raised as concerns by many professionals and highlighted as barriers to
educational progression and in particular progression post FE. Professionals talked about
young people feeling they are not worthy of progressing on to HE: “people like me don‟t go to
university”, that they lack self belief and do not feel they have the ability to achieve and this
holds them back. Consequently FE and HE are often written off as options.
The issue there for some of the students that I am working with they are not
the high flyers but they will get five A‟s to C‟s but they don‟t perceive
themselves as being the bright and capable kids. They think they are at the
bottom end and their problems tend to be the lack of self belief and self
confidence that they have the ability to achieve. (Education Professional:
Interview)
I think self belief and self confidence is still the issue there: people like me
don‟t go to university. When they get to college they feel they are confronted
with young people who they feel have got more than them; they‟ve done
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more; they‟ve gone on lots of skiing trips; they‟ve done lots of things that
perhaps they haven‟t done. (Educational Professional: Interview)
A number of professionals also talked about young people looking for short term options rather
than long term trajectories wanting or needing the instant financial gratification which
employment can provide; thus having money in one‟s pocket is attractive even though it might
only be the minimum wage with few prospects for improvement. Some professionals also
suggested that employment may be offered as the only option by family members putting
pressure on young people to contribute to the household income and not even considering FE
as an option. This also touches on issues of parental educational backgrounds and how much
parents value education, discussed in Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.5. In contrast many of
the young people we spoke to are looking long term, have a profession in mind and see the
potential benefits of progressing through education and gaining qualifications at different levels
perceiving that qualifications will lead to a better job and higher salary, as discussed in more
depth in Section 3.4.5 above, yet again as we have said previously, do not fully appreciate
the implications of this.
They can‟t see long term; they are living from day to day and often it is an
economic thing. Often they don‟t plan things because they haven‟t got the
money to plan things so it‟s a question of survival for some people. They can‟t
see long term and that is what higher education essentially is. If I see
someone who is bright and I am talking to them about their future and I talk
to them about higher education and university they can‟t see it; they can‟t
think about that. (Educational Professional: Interview)
I think for a lot of them they are trying to grow up too quick and I think
sometimes they are expected to grow up too quick by their peers and
parents. In their teens there‟s an element of get some work and contribute to
the household income. They‟re not always allowed the luxury to concentrate
on their education. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Professionals suggested that young people can come under pressure from their peers to
conform which for many young people is the easiest and safest option. Even when FE is
considered as an option by young people, which it is by many, professionals reported that
some young people again want to fit in and not „stick out‟ from their peers and therefore many
choose the same college or course as their friends rather than a college or course that might
be more suited to their interests and abilities. This can in turn impact on retention rates.
It‟s not the done thing. It‟s the same with any school regardless of where you
are: if you are someone who does all your work and works hard and you get
singled out as being a geek. But I think it‟s even more so in the schools within
this area because if you do work and you are someone who is achieving high
grades you are in a very small minority than you would be if you were in West
Bridgford. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Going on to HE is not considered as an option by many young people in Nottingham North (see
Section 1.5) Some parents we spoke to who had gone on to HE later in life talked about
friends seeing and treating them differently after attending university. One parent felt like
they had two separate lives – home life and university life – rarely mixing the two. Both
parents reported that some people in their local area perceived them differently thinking “just
because you‟re at university you think you‟re better than us”. It can therefore be a very
difficult decision for young people in Nottingham North to progress on to FE or HE. Not
progressing may be seen as the easy option by young people and professionals alike. If going
on to HE is not the norm in your area it would undoubtedly be hard to make a break from the
norm and enter into such a different world. Progressing on to HE is discussed in more depth in
Section 4.
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I think you need a critical mass of young people within a school who are
willing to consider higher education and I think that is what you probably
have in schools with sixth forms. And that means you are not different if you
consider HE. But if you are in ******* school then how many people actually
make it into a cohort that might progress on to higher education? Almost by
definition most of their peers and friends are going to be earning while they
are studying. They are not going to have cash so they really are having to
take a very sophisticated, long term view.
(Educational Professional:
Interview)
A number of education professionals feel there is potential for more young people from
Nottingham North to progress on to FE if they received more support and guidance postschool. Frustration was expressed at the absence of any organisation/service taking
responsibility for young people during the interim period between leaving school at 15/16 and
starting college or sixth form, employment, training or other activity. Although Connexions
have a responsibility to identify the routes young people take, we are not clear of how they
might be funded to ensure this is not only an information collection and dissemination exercise
but also a support and guidance strategy. It seems at present no one organisation or service
has responsibility for keeping in touch with young people during the interim summer period to
help them get to their intended destination and make a smooth transition. Indeed once they
leave local authority control, even the LA might not feel it appropriate to track, follow and
support the young people. Many young people are left to their own devices and get lost during
this period. Most school representatives feel there is more work to be done between
themselves and post-16 establishments regarding progression and transition to FE. However,
school representatives and other professionals recognise that the primary job of schools
(driven by policy) is to get pupils through their GCSEs and in essence that is where their
responsibility ends. There seems to be a need to clearly define the roles of schools, FE
establishments and Connexions in facilitating progression and successful transition post-16.
We are aware of considerable work put into this by Ellis Guilford School for example in their
14-19 transition programme (see Section 3.4.4 for more detail on this). FE and HE
progression and retention rates are discussed further in Section 4.4.1.
What I worry about is that once we‟ve done our bit we don‟t do anymore.
They leave us in the summer, we are then planning for the next year of
students. I think, I know that a lot of the students in the time that they leave
us on their last exam to when they‟ve got a place at a college they drop out,
loose their impetus. There is no accountability to us to follow those students
through. Obviously when they leave us we‟ve done our job. We don‟t have the
capacity to do any more than that and were certainly not held accountable for
that. Now morally we feel that we should be however we don‟t have the
capacity and have to think of the next students coming through. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
Of course the school is focused on attainment. They aren‟t measured on
whether kids sustain post 16. (Educational Professional: Interview)
We have been made aware of New College Nottingham‟s “Transition Tutor” programme which
has recently been established, whereby Tutors support young people‟s transition into FE
through work in nominated schools between February and August, then work in the College
between September and January. This seems to be a very positive initiative worthy of support,
but since it has only recently been implemented its effectiveness has not yet been established.

3.4.11 Utilising progression data
Many school representatives and education policy officers questioned the accuracy and
availability of progression data. All school representatives and a number of professionals
expressed their frustration at the lack of progression data made available to them to see
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where their pupils had moved on to. Schools are not actually measured on whether pupils
progress post-16. Connexions are contractually obliged to provide schools with data on the
post-16 destination of pupils. However, this data is aggregated and consequently provides little
detail in individual destinations; it does not tell schools what level of course ex-pupils are on or
which particular institution they have progressed onto. Accessing data on the progression of
Nottingham North pupils to HE is more problematic. UCAS forms require people to record their
last institution which in the case of Nottingham North pupils will not be their school as the
schools have no sixth forms. Instead, progression is recorded from FE or Sixth Form College.
School representatives have told us that they generally rely on anecdotal information, word of
mouth or proactively finding out e.g. sending out destination cards to find out what ex-pupils
are doing to get this information. Those who do collect it, say progression data is useful to help
inform practice and performance and identify case studies for future pupils to relate to.
We get progression data from Connexions some of the time and a lot of it is
from youngsters themselves, anecdotal when you see them. I was out on a
walk the other week and saw one of my Year 11‟s who went on to High
Pavement and asked him how it‟s going. He said it‟s hard and about 10 people
have dropped out, out of about 20. I‟ve had a reference for one student who
went on to college for a job. (Educational Professional: Interview)
We have an issue with Connexions about getting more information about what
level course they are doing. That seems to be a nightmare for Connexions to
provide that. We need more information from UCAS as to which status group
the kids come from. So we struggle with that and I only hear it because I‟ve
got good links with Bilborough. So that doesn‟t help in getting those kids to
come back. (Educational Professional: Interview)
We don‟t collect data on where kids go in a systematic way. I mean there
have been debates about whether Connexions should be providing that
information or can provide that information. We‟ve had some destination post
cards which we‟ve sent out to every Year 11 from last year and, I think, I got
about twenty back. So, again, I sent out about a hundred and fifty and I got
twenty back. (Educational Professional: Interview)
As part of this project we have attempted to access progression data (Key Stages, FE, HE)
from numerous sources but this has proved problematic in most instances. There seems to be
a lack of information sharing and co-ordination between schools, local authority, educational
institutions and Connexions. For example, Connexions can provide data to schools on post-16
destinations but this data does not relate back to achievement at Key Stage 4 and does not
identify the course the individual is taking. There are no complete records for young people
tracking their educational career through to their employment career. Whether this is a feature
of the lack of 6th form provision in schools in Nottingham North is an important consideration.
The statutory obligation placed on schools is to produce data illustrating GCSE attainment,
attendance rates, and ethnic composition of their schools and they are not legally required to
track their pupils‟ progress and therefore this does not occur in a systematic way. Local
authorities (both the City and County) collect data on pupil attainment throughout the school
years for the DfES Pupil Census, but do not keep information on pupil destinations or data on
post-16/post-18 progression. This is possibly an area which requires further considered
thought. Although LAs are not legally required to maintain data on pupil transitions, there may
be advantages in terms of research and intelligence.
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4. Nottingham North as a Place to Prepare for
Higher Education
4.1 The Facts
The first three sections of this report have outlined the context which influences trajectories of
young people who live in the Nottingham North area. In pointing towards possible explanations
for why young people from Nottingham North tend not to go onto higher education we have
focused on both living conditions and also the educational provision within the area. We are
now moving into looking at Nottingham North as a place in which to prepare for HE. In doing
so, we are particularly focusing upon information and guidance procedures within schools,
post-16 provision available and home contexts. In doing this, we are separating the types of
support and information students receive on two levels: pragmatic – that which is available
from school, and emotional – the support and advice that students receive from their parents
or friendship groups. We do acknowledge however, that in the lives of young people,
influences from school and home contexts are interconnected and highly complex.
Whilst barriers to HE participation are complex, for students living in Nottingham North the
primary determinant to their education progression is low academic attainment. In Nottingham
North, attainment at Year 11 has implications not only on who progresses at post-16, but what
courses they are eligible to progress on to. As we have illustrated in Section 3.3.10., a
significant number of young people do not achieve the requisite qualifications for progression
on to level 3 courses. This has clear implications for educational pathways for young people in
Nottingham North – they may progress into FE, but the courses they enrol on may more likely
be Foundation Level and Level 1 or 2 courses. In terms of their preparation for HE, this places
an additional barrier to overcome. In addition, the level of post-16 participation in education of
young people from Nottingham North is well below the national average with many young
people opting to enter employment as an alternative (OfSTED, 2005). Figure 22 illustrates the
post-16 destinations of students living in the City of Nottingham, including those from
Nottingham North.

2005

Female
Continuing in Education (6th Form or College of FE)

Male

Employment with training

2004

Female
Training - not employed
Employment no training

Male

Unemployed / Unavailable for work

2003

Female

Male

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Figure 22 – Post-16 destinations by gender
Source: Kerrigan, 2006
During the final two years of compulsory schooling, like many others, the young people in
Nottingham North enter a phase in their educational development where preparation for
possible progression into higher education commences. Although there is a correlation between
deprivation and academic attainment (Duncan, Jean Yeung, Brooks-Gunn, Smith, 1998;),
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deprivation and childhood development (Brooks-Gunn, Duncan, Kato Klebanov, and Sealand,
1993) and the rate at which development occurs for young people living in disadvantaged
circumstances (Whitehurst, and Lonigan, 1998), linear education models do not appear to
account for this when devising curriculum and progression routes. However, the focus of this
chapter is the way in which young people living in Nottingham North are prepared for HE,
taking into account their schooling and home experiences. For this report, we will be exploring
this issue through two different but closely linked themes:
Pragmatic preparation: that which involves careers advice and guidance processes,
level of course enrolled on, retention and levels of attainment;
Emotional preparation: the ways in which young people construct their
understanding of higher education through their social networks and their perceptions
of university.
This separation enables us to consider what information students receive within both schools
and colleges and how such information influences their decisions. It also provides us with a
gateway into the types of barriers that exist for young people who may be going against the
grain of what is typical of other young people in their local areas.

4.2 Pragmatic Preparation for HE: Careers Advice and
Guidance
Educational attainment is identified as one of the primary barriers to HE participation (Lynch
and O‟Riordan, 1998; Lewis, 2002). Students in Nottingham North, who progress to education
at post-16 level, are prepared for potential HE participation through a disparate range of
courses and institutions as those identified in Section 3. We have argued in Section 3.3.2
that the educational experiences of parents in the area are somewhat limited and although
there are projects that aim to raise awareness of HE and to encourage parents to become
involved in their children‟s education in Nottingham North (as identified in Section 3.3.3.)
these are not widespread. Preparation for possible progression into HE, therefore partially
commences at school – students require information that helps them consider post-16 options
and they require exam results that will facilitate further educational progression into FE. We
begin by exploring the ways in which students are prepared through the careers advice they
are entitled to and which they receive.
This section will explore careers advice and guidance by focusing on the following questions:


what is supposed to happen?



what does happen?



What do young people say about their careers advice?

4.2.1 The structure of careers advice and guidance in schools
It is a statutory requirement for schools to provide appropriate careers advice for young
people, and this is usually embraced through the PSHE programme. However, since 2001, the
main provision of careers advice in schools was undertaken by Connexions. Connexions PAs
work in schools in order to provide information and guidance on a number of issues and also
refer young people onto other service providers such as, social services, youth justice and
youth services. Pupils in schools are „entitled‟ access to a Connexions PA and are banded into
three categories according to their perceived needs (although there can be movement between
banding levels depending on pupils‟ individual circumstances). Pupils who are most at risk of
dropping out of school and have been identified as vulnerable by Connexions are placed into
Band 1. These pupils require intensive levels of support and this is reflected in the proportion
of funding available for this group. Those who require some additional support are placed into
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Band 2 and those who are progressing well through education are placed into Band 3.
Although all pupils are entitled access to a Connexions Personal Advisor, the practicalities of
resource deployment can result in some pupils „slipping through the net‟ (Education Advisor).
For example, pupils placed into Band 3, although entitled to access a Connexions PA may not
choose to do so. Who gets access to what is therefore a critical question when considering the
advice that pupils in Nottingham North receive.
In addition to the advice young people can access through Connexions, more specific advice
concerning higher education is provided in the Nottingham North area through Aimhigher PAs,
who also work in schools. Aimhigher focuses its activities on providing advice on possible
educational pathways, including options at post-16. The primary focus of the Aimhigher PA role
is to „bridge gaps in the statutory services available to young people‟ (Aimhigher, 2005). In
performing this function, Aimhigher PAs seek to provide targeted support to young people
aged 13 – 19 and their families. Working closely with pupils who have been identified within
schools as coming from disadvantaged backgrounds and who have the potential of moving on
to HE, the Aimhigher „cohort‟ is determined by individual schools. Pupils are supposed to reflect
the Aimhigher national remit of:
having the potential to go to HE but are not currently intending to do so;
being first in their family to consider HE;
living in areas of social deprivation.
In Nottingham North, Aimhigher work in a number of schools and also provide follow up
services to some as Table 35 illustrates.

School

Allocation

Comments

Big Wood

2 days

Henry Mellish

1 day

River Leen

None

Provide some post-16 follow up for pupils who
have gone on to FE

Ellis Guilford

1 day

Currently providing half a day without charge

Top Valley

1.5 days

Currently providing half a day without charge

William Sharp

1 day

Currently providing up to one day without charge

Manning

None

Provide some post-16 follow up for pupils who
have gone on to FE

Hadden Park

None

Table 35 – Aimhigher provision in Nottingham North schools
Source: Aimhigher Nottinghamshire
There is therefore a clear difference in the roles of Connexions and Aimhigher PAs, with
Connexions taking the wider concerns of young people‟s welfare in addition to advising on
careers and Aimhigher PAs working closely with young people who have the potential to go
onto HE. In practice, the delineation of responsibilities, particularly in relation to careers
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advice, causes some tensions. We now turn to explore those tensions and highlight the ways in
which careers advice is delivered in schools.

4.2.2 Delivery of careers advice
Careers interviews which are organised through Connexions PAs, are not compulsory and
pupils are not „forced to attend‟ (Education Advisor). Personal Advisors have to liaise closely
with schools and this has not always been problem-free. For example, some schools in the
area have clear strategies in place for incorporating the work of Aimhigher, although there has
been a difference in the operationalisation of careers advice due to recent funding changes.
This results in some pupils benefiting from a coherent PSHE programme which incorporates
careers advice and guidance, whilst others rely solely on input from Connexions PAs.
Schools must now provide a certain percentage of funding to resource Aimhigher activities
within schools and this „may not always be a priority‟ (Education Advisor). As we have already
stated, some tensions arise concerning clarity of roles in terms of careers advice provision in
schools, with perceptions that schools do not prioritise this form of advice and guidance. In
Nottingham North this has clear implications to pupils on a number of levels.
There is so much emphasis in schools on achievements that the careers
education programme is getting pushed to one side…I think the confidence
[for pupils] comes when they know what their options are and they
understand decision-making opportunities; what‟s available in careers. And
more and more of it is being squeezed in schools: they are just not doing
their PSHE lessons or tutor time. The emphasis is on getting coursework
done. In the schools that I work with the teachers are under such pressure
that they simply don‟t have the time for any of this extra stuff. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
This educational professional hints at the structural constraints which place careers advice and
guidance low down on schools‟ priorities: teachers are busy and coursework needs to be done.
This is reflective of wider issues that focus on how schools are measured and on what basis
they are accountable – league tables do not require schools to publicise educational
progression rates. Whether such information could be used to inspire young people from the
Nottingham North area is an issue here. Should schools publicise progression rates, this could
be interpreted as a feature of a „good‟ school and work to improve reputations in local
communities.
There is a clear difference between the roles of Connexions and Aimhigher PAs as we have
outlined above, although this does not appear to be recognised by pupils in schools. Thus
when they speak of „careers advice‟ they could be referring to either level of support.
Aimhigher PAs rely on positive frameworks within schools in order to carry out their role
effectively. In schools where Aimhigher Personal Advisors report good relationships, there is
easy access to pupils and a designated teacher is a useful contact point for the organisation of
activities. However, there are occasions where the advice provided by Aimhigher PAs is
contradicted by other staff members within schools and this does not lead to cohesive
relationships between schools and Aimhigher personnel. The picture that emerges from PAs
centres on the juggling that has to be done in order to undertake their roles and
responsibilities in schools effectively.
One of the main tensions that exists here is how general careers advice through PSHE
programmes is perceived and delivered within schools, and how schools implement their
responsibilities in relation to this. Legislative changes within education have resulted in altered
provision for careers advice within schools and although responsible for providing advice from
Year 7, it is apparent that not all schools meet their legal requirements.
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It‟s very, very, very hit and miss. Most of the schools, we have just done a
survey across schools in Nottingham and Nottinghamshire of who is
responsible for careers education and guidance and Connexions links. Some
schools are using the librarian or an administrator, some have got a teacher,
some use a deputy head as overarching responsibility, but totally haphazard,
there‟s only about, I think it‟s less than a third of schools in the whole of the
City and County that have a trained member of staff involved in careers
education. Very, very few of them deliver their statutory duty to provide
careers education for young people from year 7 onwards. Hardly any schools
do that. In the workforce remodelling, a lot of them wiped out the notion of a
careers teacher completely. So there is virtually nothing happening.
(Education Advisor: Interview)
In effect, although schools are required to have a policy for careers advice provision, due to
the way on which such provision is primarily organised (that is, through PSHE programmes),
many leave all such work to Connexions. It is easy to understand why this provision is not
prioritised in the same way as other curriculum areas, but the lack of progressive information
through structured approaches makes it increasingly difficult for Connexions to effectively
perform their roles and responsibilities.
Timetabling pressure – it‟s easy to lose. Most schools, if you challenge them
about careers advice and guidance, they would say „oh that‟s Connexion‟s
job‟. Now, some of it is our job, but it‟s an awful lot easier if they‟ve had some
preparation in school. (Education Advisor: Interview)
In terms of logistical long term preparation for HE, it is evident within some schools in
Nottingham North that although there are examples of good practice through Aimhigher and
Connexions PAs, many young people do not access or have access to the types of on-going
advice which could lead them to consider HE as a possible pathway. We have found examples
of very good careers advice, which demonstrates a commitment to helping young people
consider future possibilities, but this is not consistent across the constituency.
It is clear, from some of the perceptions of educational professionals involved in the delivery of
careers advice and guidance that the key issues concerning careers advice and guidance
concern:
the organisation of careers advice within schools;
the ways in which the work of PAs is organised in schools;
the allocation of funding to careers advice and guidance activities;
Connexions and Aimhigher PAs getting active co-operation from staff to identify and
access target young people;
a lack of teachers trained in careers advice who can co-ordinate and deliver such work;
what happens to pupils who do not put themselves forward for a careers advice
interview.
We now turn to the young people and explore what they think about the careers advice they
received.

4.2.3 Young people’s perceptions and experiences of careers advice
The young people we spoke with had strong opinions of the advice they had received and their
perceptions of its usefulness varied. For example, Kelly recognises that her careers advice was
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useful, but could have been more usefully deployed to other pupils who were not as certain as
she was about her future.
She mainly just asked what I wanted to do and then told me any other
possible options, but I was set on going to college anyways. It was quite
useful but I personally think it would be more useful to someone who didn't
have a clue what they were going to do after school. (Kelly: E-mail
Communication)
Kelly also illuminates what she perceives the problems to be with careers advice and although
her own experience is relatively positive, she highlights the issue of consistency – she saw her
advisor „once every month or so, sometimes more sometimes less‟ (Kelly: E-mail
Communication) and yet not all pupils received this level of input.
The Aimhigher PAs we spoke with all commented on how hard they worked in order to
promote the benefits of staying on in education. The young people we spoke with at times
contradicted this, although it is important to remember here that they were unable to
distinguish between the work of Aimhigher and Connexions PAs. It would seem that the
majority of young people we spoke with commented upon the advice they received from a
Connexions PA, given that they did not identify themselves as being part of an „Aimhigher
Cohort‟. Steven, for example, hints that all was not well with the careers advice that he
received.
The confusing career path she painted me was so confusing that it ended up
under my bed with all the other rubbish. That wasn‟t helpful at all. On the
contrary she recommended the Army amongst other jobs. Inside, it tore me
in two different directions: Did I want to go in the Army? That in turn made
me feel like I didn‟t know what I wanted to do, which gave me negative
feelings and probably why I dropped out of college in the first year because of
no ambition…It was basically if you have a career idea, tell me, and then I'll
know nothing about it and direct you towards the internet for research.
(Steven: E-mail Communication)
Steven‟s experience of careers advice is not a-typical. Other students describe the advice they
received as patchy with no consistency or follow-up. Ellie also refers to careers advice as
unhelpful, but we also get a glimpse of the underlying issues facing students in the Nottingham
North area.
I only had one meeting with the careers adviser at my school and left feeling
just as confused as when I went in. I think that a lot of people in areas like
mine assume that they won‟t get into college and because other people think
that doing A-levels is "posh" they are put off the idea, especially as their
parents often haven‟t had much education. (Ellie: E-mail Communication)
Ellie points to the lack of knowledge of education amongst parents in the area and suggests
that there may be problems associated with the types of advice that students receive - that it
is confusing. This may indicate that pupils who do not have family experiences of HE or even
FE to draw upon are put off by the range of options available to them and may need clearer
pathways through the complexities of educational progression through targeted guidance.
Interestingly, Ellie moves away from describing her own experiences to talking about others in
her school. She hints at the idea that traditional pathways to HE are not considered by her
peers – they are „posh‟. This may reflect the aspirations held by pupils in Nottingham North, or
it may be indicative of self-positioning and identity issues.
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4.2.4 What could be improved
Although the pupils we spoke to had mixed experiences of their careers advice, they all had
strong opinions on what worked well or what should be offered. The type of input they saw as
important is that which provides them with knowledge and experiences that they can not
obtain through their families or friends. Kelly for example, hints at a number of issues that
relate to both the processes involved in progression and the ways in which FE could be made
more familiar to pupils from the Nottingham North area.
I think that pupils need to know more knowledge about what to do after
school and also visit places and hear from lots of different people doing
different things. I also think they should get help with their application forms
and sort out a revision timetable to make sure they get the grades they need.
They should also be aware of other options, for instance if they failed their
GCSEs or if they just want a full time job for a year. I think that pupils should
be followed up also, instead of just leaving them at college to do their own
thing. (Kelly: E-mail Communication)
Kelly also alludes to the support mechanisms that are available for pupils once they leave
school and enter college. Kelly‟s experience of being left to „do my own thing‟ is not
uncommon, although given the way in which pupils are banded through Connexions, it is likely
that those who require less input (Band 3 pupils for example) could find themselves in a
position where they feel unsupported in their new educational context. Anecdotal evidence
from Aimhigher PAs suggests that this can often lead to student dropout.
Steven refers to the issue of knowledge and experience. He believes that pupils in Nottingham
North schools should experience opportunities that enable them to gain access to university
life, such as summer schools and taster days. Although he considers that these types of
activities would encourage increased HE participation, he suggests that an additional way of
encouraging participation is to highlight the positive impact on future employment and salary
opportunities.
If I was told a stark contrast in earnings and living conditions between two
similar people from the same school that chose the same career path, but one
went to university, even though it cost him an initial £15k and at the end
came into the same company and his single parented mum was so proud of
him, and he was on 10k more than him a year and 3 positions higher, and he
delegated tasks to the other person that went to the same school that didn‟t
go to university. I think that would show how university can help. (Steven: Email Communication)
In this hypothetical example, we can see how much importance Steven places on a university
education. He accepts discourses that promote the benefits of education – it leads to better
employment and salary. In his mind, university is the only option and much rides on successful
completion of a course. University is not only leading to improved career options, but also has
implications within the family: the single parent would be proud.
Despite the problems identified above, some students report positive experiences of the advice
they received. Lilly found the support she received extremely beneficial.
We had a meeting with her for everyone but if you wanted more help you
could go and ask. I found it really useful being able to go and ask her things…
and with the interview at college as well she made me less nervous. I think I
got a lot of help at school with the things I wanted to do ... I was quite close
with teachers that gave their view as well - that made things clearer. (Lilly: Email Communication)
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One of the differences in Lilly‟s story was her determination to go onto college. The careers
advice she received worked for her because she knew what she wanted to do post-16. She
may have needed some advice on which courses to consider, but she had already decided
which post-16 institution she was going to. Other pupils also recognise that many of their
peers would benefit from the type of advice that they had.
The type of careers advice described by the young people does occur. One of the strengths of
Aimhigher PA work is the opportunity for young people to receive one-to-one guidance and
support when considering their options. The Aimhigher PAs we spoke to found this positive,
although felt that „more could be done with groups‟ (Aimhigher PA: Interview). However, it is
through the one-to-one work that we gain insights into the extent of support that pupils could
potentially receive. For example, one Aimhigher PA describes a work load which supports
pupils through Year 11, in the transition between school and FE and subsequently into HE
study (this could be within FE or at university). This type of support has included supporting
students during a change of course, leaving college, considering employment as an alternative
when something has gone wrong, liaising with college staff when exam results are low to
ensure progression onto the second year of a course and ringing students regularly in the
evening to monitor their progress. This level of support is indicative in the story of Tom, who
at 20 is still in touch with his Aimhigher PA. Tom went through a difficult time when he
dropped out of university and his Aimhigher PA advised him to reconsider his options and
eventually helped him find employment. However, this approach to supporting young people
may not be consistent across the work of all PAs.
In preparing young people for possible HE participation, Aimhigher and Connexions PAs focus
on the first stage of that process: to encourage the young people to apply to FE courses and
advise them on possible HE routes. In addition, they guide young people through the types of
qualifications that are needed for further study and encourage them to achieve well at GCSE
level or its equivalent to ensure educational progression.

4.3 Qualifications
In this section, we explore the whole notion of qualifications and in doing so present data that
illustrates the numbers of Nottingham North young people from the 2002 – 2003 Y11 cohort
who were sufficiently qualified to enter HE. We utilize data from both Connexions and the DfES
in order to demonstrate that many do not choose to go on to HE despite being academically
prepared to do so.

4.3.1 The issue
As we have demonstrated in Section 3, attainment at Level 2 is low in Nottingham North and
is well below national averages. This invariably influences the numbers of young people who
are able to progress on to Level 3 courses either within FE or sixth forms. In order to qualify
for HE, students are required to obtain Level 3 qualifications. A levels were traditional routes
into higher education, but for well over a decade, vocational qualifications have been accepted
for entry to at least some HE courses at most HE providers. However, perceptions that value
academic over vocational credentials may still persist. For students in Nottingham North,
whose pathway into HE may well be possible through more vocational routes, it is important
that both routes are valued equally. However, the parity of esteem afforded to the differing
pathways continues to be a site of tension (Young, 1993; Raffe, Brannen, Fairgrieve, and
Martin, 2001).
My personal observation is that we focus on the academic study at Key Stage
4 and that does not suit a large number of children and that a more
vocational diet would engage them in a way that they are not being engaged
currently. Now there are steps in the right direction with that with the IFP
project and that sort of stuff which is introducing vocational curriculum. So it‟s
not just about the bright ones doing the GCSEs and the not so bright ones
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doing the vocational it‟s about what the student wants to do. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
The over-emphasis placed on academic routes into HE may deter young people from
considering it as a possible option. There is a sense that because teachers know that particular
route, they advise their pupils accordingly - advice which focuses on appropriate levels of
GCSE attainment that may be out of reach for many of the young people in Nottingham North
schools.
Teachers in the schools know nothing of any other system other than the elite
path of the university system they say to the kids – and kids who have no
prospect of going to university – try hard with your GCSEs and you can go to
university. That kid knows that is not a realistic option for them. (Educational
Professional: Interview)
There is an underlying tension between what the government demands from education, that is,
five or more A*-C grades at GCSE, and what many of the pupils in Nottingham North can
objectively attain (for GCSE attainment levels see Section 3). In order to improve the
measured targets, the need to focus upon specific groups of pupils (for example, those who
are at risk of under achieving and lowering schools percentages) may influence the way
schools direct resources. For example, support structures are devised to ensure that those
students who can affect the measures are targeted rather than those who are not.
They don‟t want any choices that are available to students who get less than
five A to C‟s to be apparent lest it undermines their message that students
must get five A to C‟s because that‟s what their targets are based on.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
Student preparation for HE in Nottingham North is therefore rife with complexities: they may
be „forced‟ to study GCSE subjects due to the ways in which schools are made accountable. In
addition, students themselves may attain what they need to in order to progress in to FE,
which could lead to many under-achieving. From the students‟ perspectives, there are also
issues concerning their own social positioning in relation to others whom they perceive to be
better off, not only financially, but in terms of the opportunities they have been exposed to.

4.3.2 Progression routes
From a cohort that achieved below the national and City average at Level 2, in September
2003, 606 young people from Nottingham North schools (excluding Trinity School) progressed
into some form of post-compulsory education. Although we are unable to specify which courses
and levels students commenced and are constrained by a lack of comprehensive data, we are
able to put together a picture through partial information.
A wide range courses, from A levels to entry and pre-entry level, are available to Nottingham
North 16 year olds at local general further education colleges. This breadth of choice is
illustrated in Table 36. The largest number, 41% of full time students, are studying at level 3,
but the majority are studying below this level, with 33% at level 2 and 25% at level 1 or
below. In addition, there are 79 Nottingham North 16 year olds studying at the local 6 th form
college. (Data: NCN)
For example, using later data for the 2005 school leavers cohort, Table 36 illustrates that more
than half of the 16 – 18 year olds from Nottingham North are doing courses at Level 2 or
below.
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Full-Time Students

Part-Time Students

(Excluding WBL)

(Excluding WBL)

Level

16

17

18

16-18

16

17

18

16-18

Mixed

1

1

1

3

9

7

14

30

E/1

218

77

25

320

71

46

44

161

2

241

133

60

434

39

58

62

159

3

201

217

123

541

6

19

25

50

0

0

9

9

0

0

1

1

661

428

218

1307

125

130

146

401

4/5/H
Total

Table 36 - Numbers of Nottingham North students enrolled at GFE colleges 2005 –
2006
Source: New College Nottingham
Although these figures allow us to determine how many students enrolled on such courses at
NCN, data is not available which could provide a more detailed explanation of whether the
students concerned only applied to Level 1 or Level 2 courses and then intended to pursue
employment opportunities.
Given that high numbers of young people from Nottingham North commenced courses that
were Level 2 or below, we now look towards possible explanations. Anecdotal evidence from
professionals would suggest that the average GCSE points scores achieved by students who
intend to progress on to vocational courses are lower because the students themselves set
their sights on achieving the minimum academic requirements required for progression onto
such courses.
…one of the obvious starting points is that schools don‟t have any post sixteen
provision and we need to be careful about what we mean when we say that
because some post sixteen provision can really help to reinforce
underachievement because if the post-sixteen provision is all about Entry
Level and Level 1 provision then that is the expectation level of what you are
likely to achieve. (Education Policy Officer: Interview)
The types of courses available for students in Nottingham North can and do prepare students
for progression into HE. However, given that a large number of Nottingham North young
people are more adequately prepared for lower level courses at post-16, this clearly prepares
them for particular forms of HE and particular institutions. Literature highlights a correlation
between deprivation and academic attainment and it would appear to be the case that this
pattern exists in Nottingham North.
There are other reasons why young people from deprived backgrounds do not pursue
education post-16 and a body of literature that explores this issue in detail (see for example,
Archer and Hutchings, 2000; Reay, 2001; Law, 1995; Archer and Leathwood, 2003) and
concerns a notion of „fit‟ – where students believe they will feel comfortable. We will return to
this issue in greater detail later in this section.
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However, some young people from Nottingham North do progress on to Level 3 courses,
although data from NCN (presented in Table 37) indicates that the average points scores for
those studying A2 level courses is higher than for those who progress on to vocational courses.

A2 Level

National Diploma/Other Vocational Level 3

Average GCSE Points

Students

Average GCSE Points

Students

Female

5.4

44

4.8

34

Male

5.2

29

4.7

28

Total

5.3

73

4.8

62

Table 37 - Average points scores of Nottingham North students who progress onto
level 3 courses
Source: New College Nottingham
What we are unable to ascertain from this data, is how the average points scores influence HE
destination and subject choices.
Using attainment data across the possible post-16 destinations enables us to explore the ways
in which institutions could academically prepare young people from Nottingham North for
educational progression in to HE. The tables below (Tables 38 and 39) provide an indication of
qualifications young people achieved in 2004 and 2005. This data is not available for
Nottingham North students, but we will look at attainment in the post-16 schools and colleges
either located in Nottingham North or those that attract high numbers of Nottingham North
young people. The two tables below illustrate clearly that there are large differences in
attainment between the schools and colleges. They also illustrate that while the number of
students entered for A levels did not change much from 2004 – 2005, the number entered for
vocational qualifications more than tripled. In addition, a rise in attainment was greater with
vocational qualifications than with A levels.
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Bilborough
College

Djanogly

NCN

Bluecoat
School

People‟s
College

Trinity

GCE/VCE
Results

Number entered

559

51

473

87

43

99

Average point score per student

359.6

127.8

218.9

263.3

165.1

291.1

Av. point score per exam entry

84

54.8

69.5

70.1

65.8

85.4

No. entered for AEA

Other Qualifications

% achieving qualification
No. entered for other Advanced VQ

62

61

% achieving qualification

60%

85%

No. entered for Intermediate VQ

197

118

% achieving qualification

37%

65%

No. entered for IB diploma
% achieving qualification
Table 38 - Post-16 qualifications in Nottingham City institutions 2004
Source: DfES Web-Site: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/performancetables/

Although these tables clearly indicate that the average points scores achieved differ according
to institutions, data from 2005 reveals much more in terms of educational progression and
retention as we are able to track subsequent HE participation rates through Connexions data
for this cohort (school leavers in 2003).
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Bilborough
College

Djanogly

NCN

Bluecoat
School

People‟s
College

Trinity

GCE/VCE
Results
Other Qualifications

Number entered

585

67

423

98

32

90

Average point score per student

344.9

90.3

234.9

267.0

206.3

314.9

Av. point score per exam entry

80.7

42.5

72.2

72.8%

79.4

89.4

No. entered for AEA

106

% achieving qualification

64%

No. entered for other Advanced
VQ

3

311

111

% achieving qualification

100%

86%

73%

No. entered for Intermediate VQ

212

94

% achieving qualification

80%

89%

No. entered for IB diploma
% achieving qualification
Table 39 - Post-16 qualifications in Nottingham City institutions 2005
Source: DfES Web-Site: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/performancetables/

If we look more closely at the 2005 data and compare the figures with destination data
provided by Connexions, we are able to roughly calculate the numbers of young people from
Nottingham North who obtained the above qualifications. Djanogly, Bluecoat and Trinity
schools represent school 6th forms in Connexions data and Bilborough College, NCN and
People‟s College (now Castle College) represent a college of FE. Table 39 illustrates the
numbers of Nottingham North young people who would have been eligible to achieve the
above qualifications based on the numbers progressing in to such institutions when they left
school in 2003. This is done with the caveat that drop-out rates from both FE colleges and
sixth forms are not included in these figures.
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FE Colleges
Total number of students achieving qualifications
Numbers of NN young people who progressed to post-16
institutions

School Sixth Form

1877

258

573

33

Table 40 - Post-16 qualifications in Nottingham City institutions 2005
Source: Adapted from Connexions and DfES data
These figures would suggest that of the numbers of young people in FE colleges during the
academic year 2004 – 2005, 573 young people from Nottingham North (representing 30% of
the FE cohort) achieved an appropriate qualification for HE progression. Of those who studied
in school 6th forms, 33 young people from Nottingham North (representing 12% of the sixth
form cohort) obtained a suitable qualification for progression into higher education. Connexions
data also illustrates that of the young people suitably qualified to progress on to HE from this
2003 Y11 leavers cohort, only 113 from schools in the Nottingham North parliamentary
constituency did so. This represents 5% of those who studied courses that could lead in to HE
as identified in the tables above, but represents 9% (113 out of a student cohort of 1219) of
the total Nottingham North cohort for the 2002 – 2003 academic year (these figures exclude
Trinity School).
The figures presented above are produced with the following caveats:
Trinity School has been excluded from the calculations;
the progression rates do not inform us of the courses undertaken by students when
they first left school;
the progression rates are based on a linear progression model and this does not
account for the disparate range and lengths of courses which could lead to HE
participation later.
However, data provided by NCN would indicate that there is a difference in progression rates
for their students between those taking academic and vocational subjects – 69% and 22%
respectively.
This research has identified that few Nottingham North young people are adequately prepared
to progress on to Level 3 courses post-16 and also that of those who do achieve appropriate
qualifications for HE, many simply choose not to go. The reasons for this choice are to be
found elsewhere in this report viz a lack of self-confidence, few role models and a lack of
awareness of the place of further and higher education in planning a career trajectory. As we
have noted above, the data does not inform us of drop-out rates and we now move on to
explore the issue of retention at post-16.

4.4 Retention
In this section we identify what the retention rates of Nottingham North students are for post16 study. We then explore the perspectives of young people and of educational professionals.
We particularly draw out contradictions between what the professionals say and what the
figures tell us.
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4.4.1 The facts
Data for retention rates across the constituency are difficult to obtain and one of the main
issues in completing analysis of cohorts over time is a lack of data that tracks pupils from one
institution to another. In this section we are using data from the Year 11 2003 and 2005
leavers cohorts. This enables us to identify two components of retention:
levels of immediate retention, that is, those who remain in study during their first
year of post-16 study;
levels of retention that lead to HE progression.
Data for the 2005 cohort (Year 11 leavers) indicates that retention rates are high for FE
colleges, where the early leaving rate is 3% or 21 students (see Table 41). The early leaving
rate is higher (14%) for school sixth forms, but the numbers involved (4 leavers) are small.

First Destination at 16
School

Destination at January 2006

School
6th Form

FE College

School
6th Form

FE College

Total in
Cohort

Big Wood

3 (1%)

104 (66%)

2 (1%)

98 (62%)

156

Ellis Guilford

3 (1%)

143 (70%)

2 (0%)

141 (69%)

203

Hadden Park

0 (0%)

115 (62%)

0 (0%)

111 (60%)

183

Henry Mellish

2 (1%)

85 (60%)

1 (0%)

79 (56%)

140

13 (8%)

98 (65%)

14 (9%)

96 (64%)

150

River Leen

0 (0%)

91 (59%)

0 (0%)

90 (58%)

154

Top Valley

7 (3%)

99 (50%)

6 (3%)

99 (50%)

197

William Sharp

1 (0%)

77 (49%)

0 (0%)

77 (49%)

156

29 (2%)

812 (60%)

25 (1%)

791 (59%)

1, 339

Manning

Total

Table 41 – Retention rates for Nottingham North students (2005 leavers)
Source: Connexions Nottinghamshire
These figures would suggest high levels of student commitment to their course of study,
although it is important to note the early timing of acquiring these figures (early in October
2005).
In Section 4.3.2 we highlighted the fact that of the Nottingham North students who went on
to HE in 2005, the figure of 113 represented 5% of the total 2003 Year 11 leavers. Table 42
provides a breakdown of the figures to illustrate the numbers of pupils from each school in the
Nottingham North area who did progress on to HE directly after a post-16 course.
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First Destination at 16

Destination at January 2006

School 6th
Form

FE College

School
6th
Form

FE College

In Higher
Education

Total in
Cohort

4 (6%)

91 (61%)

2 (1%)

32 (21%)

9 (6%)

149

Ellis Guilford

4 (11%)

157 (63%)

2 (0%)

60 (24%)

28 (11%)

249

Hadden Park

2 (10%)

79 (56%)

0 (0%)

21 (15%)

15 (10%)

140

Henry Mellish

1 (0%)

57 (44%)

0 (0%)

27 (21%)

7 (5%)

127

15 (12%)

74 (61%)

7 (5%)

35 (29%)

11 (9%)

120

River Leen

0 (0%)

48 (45%)

0 (0%)

15 (14%)

5 (4%)

106

Top Valley

8 (3%)

107 (52%)

3 (1%)

38 (18%)

26 (12%)

203

William Sharp

3 (2%)

51 (40%)

0 (0%)

19 (15%)

12 (9%)

125

37 (3%)

664 (54%)

14 (1%)

247 (20%)

113 (9%)

1,219 (100%)

School

Big Wood

Manning

Total

Table 42 - Destination data for 2003 Cohort Year 11 leavers
Source: Connexions Nottinghamshire
NCN, the main provider of post-16 education for students living in Nottingham North, are
proud of their good retention rates over two years on A level courses, although there is some
difference in retention rates between those opting for A level courses (77%) and those on
National Diploma or other vocational Level 3 courses (63%). (However, the above figures
contradict the opinions of many of the educational professionals who perceived there to be
high drop out rates.) We now explore these perspectives to draw out the issues that may
inform practice.

4.4.2 Contradictory perspectives
We spoke to a number of young people about their post-16 educational experiences. The
majority of those were happy with their decision to study and viewed post-16 education as a
step on to either further education or employment. Students drop out from a course for a
number of reasons, although the main reason identified by Aimhigher Personal Advisors
concerns disengagement with the course being studied. Of the young people we spoke with,
only three had dropped out of pervious courses. All three had returned to full-time study a
year later following a period of employment. During their respective periods of employment,
they reflected on their situations and had decided that education was the best route forward.
I went back to studying because I didn‟t want to have to look at the Evening
Post every Wednesday night looking for something better. (Heidi: Interview)
In Steven‟s story we get a glimpse of how the lives of others influenced his own decision to go
back to education.
When I was working full-time on the phones, my client opened a heart to
heart conversation with me about my job. He told me that it was ok not to
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know what you want to be. He was 46 and had still no idea what he wanted to
be. He told me that you only know what you really want out of life when
you‟re 50 and it‟s too late. And that‟s true! My Mum was 52 when she decided
she wanted to set up her own business, but she won‟t have long at it before
she retires... This helped me realise I did want something more than a
Monkey Job getting paid peanuts. I was 18 when I realised this....Too late; I
was out of education, Hence my decision to go back. (Stephen: E-mail
Communication)
These reflections provide us with insights into how young people who have dropped out of
college or 6th forms think about the value of education. They clearly relate future prospects to
education and accept discourses that place education as pivotal in employment success. These
views were repeated amongst many of the young people regardless of whether they had
dropped out of their courses or not. The picture that emerged from the young people we spoke
with were high levels of commitment to courses and aspirations to achieve and be successful.
Although there were examples of initial difficulties concerning „fit‟ which is addressed in
Section 4.4, these were not sufficient to influence decisions to drop out.
However, this picture is not the one that was portrayed by some of the educational
professionals who work directly with young people from Nottingham North. Professionals
appear to hold on to views that position Nottingham North young people as inadequately
prepared for FE and as a consequence, HE.
If a student goes to University they are immediately immersed in a whole
system which supports that individual through their study and they are part of
a hall system so there is a network there. They are probably going to be
encouraged to become part of a club system so there is another network
there and they are with a group of people who are fairly similar to themselves
so they are a fairly homogenous group both socially and in terms of
achievement so they will coalesce quickly and when things get tough with the
course – because they do – lots of other things keep them pegged to what
they are doing. So they are pegged because they are part of a whole
structure; they are pegged because they are in the football team etc and that
keeps them going when things get a bit tough. But at NCN – and these are
kids and some of them are from Nottingham North – they are on this
tightrope and one little thing can push them off so they are not very „sticky‟.
They are not a homogenous group of people. They don‟t quickly coalesce;
they don‟t have the social skills and you see that when you get them all sat in
a classroom. They‟ve got nothing to hold them together. There‟s no sporting
links – they wouldn‟t take part in sport because these are all alien activities
for them. (Educational Professional: Interview)
These thoughts were also re-iterated by other educational professionals who report having to
work extremely hard with young people from Nottingham North in order to ensure that they
remain on their chosen courses. They identify the students‟ backgrounds as influencing factors
in students‟ decisions concerning whether to stay on a course or not. The reasons for this
discrepancy could be that young people focus more on the relatively positive and practical side
of their post-16 experiences. Educational professionals, working with young people over a
longer period, may be more aware of the personal and emotional difficulties they face.
One particular educational professional reported that some students had fed back comments
about other students and their access to increased resources, which impacted upon, for
example, their ability to travel. These feelings of difference are identified in a wide literature
base as being determining factors on which institutions young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds consider applying to (see for example, Archer and Leathwood, 2003; Law, 2005;
Reay, 2001). In such literature, the notion of social „fit‟ features significantly and we now turn
to the issue of fit. In doing so, we focus on the emotional preparation and perceptions that
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students living in Nottingham North have of HE to illustrate how their thoughts are played out
in their everyday lives, interactions and decision-making processes.

4.6 Emotional Preparation
For young people living in Nottingham North, the idea of going on to HE requires much
deliberation in ways that perhaps is not the case for those who come from areas or families
with a history of HE participation. We address this issue by exploring how the young people
construct an understanding of themselves and of higher education and universities. We do this
by exploring their FE experiences and how they come to feel that university is not for people
like them. We then move on to outlining the ways in which organisations such as Aimhigher,
schools and local universities work together and attempt to de-mystify university and make
university appear more accessible. We then illustrate HE participation rates from Nottingham
North and demonstrate how such activities have facilitated progression for some young people
by focussing on the stories of those who have gone on to university.

4.6.1 Making the first steps
Many young people who progress into FE have already made the decision to go on to HE prior
to the commencement of their post-16 studies. Whilst their transition into FE may be perceived
as a straightforward process, they struggle with many issues at post-16 institutions, of which
academic and social identity are two. It is through the stories of young people who have
moved into FE that we gain some insight into the ways in which Nottingham North students
wrestle with moving institution and the resultant impact on their sense of confidence.
We have consistently referred to the lack of school based post-16 provision, and also the
limited FE provision in the constituency within this report. However, we are not suggesting that
the solution to the issue of low HE participation rates could be solved by providing 6 th form or
post-16 provision in Nottingham North schools: the issue is more inherently complex that a
single solution would suggest. At present, students wishing to pursue education after the age
of 16 have to make a physical transition from their school into FE and although participation
rates are around the 60% mark (based on Connexions data), this first step into further
education is clearly a step too far for some Nottingham North young people; however for
many, it is not.
Having gone from a school where he was one of the high achievers, Paul, found the new
environment of FE problematic to begin with. Having achieved well at GCSE level, he found the
transition to AS level hard and his attainment levels dropped. He described an environment in
which he felt less supported than he did at school and had turned it around by „working my
arse off‟. Although many young people experience difficulties with the transition between GCSE
and AS/A2 level, the level of which such difficulties reflect previous schooling contexts vary.
Paul struggled with the increased levels of independence in his new learning environment and
had to adjust to the ethos in order to „turn it around‟.
Paul had in his head, the idea of where he wanted to go and was prepared to make the
necessary adjustments in order to pass his exams. Sam also struggled with the new institution
and he also hints at the travelling that is involved.
Three weeks into it, I wanted to leave and I have done ever since. My mates
told me not to, they said it will get better. I couldn‟t be bothered travelling
anymore - long days. Since I‟ve started college I‟m knackered. Supposedly
you have to work 4 hours night, then it‟s 9 o‟clock, where‟s my social life?
(Sam: Focus Group)
For Sam, it all seems too much and you get the sense that he continues to weigh up the
benefits of what he has chosen to do. His friends are instrumental in keeping him at college,
and there is a sense in which Sam is feeding off their enthusiasm for their courses until he
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makes the final decision himself – he has wanted to leave since week three and is waiting for
things to „get better‟.
A consistent message that featured in the young people‟s narratives of their post-16 education
was how they linked their current experiences to their perceptions of what HE would be like. Of
the students who opted to continue in a school 6 th form, they felt protected by the teachers
and believed that the transition to more independent ways of working, as they perceived HE to
be, would be problematic. There was a clear difference in the student-teacher relationship
between those who had gone into FE through the college route and those who had stayed at
school. Those that had gone into colleges believed that they would be more prepared for HE
because they were being encouraged to be independent learners at that stage. They knew that
they would have to meet deadlines and may not necessarily be followed up in the same
structured way as they had been in school. This issue is also taken up by schools who believe
that pedagogic strategies within schools may not necessarily prepare students for the rigours
of post-16 study.
We became conscious that some of our kids weren‟t doing as well as we
thought they should be doing. We challenged the fact that possibly some of
the learning styles in some of the colleges were very different from ours. And
between us……because we spoon feed so much to try and get kids through
examinations we probably over spoon feed them which makes it difficult if
they go on to A level and there‟s a sudden change of style that they can‟t
cope with. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Some schools recognise that this particular transition point presents many challenges to their
pupils. Examples of good practice reflect this concern and one school in particular ensures that
this need is met through a structured programme of guided support as illustrated in Figure 23.

ALTERNATIVE PRACTICE – Transition from School to College
Ellis Guilford School 14-19 Network
Ellis Guilford have been running a 14-19 network group for the past 12 years focusing on post -16
transition to FE and sixth form colleges/schools. Members include all local FE colleges, Connexions,
Derby University and Nottingham Trent University.
At present the group is focused on four key areas:
1) developing independent learning skills
2) developing a buddy system between the school and colleges - a current student, hopefully one
who used to go to the school to provide guidance and support
3) effective transfer of information between professionals about what young people are doing
4) providing a named person in the college who they can link in to from the first day, and in the
first few weeks a school representative visiting the college

Figure 23 - Ellis Guilford School 14 – 19 network
Other examples of good practice identify the needs of students across transition points. Henry
Mellish School for example, are already working closely with their feeder schools at the Year 67 transition, and are looking to introduce similar support mechanisms for their pupils at the
post-16 transition point.
I think it‟s also about that they find it hard to move from a very structured
environment where they are led through a lot what they do to a situation
where there is a lot of independence needed and they find that bridge quite
difficult. We do a lot of work at Key Stage 3 in trying to develop an
independent learning style – „now this is down to you, we will work with you
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on this‟ rather than „let‟s work through this together‟. We‟ve already starting
talking to the FE colleges about the support some of the students need. NCN
looking at similar things to what we have at Key Stage 2 to 3 transition having a TA that‟s working with those students in the feeder school and then
coming up into school with them and spending the first term with them.
Something along those lines in terms of student support so you get over some
of those teething problems and get them used to working in that way.
(Educational Professional: Interview)
The attitudes and dispositions that travel with the young people from Nottingham North in
their pursuit of FE, point towards feelings of unease. They experience periods of settling in and
for some, as the retention figures above illustrate, they opt to leave their course and move
into employment. For such students, the idea of educational progression post-18 is influenced
by their experiences of FE – which either confirms and legitimates their perceptions of
academic and social fit or works to provide such students with increased levels of confidence
required for progression. In either case, the students are developing an understanding of HE
which either deters or encourages them from applying. We now move to explore how students
from Nottingham North construct their understanding of HE and the influence this has in
determining which forms of HE are accessible.

4.6.2 Constructing an understanding of higher education
Few young people who live in Nottingham North have direct access to direct experiential „hot
knowledge‟ (Ball and Vincent, 1998) about higher education. Where there is no familial
experience of HE to draw upon, pupils rely on acquiring such information through schools,
other social networks and the result of marketing (such as college/university prospectuses).
Ball and Vincent (1998) refer to this as „cold knowledge‟ and in Nottingham North, where there
are no historical patterns of HE participation, this impacts upon the types of knowledge and
experiences that young people have access to. When dealing with low aspirations and
academic attainment, the idea of university may seem completely alien to young people and
their families living in the Nottingham North area. Information that de-mystifies the notion of
HE and is in accessible formats could be beneficial to both young people and their parents. This
is particularly pertinent given the many possible routes into and through HE.
Legislative changes have resulted in a mass increase in the numbers of courses and
institutions that provide HE courses, and a small minority of young people from Nottingham
North recognise that obtaining a degree may not necessarily mean going to university as it has
always done in the past. However, although the primary barrier to HE participation is obtaining
appropriate qualifications, other barriers persist which frame HE within negative constructs.
Such constructs are prevalent within the young people‟s perspectives of HE – that it is not for
people like them. In this section we explore how these opinions are developed and legitimated
through the young people‟s experiences and interactions with others.

4.6.3 “Higher education is not for people like me”
As we have argued throughout this report, young people who do go on to consider higher
education are often going against the grain of what their peers do, but also what their parents
have done. There is not only a generational issue, but a cultural ethos within the Nottingham
North area, which contributes to understanding of higher education and university.
During a focus group interview young people from one school were asked about university, and
in particular Oxford University as a school trip was being planned there. They raised many
issues concerning perceptions of fit connected to both people who would go to a university like
Oxford and the academic requirements for entry. They constructed Oxford University as a
place which went beyond their own experiences – it was big and remote, fenced-off and full of
posh people who wore suits. The young people were also worried about the attention they
might get from other students attending the Easter School. They thought that they might „stick
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out‟ in this university environment because of where they are from, what they wear and the
way they speak. The notion of fit also featured in other focus groups where young people felt
that they would be looked down upon and would feel like an outsider. Jim provides us with
some insight into how these young people constructed their understanding of students who
would go to Oxford University and realises that they may not have appropriate levels of
knowledge – that they are stereo-typing.
We are doing stereo-typing. That‟s the image they give. They might not be
well off but when they come out that‟s the image they give. That‟s what they
dress as. They dress in clothes from Next. (Jim: Year 10: Focus Group
Interview)
There are other reasons why students in Nottingham North do not consider going on to HE.
Dave, for example, opted to progress onto an apprenticeship. He viewed that as the best
option for him given that he prefers manual based activities over academic study.
I‟m more a practical person than pen to paper, I really, I didn‟t really like
school that much and I don‟t really like writing and lessons I just see it as, it‟s
just like long and just takes time and I wouldn‟t actually need a job to go to
university, like my job wouldn‟t involve going to university. I‟d rather just be
an electrician and have my own trade and then do my work from there rather
than going to university and getting degrees and stuff like that, I don‟t need
that. (Dave: Interview)
For Dave, who appeared to be well informed about what university would be like; there is a
conscious decision being made about not pursuing HE. He recognises that his skills lie
elsewhere and knew that university would not be for him. This is different from other accounts
where perceptions of „fit‟ centre on individual identity. Milly focuses on this issue and highlights
the way in which particular areas are perceived by others, thus reducing her opportunities.
We never thought we‟d amount to anything because of the area we come
from…..No one on the outside would give you that chance and you can‟t
believe that you would actually gain that chance. (Milly: Interview)
There is a sense in which Milly, who eventually did return to education, understands how
young people from the local area perceive themselves and that the perceptions reflect wider
issues of social fit. Many young people from Nottingham North who pursue their post-16
education at a local 6th form college describe feelings of alienation from other students which is
then transferred onto their perceptions of university.
I don‟t know which university I‟m thinking of going to yet, I haven‟t really
thought about it much. I don‟t want a snobby uni, some are, Oxford,
Cambridge, there‟s some right knob heads. One of my mates went to Oxford
and this girl just looked down on him. (Phil: Focus Group)
One Aimhigher PA describes the experiences of two young people who felt that they were the
„odd ones out‟ in a number of ways. They felt different because of the limited range of
activities or interests they had outside of college and felt that the other students were „snobby
and rich‟. They linked their negative experiences to their backgrounds, associating a distinct
disadvantage in coming from Nottingham North. In recognising their differences there is a
sense in which the young people perceive themselves as deficient in some way. They have to
change in order to fit – they have lower levels of social and cultural capital and find themselves
in an environment where such credentials matter. The young people we spoke with felt like
they were the „odd ones out‟ and sought ways in which they could fit both socially and
academically. They also experienced transition difficulties connected to their academic
identities. In their previous school, they had achieved well at GCSE level, attaining mainly C
and B grades with a couple of A grades. At the local 6 th form, they found that they were not
„top‟ and this had a negative impact on their confidence levels and as a consequence they
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struggled with their A level courses. They both left the college prior to completing their AS
levels and intended to pursue more vocational based courses in the following September.
Despite the „false start‟ and the damage that was done, both students are still considering HE
courses, although both plan to pursue vocational pathways.
Nottingham North young people perceive university students as „clever‟ or „really bright‟ and
position themselves accordingly and although this may be the case for many young people, the
Nottingham North students we spoke with who were in post-16 education often found that
they were no longer „top‟ as they had been in their previous school. As we have outlined earlier
in this section, particular courses prepare young people for particular HE experiences.
Despite the issues concerning academic qualifications and perceptions of a social „fit‟ young
people in Nottingham North also consider the issue of finance. A recurring theme in many
interviews is the issue of debt and weighing up the risks associated with getting a degree even
though debt will be incurred.
There are lots of negatives: time consuming, no money, too much debt, the
living conditions. A lot of my friends want to go quite far to get away from
Nottingham and experience a few years out of Nottingham but a lot of them
haven‟t got a choice they have to stay in Nottingham because they can‟t
afford to live any where else. (Lee: Focus Group)
In Lee‟s account, limitations also exist as far as finance is concerned when it comes to
choosing an HE institution. Of the Nottingham North students we have spoken with who have
gone on to HE, all except one lives at home whilst studying at university.
Many of the students consider employment before going on to HE. Sam for example, decided
that she would rather take a year out and save up for university so that she would not incur as
much debt as others who she knew had done so.
I‟m taking a gap year and then going to university to do early childhood
studies. I‟m going to work in my gap year to save money to go to university.
Everybody that I know who has gone to university wishes that they‟d worked
before because already they‟re in so much debt and they‟ve only been there a
year. (Sam: Focus Group)
There are a number of emotional barriers and perceptions that young people in Nottingham
North have about higher education. In attempting to increase HE participation rates in the area
a number of organisations provide much information for young people in order that they make
informed choices about their educational futures. We now turn to the ways in which Aimhigher,
Connexions and the two universities in Nottingham work to demystify higher education for
young people living in Nottingham North.

4.6.4 Placing higher education “on the radar”
Within the Widening Participation agenda, colleges and universities target specific underrepresented groups to increase the numbers participating in HE. Research would indicate that
by the time pupils reach Year 11, any form of intervention is too late. This is re-iterated by
members of the Widening Participation teams both at Nottingham Trent University and The
University of Nottingham and has resulted in a change of focus for some outreach activities
across the two institutions. There are a number of ways in which organisations seek to prepare
pupils to consider HE, but the main focus of many activities is to de-mystify higher education
itself through close liaisons with schools in the area. Schools are not obliged to participate in
any activities and as a result there are different levels of uptake within schools across the
constituency. Despite this, Nottingham Trent University, The University of Nottingham, and
Aimhigher work closely with local schools to promote the wider benefits of learning and to
encourage the young people in Nottingham North to consider continuing with education post150

16. Pupils are not viewed in isolation in the process of raising attainment, aspirations and
awareness of HE. Aimhigher, for example, deploys resources to engage both professionals and
parents in addition to the work it performs with young people.
Although working from a different remit, each organisation has a similar message for young
people – going to HE can bring about increased opportunities on completion. The two
universities have dedicated departments that deal with local schools and a range of activities
throughout the year are organised both in schools and on the respective university campuses.
Students often reflect positively on opportunities where they have stayed on campus, and
highlighting the importance that such experiences have when they are making decisions about
their futures.
The summer school trip was amazing - best thing I did. I was really scared
about going at first because I didn‟t know anyone there but I made so many
good friends. I think it helped me with college and meeting new people there
.. gave me a lot more confidence. It also made me see I wanted to go college
and go uni. (Lilly: E-mail Communication)
Lilly is getting at the heart of what many other students say: the need for both information
about and positive experiences of HE. Widening participation of under–represented groups
requires much commitment and as we have identified in this report, there are many barriers to
overcome. In preparing young people for possible progression into HE, many consider the
optimum age for intervention or acquisition of knowledge (e.g. Bekhradnia, 2003). There is a
consensus that the younger children are, the more embedded ideas of progression into HE
become.
We see the difference now where we will do the Year 7 activities and they will
have already had visits from the university and so they know so much more.
Plus, if you get them to think positively when they are younger then you can
achieve quite a lot because the hormones start kicking in when you are midway through secondary school and you can start to get more cynical about
things. So, I think getting them when they are younger has real advantages.
And I think trying to get in touch with the parents when the children are
younger is good as well because it gives the parents more time to think about
it. If the kids, at sixteen, were going to the parents and saying that they
wanted to go to university it might come as a bit of a shock, but if they had
been thinking about it since their children had been in primary school, then
it‟s less of a shock. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Intervention activities tend to work on two levels: those which provide information about all
aspects of HE (for example, courses, institutions and finance) and those which attempt to allay
fears of fitting in (through residential trips). Changes to admissions processes have attempted
to ensure that students are treated fairly through admissions processes (see for example,
Swartz, 2004), and at the University of Nottingham, the Widening Participation team liaise
closely with admissions to ensure that those identified as „WP‟ students are ear-marked for
consideration within academic departments where possible. Similarly, Nottingham Trent
University, through its Compact admission scheme, provides help and assistance to
prospective students from low socio-economic backgrounds and guarantees such students an
offer on a HE course. Such admissions processes, although useful in the latter stages of the
process of encouraging students to enter HE within a university context, may not be able to
compensate for low academic attainment which would deter participation.
I am pleased with the Widening Participation strategy as it is developing.
There is a bit more work to be done. We need to change the university. I
think to date the university has operated on a deficit model, you know. Here
are these disadvantaged kids out there so we‟ll try and give them a leg up
under the admissions process but it‟s basically their choice about whether or
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not to come here and they need to cope when they get here. (Widening
Participation Personnel)
In order to address the issue of an academic mismatch between students and courses, The
University of Nottingham has introduced a one year pre-entry course (Year Zero) for students
wishing to study medicine. Students who follow the course and whose performance deters
them for progression into veterinary medicine would be offered an alternative course, such as
animal science, as a condition of the scheme. It is hoped that other Year Zero courses will be
available in the near future.
NCN organise a number of school based events to encourage young people to consider post-16
education including attending assemblies, taster sessions, industry days, parents evenings
and working with tutor groups. Their „intervention‟ work in schools seeks to raise awareness of
post-16 opportunities and fits with NCN‟s mission statement:
To be a world class college transforming the lives of people and communities.
(Source: NCN web-site).
The person we spoke with highlighted the good work that was being undertaken in Nottingham
North schools is varied and includes close liaison and collaboration with Aimhigher. However,
there are some tensions surrounding what can be done and some schools are more „open‟ than
others.
Our work is quite well received by the schools although some schools are
more pro-active than others. In some schools, we‟re knocking on doors and
not getting much response, but this is changing. It [our work] varies from
school to school, but we basically sit down with the schools – they all want
different things. (Educational Professional: Interview)
Pupils often cite a lack of information as an influencing factor on their education progression.
The evidence produced by Aimhigher, Connexions, The University of Nottingham, Nottingham
Trent University and NCN would suggest that there is much intervention work undertaken in
schools and yet the consistent message we have received is that this work has not been
accessed by the young people we spoke with. This is surprising given that some of the young
people were educated in Nottingham North schools where such activities take place.
The young people we spoke with were fairly critical of the advice they had received in schools.
As we have outlined above, the work of many professionals does attempt to provide the sort of
information to help support the pupils during their transition points. A recent „What Next 14 –
19?‟ event organised by Aimhigher brought together all post-16 education providers and a
wide variety of possible employment routes. This event was well attended by both pupils and
parents from the Nottingham North area. However, the young people we spoke with favoured
a one-to-one approach where they could chat about their individual needs, anxieties and
issues.
The work of Aimhigher PAs is critical in this respect and the level of support which is provided
for young people across transition points varies according to the personnel involved. We talked
to a number of Aimhigher PAs who all talked about the level of input they provided for their
„clients‟ which extended to ringing them in the evenings, liaising with college tutors when
things were not going to plan, organising work placements and helping construct CVs and
letters of application. This type of input was valued highly by the young people and in Kelly‟s
story, we get a sense that the support she received outlined a number of possibilities which
she may not have considered had she not approached her personal advisor.
I felt very supported and she encouraged me to apply to two colleges which
left my options open and also gave me a back up plan. She also helped me
with my personal statement which was handy because I hadn't ever written
one before. (Kelly: E-mail Communication)
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It is important to remember that much of the work of PAs in school focuses on getting the
pupils beyond Year 11. Although some students do struggle in the FE environment and are left
to survive without the levels of support they perceive they need, a small number do
successfully complete Level 3 courses and progress on to higher education. We now move on
to exploring the stories of a small number of those individuals who have gone against the grain
of what was expected of them and who went on to higher education.

4.7 The Successful Few
Throughout this report we have identified a number of barriers to HE participation. The young
people we refer to in this section have all negotiated their way through such barriers and
represent a range of ages – undergraduate students and those in employment (either directly
from university or following post-graduate qualification). We highlight similarities across the
stories and also point towards possible explanations for their successful educational journeys.

4.7.1 The facts
Data from Connexions Nottinghamshire, as identified above in Section 4.2.3, indicates that of
the 2003 Year 11 leavers, 113 out of 1,219 (representing 9%) went into higher education. In
tracking their HE destinations we have focused on the two local universities in Nottingham:
The University of Nottingham and Nottingham Trent University. The tables below, which are
based on data collected in October 2006, illustrate the numbers of Nottingham North students
who opted to study at either Nottingham Trent University or The University of Nottingham.
Data provided by both universities would indicate that of the 2003 cohort who are now in their
2nd year of undergraduate study, high numbers of Nottingham North students who went on to
HE opted to study locally. We do not have comparative data for other areas so are unable to
say whether or not this figure is higher or lower in a comparative sense. However, in an
absolute sense, it is still a high number.
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The University of Nottingham

Nottingham Trent University

Year of study

Year of Study

Constituency

0

1

2

3

4

5

Total

0

1

2

3

4

Total

NN

0

11

8

6

5

0

30

0

116

68

51

12

247

NS

1

35

30

20

9

4

99

0

85

52

37

12

186

NE

1

34

30

14

2

1

82

0

167

102

88

25

382

Total

2

80

68

40

16

5

211

0

368

222

176

49

815

Table 43 - Numbers of students in local universities from the three Nottingham City
parliamentary constituencies
Source: University of Nottingham and Nottingham Trent University Planning Offices
When these figures are broken down further, the numbers securing places at The University of
Nottingham are relatively evenly spread across the six wards that comprise the Nottingham
North constituency. The data would suggest that more students from Basford are going to
Nottingham Trent than from the other Nottingham North wards.

University of Nottingham

Nottingham Trent University

Year of Study

Year of Study

NN by Ward

1

2

3

4

5

Total

1

2

3

4

Total

Aspley

0

2

1

1

0

4

21

10

8

2

41

Basford

1

1

2

0

0

4

31

19

14

3

67

Bestwood

2

2

3

1

0

8

13

9

6

0

28

Bilborough

3

1

0

1

0

5

22

6

10

2

40

Bulwell

2

0

0

1

0

3

16

9

5

1

31

Bulwell Forest

3

2

0

1

0

6

13

15

8

4

40

11

8

6

5

0

30

116

68

51

12

247

Total

Table 44 - Numbers of students in local universities by Nottingham North ward
Source: Original data from University of Nottingham and Nottingham Trent University Planning
Offices
This data, although providing some information on the patterns of HE participation does not
indicate the numbers of students from Nottingham North who may have dropped out of their
HE course or whether they were residents in the area throughout their respective childhoods.
This is a factor that may contribute to HE participation because we have found some young
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people who moved into the area in order to follow post-16 courses. In addition, we are also
unable to state which institutions the remaining 37 students (out of the 133 Nottingham North
young people who went on to HE) entered, as this data is not collated.
Data for the 2004 Year 11 cohort who have commenced HE courses in September 2006 is, at
the time of writing, unavailable, but out of a total number of 1,370 pupils in that cohort, 127
(representing 9%) are currently in their first year of undergraduate study at either The
University of Nottingham, or Nottingham Trent University as the tables above demonstrate.
This figure may alter when the full destination data becomes available. Others may be
studying HE courses at NCN.
Of the students that did progress, we spoke to a small number about their experiences of
education and how they came to decide to progress onto HE. We present those stories here
and outline possible explanations for their „success‟.

4.7.2 Shelly
Shelly is currently in her third year of an undergraduate course at Nottingham Trent
University. She secured her place through the Compact scheme. She recounts her time at
school and of her home life and identifies a number of ways in which she was „different‟ to
those who lived in her local area. She did not mix with other young people and had decided to
go to university from the age of six. She felt unable to share her aspirations with her friends at
school and is no longer in touch with them. She understands this as being a result of her
educational progression. She was a hard working pupil who studied hard for exams and had a
career in mind that would potentially reward her with a salary „in excess of £60,000‟. Although
driven by the financial reward of having studied and the particular career she had in mind,
Shelly felt that she would like to „give something back‟ to her parents and viewed her own
success as beneficial to the family unit. She enjoyed positive relationships with her parents
who had supported her throughout her time as a student. Shelly did consider going to The
University of Nottingham and would loved to have gone there, but her academic attainment
was below that which would have secured her a place on her chosen course. Interestingly,
Shelly did not investigate this and self-eliminated through the knowledge that she had picked
up along the way (through friends at college and her cousin who had got into Nottingham).
From Shelly‟s story we gain a glimpse of what life was like growing up in Top Valley. She did
not like and continues to feel isolated in the area and her entire family wish to move away into
a „nicer area such as West Bridgford‟. She understood her isolation from other young people in
the area as reflecting two issues: her academic success and her ethnic identity (Shelly is
Asian). She did report that she suffered from racism as she grew up and describes periods of
her life when she was taunted by other young people. She often felt unsafe when growing up
and this had led to her staying at home and concentrating on her school work. Shelly viewed
school and academic success as a way out of her home location. Shelly „did enough‟ to move
on, but did not particularly shine academically.
Shelly presents herself as an aspirational young person. She knew from an early age that she
wanted to be an accountant and with that in mind she did not access any careers guidance to
which she was entitled. She mapped her trajectory and explored options with the help of her
parents, who wanted „the best‟ for her. Although Shelly is mindful of the earning potential of
her career trajectory, there is no sense in her narrative that she would be unable to attain her
goals. She is determined to achieve what she has set out to do.

4.7.3 Helen
Similarly to Shelly, Helen worked hard at school and achieved relatively good grades for the
type of school she attended. She recognises the value attributed to particular grades and knew
that her own A level results were not „top grades‟. Her parents were instrumental in securing
her a place at a school which was not their local school. She describes it as „strict‟ and
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acknowledges that this approach probably benefited her. Like Shelly, Helen felt supported by
her parents despite their own lack of education. Helen did not consider studying at an FE
college and felt that the 6th form attached to her school was an „automatic step‟ in her journey.
She now feels that college may have suited her more as she would have had increased
options. The main reason behind her decision to go to HE was „because school pushed it‟ and
„didn‟t talk about any other options really‟. She understands her success being as a result of
schooling and believes that had she gone elsewhere she may not have gone on to HE. Helen
also believed that better opportunities exist for graduates and that a degree would result in
more earning potential – a belief confirmed by school. She does however, unlike Shelly,
acknowledge that this is not always the case.
When deciding what to do post-18, Helen opted to pursue her HE within FE, citing financial
reasons as the primary influence. She identified that the cost of a similar course would be
higher if she studied at NTU and decided to opt for NCN as an alternative. Although finance
was a clear influencing factor, Helen also reflected on the course content. She felt that the
course at NCN offered her increased flexibility and that she would not have to specialise too
early. This appealed to Helen when she was considering her post-18 options as she did not
have a career in mind at that time. In addition, the conversion course to full degree status is
ratified and conferred by NTU. Helen had identified that she could obtain an NTU degree
without the financial costs associated with attending NTU and also believed that „if in a job
interview they would probably take the one with the degree rather than the foundation
degree‟.
Like Shelly, Helen‟s family were extremely supportive of her decision to go to NCN and she will
be the first in her family to obtain a degree.

4.7.4 Carol
In the two stories above we get a sense that both Shelly and Helen were going against the
grain of what the majority of young people, including their friends from school, did. Carol (NTU
student) re-iterates much of what has been said before – not liking the local area, being
supported by parents, feeling different, but also reflects on the school that she went to.
It was the
a bit so it
happy for
everybody

best school I could have gone to for me because I needed pushing
was, they did that. It‟s a really good school and I would be quite
my child to go there….it‟s very strict but that kind of keeps
in line. (Carol: Interview)

Carol associates her success as being in harmony with the ethos within the school – it was
strict and she was pushed to succeed. Interestingly, Carol‟s mum is a teacher and this family
context differs from other success stories from the area. However, similarities exist in the
length of time each family lived in the area – most have been in constituency all their lives
experiencing the anti-social behaviour of some of the local young people.
Carol displayed high levels of determination when considering her post-16 options. She felt
that her school 6th form was not appropriate for her as they did not offer the range of subjects
she would have liked and also there was an obligation to study for four subjects and she only
wanted to do two (following a period of illness during Years 10 and 11). Carol commenced a
BTEC course which enabled her to qualify as a Teaching Assistant at Clarendon College. After
completion of a BA in Childhood Studies Carol hopes to embark on a PGCE. She was pursuing
this route into teaching as she had not achieved the grades required to embark on the Primary
Teaching BA course at NTU. Interestingly, although there had been some family history of HE,
Carol described her knowledge of university as lacking, where she had heard „bits and pieces‟.
Although she is at an advantage from other young people in the area, she provides some
insight into what the transition process in to HE is like, even for those with family members
who have been. She identifies the usefulness of open days and tours around campuses which
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would enable students to familiarise themselves with their new environment – something
which would help non-traditional students settle more quickly.
Carol opted to live at home whilst studying and the other success stories we are presenting
here have done the same. This decision reflects the financial burden of studying away from
home and the students felt that their money could be better spent on other things, like driving
lessons.

4.7.5 Alan
Alan has recently commenced an undergraduate course at a traditional university. His decision
to go to this particular institution as it is the only place which offers his particular course.
Alan‟s family were extremely supportive of his decision to go and financial support was
provided by Alan‟s grandfather to facilitate his progression. Like many of the other stories
presented here, Alan reflects upon a family discourse which supports the idea that getting into
debt is not an option. In Alan‟s family, you „worked and saved and then got it, rather than
getting it and then paying for it‟. Alan brings this philosophy to his own financial management
and fortunately secured funding for his studies through both academic and sporting sources
thus reducing the need for student loans.
Alan did not go to his local school. His mother was instrumental in his secondary school
destination, recognising what they perceived as failures in the education offered due to its
reputation in the locality. Alan and his mother both felt that the local school would not be
conducive for educational success and after primary school, in which Alan had achieved well,
he made the transition to an out of area school. Their original choice of school did not come to
fruition due to what Alan describes as „problems with the application‟. Alan had been offered
places in two other reputable schools, but following a „chance‟ visit to a third, he felt that he
should go there because of the facilities offered.
In Alan‟s story we get a sense that he would always progress in education – it was what he
wanted and it was also what his parents wanted for him. He attributes his success at SATs
(achieving Level 5) at primary school to being in a „good group‟.
We got into a good group really, it was up until year 5 or 6, I played football
and then all of a sudden I met a new group and still play football and they
wouldn‟t play football and would do other things, they were the clever ones.
(Alan: Interview)
When forming such friendships, Alan acknowledged that this had occurred through the informal
setting arrangements in his primary school. He identified from an early age that being placed
in the „green group‟ had implications to his academic ability. Although in the group which
signified academic ability, Alan cites his GCSE results as being average. He achieved 14 at
Grades B and C and took two subjects at the end of Year 9.
Alan remembers other young people making the two bus journeys required to attend the
secondary school that he went to. Alan understands this as attempts to move away from the
disruptive nature of pupils that would have been going to his local secondary school. When
asked whether he knew what the other young people had gone on to do, he sadly reflected
that their trajectories had been somewhat different to his own.
They all got into problems actually. Really. A couple of girls had some
problems with what they‟re doing. I know one girl who went to college and
ended up working in Matalan. (Alan: Interview)
From Alan‟s perspective, dropping out of FE is considered a „problem‟ and this is further insight
into the value he places on educational attainment and progression. Further distance was
created between Alan and his friends from Year 7 onwards and he is no longer in touch with
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many of them. In his immediate locality, Alan did not have any friends although once at
secondary school he did make friends with others who made the journey with him. He feels as
though he is different from other young people who live in the area – they do not have the
aspirations to move on with their lives.
I find it depressing, not so much where I live here, but if you get into the
centre. There‟s a sense of no hope, I don‟t know how to explain it. It‟s just
that people are walking around and I‟m just observing it just seems like
nothing‟s going off – they have a routine and that‟s it. We‟ve lost a lot of
facilities. (Alan: Interview)
On the back of his father‟s interest in golf, Alan began to pursue this as his own hobby,
preferring to practice than hang about on the streets, which other young people from the area
did. He believes his interest in golf further distanced him from others in the area. In Alan‟s
story we get a glimpse of a family who do not associate themselves with the majority of people
who live in the area. Alan‟s mother had never really liked the centre and had always wanted to
move away. The family were able to do this when Alan was 7, as his mother „won Spot-theBall and that‟s how we could afford this house‟ (Alan: Interview). Increased distance was
experienced when he studied for a BTEC National Diploma at West Nottinghamshire College
which was a significant distance from his home. Although Alan could have gone to a more local
college, he had golfing friends who lived near the college and tended to use that area as a
base from which to socialise at weekends and during holidays.
Alan describes his current life as being at the „borders‟, describing discomfort amongst the
friends that straddle two very different lives. He has opted to study Applied Golf Management
Studies, the „only one available in the world‟. His course, although being essentially a
management degree also gives Alan Professional Golfing Association (PGA) status as a
professional golfer. This is a strategic decision on Alan‟s part: thinking to the future, he
appreciates the need for this recognition in order that he can be a „golf professional and coach‟
on graduation. Alan knows that he has done well to secure a place on this course as it is
fiercely competitive. Being on the course makes Alan feel „strange‟ because whilst at university
he is surrounded by students who have access to large volumes of wealth and whose
backgrounds are remarkably different to his own.
I notice it just by playing golf. The schools and just the way they talk. I‟m
quite good actually because of the standard I‟m at, they do treat me like on
the same level. They don‟t notice your money because they expect you to
have it anyway kind of attitude. It‟s not a question of do you have money,
because you‟re just expected to have money. So I just get treated normally.
The two people I‟m playing this afternoon, there is a big change in the
houses, like five bedrooms and four cars kind of thing. (Alan: Interview)
Although Alan understands that people have different levels of wealth, he recognises that he
mixes with two distinct groups and that he does not fully identify with either.
I‟m not jealous in anyway, I just feel it‟s quite strange for me, because my
dad and my granddad, especially my granddad, always stuck to people his
kind of level. He talked to people on his level, but he never, you know crossed
the boundary and talked to people who had been to university. I feel quite
strange actually, because when I play golf with the other golfers, they don‟t
look down on me, but I feel lower, I feel like I‟m not entirely with them, but
when I talk to my friends from here and tell them I play golf they call me a
snob and things like that. I feel in-between – no matter which group I‟m with
I feel different.
When asked which group he felt most comfortable with he was unable to assign himself fully to
either group reflecting that he enjoyed the „down to earth‟ qualities of his local friends because
that‟s „who I am essentially‟, but also the social circles that playing golf enabled him to mix in.
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Although Alan has a career trajectory planned out, there is a sense in which he felt restricted
by his family context. He opted for an HE course which would lead straight into employment
rather than a more generic course which would have kept his options wider.
If I had money behind me I would have done Sports Science and then
decided. I‟m still hoping to do either a Master‟s or PhD and then get the PGA
status by doing an apprenticeship. You can do it the university way or you can
work for a year. I would have done that. I would have preferred that, but it
just wasn‟t possible. This was the only option I had. I would have been 25
without any money. (Alan: Interview)
Alan clearly had a strategic plan when choosing his university course. For him, the best route
through would be to get a degree that would naturally lead into employment opportunities,
rather than other options that would have had increased risks attached.

4.7.6 Steve
Steve is currently in his first year of undergraduate study at The University of Nottingham.
Coming from Bestwood, he portrays a childhood in which he felt isolated from many of his
peers; „I just kept myself to myself really‟. Steve‟s story is similar to that of Alan. He lives on
the periphery of the „really bad‟ areas of Bestwood and where there is much evidence of local
anti-social behaviour. Steve did not get involved with such activities because he had „strict
parents‟ who he felt had guided his childhood well.
Steve also reflects on his schooling experiences and describes how he was seated next to other
„bright‟ children when at primary school. He felt safe in this group and along with the others
did well at Year 6 SATs, achieving level 5 for all three subjects. It was at primary school where
the first seed about the potential of going to university was planted. Steve remembers his
teachers talking about it as a possibility and he held this idea throughout his schooling years.
At the age of 11, Steve had disassociated himself from other young people in the area so the
decision not to attend the local school where the „bad boys‟ went was an easy one. When
applying for secondary school his mother, who seems to have been instrumental in influencing
his educational aspirations, only applied for a place at one school. Steve remembers this time
as being full of anxiety; not knowing what would happen if he was not allocated a place in his
preferred choice of school.
Fortunately, Steve was allocated a place in his chosen school and he describes his experiences
of secondary school as positive. He enjoyed his time there and felt supported by his teachers.
He achieved well at GCSE and then opted to go on to NCN for his post-16 studies. He feels that
he made decisions by himself and described the careers advice that he received as „unhelpful‟.
When probed further, his reasons for this centred on the advice he received that suggested
alternative pathways for him. Steve had decided that he wanted to study maths at university
and felt that the advice he got was attempting to deter him from doing so. He did however
acknowledge that it did make him think about other possible options available in the event that
he did not meet the grade requirements for entry to The University of Nottingham. He actually
did achieve lower grades than those required, but was allocated a place on the course
following a discussion with admissions tutors.
Steve does not socialise with other young people from his local area and has settled well into
university life. He does feel that his experience is somewhat compromised by the fact that he
lives at home. He is hoping to move into shared accommodation in the near future.
There is a sense, both in Alan and Steve‟s stories that the families have pulled together to
make their educational progression possible. This has required much sacrifice in financial
terms, but also emotional; the risks involved in putting one school down on an application form
for example. Both students‟ wider families live locally and this has provided much emotional
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(e.g. listening to experiences) and at times financial support (e.g. providing finance to buy
necessary equipment). Both students seemed to be oblivious to the work that is carried out in
schools and had not participated in any activities that raise awareness of HE.
Many of the stories presented here have focused on students who have progressed onto HE
following post-16 education. There are success stories that also represent those who returned
to education as mature students. We provide one such example here of Milly.

4.7.7 Milly
Milly returned to education as a mature student. Having lived in Aspley all her life, she explains
her educational journey as being mixed; enjoying primary school and feeling disappointed with
her experiences of secondary school. She outlines how easy it is to get „involved with the
wrong crowd‟ and the pressures she experienced to „be like [her] mates. Such pressures led to
her playing truant from the lessons that she didn‟t enjoy. Whilst truanting, Milly used her time
to travel to for example, London and Scotland. We also see ways in which setting in schools
can influence the attitudes of some young people who would prefer to be with their friends
rather than with similarly able young people.
I was in the top sets for some subjects and I came top out of the whole year
for RE and I can‟t understand that because I hated it. All my friends were in
the bottom sets. I‟d play up and get put down to the bottom set because I
wanted to be with my friends. I liked the bottom set because the teacher
would say „who wants to read‟ and no-one wanted to because they couldn‟t.
So I would. I enjoyed it and I was with my mates. I wanted to be moved from
the top set to the bottom set. (Milly: Interview)
Breaking through the attachment Milly had to her friends and the alternative of being
successful in school offered no choice; Milly wanted to be with her friends and this overshadowed any aspiration to be successful at school.
Milly‟s childhood is indicative of a young person who had no hope for her future. There are
periods where she was extremely rebellious and got into trouble with the police. And yet, in
her story we get a sense of a young girl who believed there was more to life than the
immediate experiences of living on the local estate.
I just didn‟t like school, you‟re at that age when you think you know it all and
your hormones are going. You think „let‟s get off this estate and go and see
the wide world‟. (Milly: Interview)
Apart from the complexities within Milly‟s story and the obvious difficulties she experienced as
a teenager, at the age of 25, following realisation of the reality of her life, she decided to
return to education.
It was 1995. My daughter was 9. I think that had a lot to do with where I was
working at the time. It was a turning point in my life because I was working
at a local petrol station at night and they had a new policy to leave the door
open at night thinking people would buy more. You‟d get loads of people
coming in. It was in town so you‟d get drunks, homeless and get some nasty
people saying „what would you do if I put a gun to your face‟. I thought, this
is my life and I can‟t be doing with it and I thought it‟s going to get worse…I
decided to go to college. (Milly: Interview)
Research points to critical incidents as important in changing lives of people (Thomson, et al.
2002) and this is certainly the case for Milly. Having felt let down by her schooling experiences
and ended up in a job that had few prospects, she came to the point where she knew the only
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way forward was to take control of her life. Milly understood education to be the route out of
her predicament,

4.7.8 Phil
Phil Reed is viewed as a successful Nottingham North pupil. In the context of his family
background this certainly appears to be the case. His father left school with no qualifications
and entered employment in a local factory. This was the expectation for people like Phil‟s
father and he had no aspirations or expectations to do otherwise. This is not indicative of a
lack of aspirations, but more that pursuing education further would not have entered his
„horizons for action‟ (Hodkinson, 1995). Similarly, Phil‟s mother attended a local secondary
school and entered a technical stream in which she learnt secretarial skills. Although she
always held aspirations to pursue education, there is a sense in which Mrs Reed experienced
the limitations presented by the schooling system at the time, where the 11+ examination was
still in existence, and the family context in which she existed. She had failed the 11+ and was
allocated a place in the local technical school. In addition, there was no-one in the immediate
family who had gone on to post-compulsory education and finances to support such a decision
were not readily available. There is a sense in this story where aspirations are passed down
through the generations: Phil‟s mum never got the opportunities to progress in education and
she very much wanted this for her child. Phil is an only child and both his mother and father
recognise that his trajectory through education was only possible because of this fact.
This family feel disconnected from their locality: they feel different in many ways and
experience a lack of social fit with the local people.
Phil says he has got nothing in common with the people here. That is how we
feel. I don‟t feel like I‟m dealing with people on another level - educated
people. When he comes back here it is like he has never been here. He says
that. We don‟t want to appear snobbish (Mrs Reed: Interview)
Both Phil and his parents are scathing about the local area, highlighting its gradual decline
over successive years. They point to the attitudes and dispositions of the local young people as
possible explanations for the decline and focus on elements of their behaviour which they find
unacceptable.
We do not tend to go into Bulwell. It makes me sound terrible. The whole
atmosphere of the place makes me cringe, sorry; it‟s not a snob attitude. I
have not been brought up like that. I have seen the area go down and down.
The language you hear parents using to their children. There is a lack of a
social feeling - not that everything was rosy when I was younger. People
seem to have settled – different types and classes of people. There is another
class of person. I saw a young girl who was about 16, pushing a pram and
swearing at her child who‟s not getting attention. What is going on? They do
not take much pride in themselves. Makes me sound really snobbish don‟t it?
The atmosphere has dropped and it is not as lively – we used to stop and talk
to people that you know. Now you can go and not see anyone you know. It
has lost its cohesion. (Mrs Reed: Interview)
It is apparent from both Mr and Mrs Reed that they identify both their own respective
upbringings and the way in which they brought up Phil as „different‟. Mrs Reed comments on
the lack of understanding many young mothers have with their young children and emphasises
this with examples of what she did with Phil as a young boy.
You either sit them in front of the television or engage their brain. We did
work one-one with him, played with him and read to him. We used to talk to
each other. I wanted to bring him up to get better than me. Deep down you
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bring them up like you were bought up; it is about politeness. I didn‟t know
any other way. (Mrs Reed: Interview)
Mrs Reed wants „better‟ for Phil than she was able to achieve due to the structural constraints
imposed by the schooling system. In that sense, we get an understanding of how important it
was to her that her son did well. She identified her family as different to many of those in the
local area and Phil‟s success is vindication for what she describes as a „snobby attitude‟. She
feels proud of Phil and knows that she has done a good job in raising him. This could be
indicative of her own crushed ambitions and the realisation that she could have achieved so
much more given the opportunity. In doing a good job with Phil, she can be proud of her
achievements and the financial sacrifices that had to be made along the way.
Phil acknowledges his success as being the result of sacrifices his parents have made. He
knows that without their help he would not have been able to pursue his educational
aspirations. He recounts his experience of school as being nothing special and that he was a
„plodder‟. He remembers being „thorough‟ and „not really gifted‟. However, it is the interaction
of Phil‟s work ethic and his mother‟s aspirations for him that drove him onto success. Achieving
relatively well at GCSE and gaining 5 A*-C grades (two Bs and three Cs), it felt „natural‟ for
Phil to continue with education. This is somewhat surprising, given that university was never
mentioned in school and most of his friends did not progress post-16 education. Phil
remembers one teacher who had raised university as a possible option for him on a school
report and this one incident led to him thinking in more depth about it. He opted to go into
post-16 education where he later obtained two Bs and one C at A level.
During his degree course Phil became interested in progressing further and wanted to pursue
an MA course at a high prestige university in the Northeast. There were clear financial
implications to this as there were no immediate sources of funding available to him. In order to
help their son, Mr and Mrs Reed cashed in one of Mr Reed‟s pensions, raising the £7,000
needed. In addition Phil‟s grandparents gave Phil some money, again illustrating the
intergenerational support that would ensure Phil could progress further. This emotional and
financial investment has had its „return‟: Phil is now employed as a research associate within a
university and enjoying his chosen career where he researches within disadvantages
communities. A poignant, but telling comment was made by Mrs Reed, when we asked if she
had anything further to say.
It‟s funny how they never come back isn‟t it (Mrs Reed: Interview)
Indeed it is, because many young people‟s aspirations link higher education with increased
opportunities to move away from an area they see as offering them little.

4.8 Concluding thoughts
The story behind the research is one of low HE participation rates of young people from
Nottingham North. We have outlined the ways in which pupils could be prepared for higher
education and focused on the work at key transition points within education. The work of
Aimhigher, local colleges and universities is instrumental in facilitating the move from school
into eventual HE participation although, as the data suggests, there are still too few students
making such transitions. We have identified successful students who told us how they felt
different to those around them and how such differences were played out in terms of their
focus on education and their determination to succeed. What comes out as a key issue in the
stories is the need for more information and experiences that directly link to both FE and HE.
Students need to feel that they belong and fit into an environment where they are indeed
going against what the majority of other young people in their localities do.
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5. Conclusions, Findings and Recommendations
This summary provides an overview of the main findings that have emerged from this research
project. With the low rates of HE participation in the Nottingham North constituency, it is
important that wide consideration is given to the complex influences and where considered
appropriate, funding might be allocated. Our findings are presented in the following sections:
Pupil Attainment
Pupil Tracking Data
Careers Advice
Managing Transitions
Schools and the Community
The Local Economy
Culture and Identities
We were of course only contracted to research the Nottingham North constituency. However
many of the findings may have wider implications City wide

5.1 Pupil Attainment
One of the primary barriers to HE participation is naturally going to be low academic
attainment. Young people in Nottingham North are at a disadvantage given that:
GCSE attainment in Nottingham North, although improving, continues to be lower than
the City and national averages.
Issues of low educational attainment and progression are not specific to Nottingham
North, but they are concentrated in the area due to the social demography.
In addition, electoral and political boundaries have some influence on how we interpret relative
participation rates. Graham Allen, the Nottingham North MP, is reported as saying that if the
borders of Nottingham North were moved outwards by 1 mile the participation rates would
increase significantly and our analysis supports this.
There was some evidence that the culture of targets was not helping schools or parents to
develop the sort of education system they wanted in Nottingham North. This is leaving
teachers frustrated and encouraging school to manipulate curriculum and data to achieve
targets.

5.2 Pupil Tracking Data
The York report for HEFCE reported in the following terms on the availability of robust data on
which to undertake research or policy decisions in HER participation.
There are, at time of writing, no ideal datasets for the analysis of patterns of
participation in HE in terms of policy levers, or social, economic, or regional
disparities. All existing datasets suffer from one or more defects: they include
only participants, have incomplete coverage, have substantial proportions of
missing data or cases, have changed key definitions over time, or are
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incompatible in range or aggregation with other datasets. These and other
difficulties lead analysts to focus mainly on young participants taking their
first degree, and this may bias public (and so policy) perception of HE issues.
(Gorard, Smith et al. 2006, p. 115)
This exactly matched our own experience in Nottingham. Obtaining data throughout the
research process has presented us with considerable difficulties and barriers. This is not
because any person or organisation declined to provide information, or delayed, but primarily
due to a lack of coordinated data collection activities across the Nottingham North schools and
Local Authorities. There was limited cohesion in tracking pupils between institutions because
the data does not exist in any one place.
The Connexions database was impressive and contained useful data and Connexions were
always happy to help us and staff went out of their way to provide us with all data we
requested. However, this database was not able to provide complete attainment and
progression data for all pupils from 4-19.
The LSC held data on all students in post-compulsory study, but again it was not clear that this
data linked effectively with Local Authority data from both the City and County.
Notwithstanding, this database did not hold information on subsequent destination or progress
once student had moved on to Universities or even employment.
A further issue is over the different aggregations used by different bodies – Ward, City, School
etc. which often make comparison difficult.
We were surprised that schools did not maintain complete data on pupil destinations, as this
responsibility seems to be delegated to Connexions who have a statutory responsibility to
provide certain data. Schools are under increasing pressure to achieve targets for
examinations and therefore do not have the capacity to develop strong cross-phase links at the
end of compulsory education. Consequently they do not see as an important function the
collation of complete data on pupil transition and trajectories of their pupils, and as a result,
schools are presented with highly aggregated data. We would expect the City authority would
collect significant amounts of data on pupils, yet this did not to us appear to be widely used or
available to those working in the system.
Data issues centre on the following issues:
The collection and maintenance of data and information on young people in Nottingham
North is inconsistent and fragmented;
The tracking of individual pupils between institutions (e.g. primary to secondary,
secondary to FE, FE to HE) is limited as is the sharing of data between institutions and
services;
The lack of cohesive data collection results in difficulties in understanding the
educational pathways that young people take.
We realise the DfES hold data in the PLASC, but this is not widely available, nor yet complete
for the local purposes we are suggesting. As a result of the Victoria Climbié case, national
government is looking at strategies for improving information and a pilot study is under way in
Telford, as reported in the Guardian Online on 12 December 2006:
Telford is one of nine local authorities piloting a database of all children in the
area, following the Department for Education and Skills' decision to create a
national children's index. The information-sharing index is supposed to make
all those working with children collaborate more systematically. It will hold the
details of every child in the country - around 11 million children under 19.
(Guardian, 2006)
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We would be interested in working closely with agencies locally to explore how data might be
improved to suit local needs and circumstances and to provide intelligence for planning,
policymaking and research.

5.3 Careers Advice, Information and Guidance
An issue we did find which is also consistent with the research undertaken by Connor et al.
(2001) is the availability of relevant and timely information and advice on careers and
educational transitions. Connor et al. found much of the information was seen by young people
as “too general and overly complex”.
Issues concerning careers advice centre on its organisation within schools and the remit of
Connexions. Whilst funding arrangements have a clear influence on what can be done and on
how resources are deployed, the way in which Connexions resources are expected to cater for
disparate and generic needs of young people influences the amount of dedicated careers
advice that can be provided. Specific issues that have arisen during the research are as
follows:
the timing of careers advice offered to young people in Years 10 and 11, is often too
late for realistic planning which might influence progress and attainment in schools;
organisation of careers advice in schools differs widely between institutions so it is
difficult to identify a common picture or provision;
placing responsibility on young people to „access‟ their careers advice „entitlement‟ may
act to deter some young people from receiving careers advice;
young people were critical of careers advice they received, claiming it was limited,
confusing and unhelpful. Many could not visualise a clear career pathway;
young people rely on careers advice from parents and other family members which may
not be sufficiently informed;
young people may have a career in mind, but do not have access to the knowledge that
will enable them to fulfil their aspirations;
the long term impact of comments (positive or negative) about a young person‟s
ambitions and aspirations made by teachers should not be under estimated;
funding issues affect the level of careers advice provision in schools;
the banding levels used by Connexions require proportionate levels of funding according
to individual pupil needs. In practice, young people in Band 1 who require intense levels
of support, absorb a disproportionate level of resources leaving Connexions unable to
provide a full Careers Information, Advice and Guidance service;
generic careers advice to all pupils suffers as a result of the focus on Band 1 pupils;
there is a lack of clarity on who has major responsibility for careers advice for all young
people; PSHE programmes in schools or Connexions.

5.4 Managing Transitions
There are a number of educational transition points for young people in Nottingham North:
entry to school;
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primary to secondary school;
secondary to FE;
FE to HE.
Whilst these transitions are not unique to young people in Nottingham North, there are some
interesting issues involved. First there is an issue over cross-border flow of young people at
year 6-7 transition.
a number of young people opt out of their local secondary school and apply for
secondary school places elsewhere, including local faith schools (Trinity, Bluecoat) and
a City Technology College (Djanogly) , Nottinghamshire County Schools etc.;
the „cross-border flow‟ of young people in Nottingham North is not insignificant
(estimated by the City LA as 15-16%) and this is bound to have implications for the
City schools and authority in particular to policy development (e.g. school closure);
the reasons why young people opt out of their local schools may be varied but are likely
to be geographical or indicative of perceptions that position them as deficient. No
work/research appears to have been carried out on that;
We feel the issue of cross-border flow is an important one for both the City and County LAs
and is an area where more needs to be known. Currently we do not know characteristics of
those moving out of (or into) the City or the relationships between attainment, exclusions and
school finances. We would be interested in exploring this with both LAs.
Second there are issues relating to supporting young people at the key transition points.
good practice concerning Y6 – Y7 transition is evident in few schools and is not shared
across institutions;
good practice (evident in one school) between Y11 and FE transition is not shared
amongst institutions;
there are no sixth forms attached to secondary schools in Nottingham North; those
wishing to study post-16 often have to travel in order to do so. There is a diversity of
views on whether this is a negative factor or not.
in light of the ECM agenda, children and young people should be supported at key
transitions in their lives. This does not appear to be occurring in educational transitions
across institutions on a widespread basis;
young people who move from FE into HE have limited „hot knowledge‟ about the range
of courses and institutions and tend to stay local.
Young people have developed their perceptions of HE based on hear-say and what they have
been told by teachers and friends. Although this is not unusual, within Nottingham North, the
low numbers who do progress on to HE have some bearing on the type of information that is
accessed:
young people feel that they won‟t fit in to HE institutions;
young people lack confidence in their abilities and this is re-enforced by their
perceptions of university;
they believe that they do not possess the right kind of “cultural capital”;
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they do not meet the academic requirements;
they experience anxiety when considering progression on to different levels of
education and educational institutions;
they hold fears concerning debt.
Although the young people held many negative views of HE, they also believed that university
provided new experiences and increased opportunities. Young people associated obtaining an
HE qualification as a stepping stone on to improved employment opportunities and a higher
salary which in the long term would counter-balance the cost of HE.
Whilst there is evidence of good practice surrounding Widening Participation in the local area,
there are issues concerning who gets access to resources. Schools often decide the Aimhigher
and Gifted and Talented cohorts and these groups tend to access the majority of widening
participation activities. This results in a large percentage of young people not being „entitled‟ to
such activities on the basis that they have not been identified as sufficiently academically
capable to warrant inclusion in these groups.
The issue of the physical location of further and higher education provision, and indeed all
post-16 provision, seems to be a policy and a political decision. As we say above there is a
clear divergence of view on where young people in Nottingham North prefer to study, but there
is little empirical evidence either way. This might be an area of further sturdy, but would need
to be informed by strategic policy on a local and regional level.

5.5 Schools and the Community
Schools are not viewed, and do not see themselves as an integral part of local communities.
The reasons for this are embedded partly in legislative changes, but also the ways in which
schools have reduced their interactions with local communities as a result of recent policy
changes.
There are significant reductions in the number of recreational activities provided by
schools;
There are VAT restrictions placed upon schools and colleges which make it unrealistic to
provide community facilities;
Extended educational provision for families is no longer provided;
Schools are perceived as unwelcoming by many parents.
The positioning of schools within the community may change in light of the Every Child Matters
agenda and this would be an ideal opportunity to explore how the ECM agenda might
reconfigure structural relationships between parents and school.
School choice operates to privilege those with increased knowledge of education. In
Nottingham North, where there are intergenerational issues surrounding low academic
attainment, few parents opt for their children to go to schools outside the local area. Young
people who do attend the local schools are therefore placed in schools that are positioned at
the bottom of league tables. Curriculum changes may address this and there is a need for
increased vocational provision alongside academic provision to meet differing individual pupil
needs. However, this is recommended with a number of caveats:
political forces must ensure that vocational routes are not considered as „soft‟ options;
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there needs to be significant work to ensure that there is parity of esteem between
vocational and academic pathways both structurally and in people‟s perceptions;
teachers need to be sufficiently trained to ensure high quality teaching of vocational
subjects.
Parents in Nottingham North carry many negative perceptions of schools based on their own
experiences of education. Schools seem unable to do much to address this issue and the point
of interaction between families and schools is a key issue. Schools tend to hold on to the idea
that parents in the area do not value or demonstrate interest in their child‟s education. This
contradicts what the parents said to us about their children‟s education and their aspirations:
parents in the area do acknowledge the importance of education to their children and
their future;
parents are concerned about their children and want them to do well.
Yet parents are not always able to access sufficient power to act on these concerns.

5.6 The Local Economy
We did not explore this in any great depth, but repeatedly came up against a lack of hope and
expectations. The local economy has been significantly but gradually affected over the years
by the closure of a large manufacturing employment base. This has resulted in high
unemployment within the local area, but also reduced employment opportunities on completion
of compulsory schooling and training. The limited employment options in the local area have
implications to the local culture in terms of opportunities available and the skills levels required
to undertake such opportunities.

5.7 Culture and Identities
Many young people talk about the Nottingham North area negatively referring to high levels of
crime and anti-social behaviour. There is a sense that „survival‟ within that culture occurs in
two differing ways: either participate in such behaviours and belong, or dare to be different
and view education as a way out. Schools have an important role to play in developing the
identities of young people by influencing:
who gets identified as „Gifted and Talented‟;
the allocation of resources to „Gifted and Talented‟ young people;
the identification of an Aimhigher cohort;
streaming young people according to their „abilities‟.
In preparing young people for possible HE participation, schools need to work on two
elements: academic and social identities. It is not sufficient for schools to address solely
academic concerns as young people who do not have a family history of HE often feel out of
place in FE and HE institutions. Schools therefore need to explore ways in which educational
transitions can be made easier for young people at risk of dropping out of education because
of their sense of unease.
The Nottingham North area has high teenage pregnancy rates and the correlation between this
and low academic attainment has been well documented. For some, this may be a positive
choice and an alternative to education. For others, this may not be the case. Work needs to be
done to reduce the numbers of teenage pregnancies in the area, so that cycles of disadvantage
can be addressed.
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Professionals often talk about the young people with preconceived perceptions that may not
marry well with what the young people say about themselves. For example, some
professionals believe that young people from Nottingham North do not like to leave their local
areas although the young people talked about broadening their horizons by exploring the
world.
Of the „success‟ stories, that is those who went on to participate in HE, there are a number of
commonalities:
the young people lived on the outskirts of the specific localities within Nottingham
North;
they identified themselves as „different‟;
they had recollections of early academic successes which enabled them to develop
levels of confidence to pursue education further;
supportive parents engaged with their children when they were young;
parents made (and were in a position to make) financial sacrifices to help their children
through education;
there were examples of education success within the wider family.

5.8 Families
We found considerable variation in family structures and attitudes, but many whilst many
family units did not match traditional structures found in more affluent parts of Nottingham,
most were committed to their children and other family members. Professionals working in the
delivery of education need to address fears and anxieties about education and the education
system and develop ways of engaging parents in the education system for the benefit of
themselves and their children. It would help if schools were able to develop family links more
closely. There seems to be a failure to understand working class culture amongst many
professionals in the area which results in perceptions that they do not value education.
In the sort of communities we find in Nottingham North, the family is one of the key sites of
development and support. Many are obtaining considerable support through SureStart
programmes and this is helping, yet it has a limited time scale. Parents would benefit
considerably from support focussed on preparing for school entry and in longer term
educational development. At present, parents are the forgotten partners in the compulsory
education service particularly at the secondary stage.
There is much talk locally on the need to develop parenting support packages, and our
evidence was pointing to the importance of this to the long term aspiration of increasing HE
participation.

5.9 Attitudes to Debt
A key issue in Nottingham North is the high number of students studying HE courses in
Nottingham institutions, but we were unable to say whether this was a “positive” choice or one
forced by circumstances and culture.
The information in our study does indeed suggest that students are ill informed about the
financial implications of HE study and were potentially debt averse, both of which will influence
possible choices. We would not want to suggest that a foundation degree at New College
Nottingham is of a lower value than a degree from a Russell Group university. However it is
important that the whole issue of choice and opportunities forms part of all policy
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considerations in the area of higher education finances especially in areas such as Nottingham
North. A key issue is whether strategies should be about getting students onto a course
designated as HE, or are we interested in longer term life choices.
One of our key findings mirrored that found in the Callender study (2003), indicating that
higher education is not necessarily an aspiration for all due to cultural factors and economic
necessity. We found few young people or parents who had anywhere near an accurate view of
the current funding arrangements for HE study. Again we can see the issue of lack of robust
research providing clear information to policy makers and professionals.
The absence of robust studies in the UK, which follow individuals as they
decide whether to enter HE, means that it is not possible to reach any firm
conclusions about the impact of debt or student funding on prospective
students‟ actual behaviour, choices and decision making. (Callender, 2003, p.
23)

5.10 Key Issues
There are inconsistencies in careers advice and guidance.
The educational „offer‟ does not meet the needs of young people in Nottingham North.
Education needs to be promoted and encouraged from childhood onwards within the
home and school environment.
The perceptions of young people and parents, held by professionals are often in direct
conflict with what young people and parents belive.
Cultural identities of young people need to be addressed: valuing their perspectives and
histories.
Schools need to play a larger role in the local communities and open up educational,
recreational and social opportunities across families.
Schools should find ways of working with parents rather than expecting parents to work
with schools and demonising those who do not. New avenues need to be explored in
encouraging parental engagement in their child‟s education. A two way relationship
needs to be encouraged and developed between schools and parents from primary
school onwards. Schools need to develop innovative ways of maintaining engagement
with parents.
More work could be done with local „success stories‟ so that young people can aim for
increased educational opportunities.
Responsibility needs to be taken for tracking young people through their educational
careers (primary to secondary, secondary to FE, FE to HE) in order to help facilitate
clearer and smoother pathways through education.

5.11 Key Recommendations
5.11.1 Pupil tracking Data
It is clear there is a need to improve the data on young people‟s transitions.
1. Devise a local data pupil tracking database for tracking young people through their
educational careers (primary to secondary, secondary to FE, FE to HE) in order to help
facilitate clearer and smoother pathways through education which is managed and
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analysed by appropriate bodies, e.g. the University of Nottingham in collaboration with
the LAs
2. Ensure appropriate access to the database to ensure that local trends in attainment and
transition are identified and utilized in policy development and research.
3. Ensure that all data is maintained and reviewed regularly.

5.11.2 Careers Advice and Guidance
1. Ensure that all schools meet the statutory requirements for CAG.
2. Consider how the CAG needs of all young people could be met. For example, devise a
centrally developed and managed professional CAG service that is located in individual
schools.
3. Identify and utilise good practice across schools in the area.
4. Devise a Career Plan (similar in basis to an Individual Learning Plan) in which young
people take responsibility for considering career options in close liaison with dedicated
careers advisors.
5. There should be dedicated full time careers provision in schools from Year 7 onwards.
Information about educational and careers options should be discussed on a continuous
basis with young people and their parents. Information should be explained in an
understandable way so information and knowledge can be utilised to make informed
choices and decisions. An educational and career pathway should be developed with
pupils and reviewed regularly.

5.11.3 Schools
1. Track young people across educational phases in order to generate useful qualitative
and quantitative data. This data could be utilized to address low participation rates in
the area.
2. Encourage and support schools to become embedded within their local communities.
3. Devise strategies for increased openness with parents and local families in conjunction
with the LA.
4. Consider ways in which schools can attract increased levels of parental involvement.
5. Share pupil information with outside agencies to ensure that all needs of all pupils are
met.
6. Acknowledge differing parenting skills and approaches and work with local parents to
ensure the best outcomes for the young people in Nottingham North.
7. Schools should look at co-ordinating activities and pooling resources, for example trips
to Universities, Easter/summer schools, and revision away weeks. In some schools few
young people attend and therefore cost efficiency and viability reduces.
8. Schools should be encouraged to be more open and proactive in sharing good practice
regarding any aspect of schooling. For example, Ellis Guilford School has a 14-19
strategy in operation in conjunction with FE and HE institutions. This could be shared
and adapted across other schools.
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9. LA to consider providing incentives and funding to schools in order that they can
address the above recommendations.

5.11.4 Intervention
There is no easy solution to the issue of low participation in Nottingham North and we are do
not feel a list of possible interventions would magically resolve the problem. However, the
following are presented as possible areas for consideration.
1. Devise interventions for wider groups of young people.
2. Utilise good practice across all Nottingham North schools.
3. Devise interventions on the basis of feedback from young people.
4. Consider research projects that can identify how best to deploy resources.
5. Local schools could link up and construct a „shared‟ budget for accessing intervention
programmes.

5.12 Where Next?
The York review raised some crucial questions over some of the areas which research has thus
far failed to answer. We feel these questions remain as questions in our study, and local
research is urgently needed in these areas.
Who actually gets what in HE?
The quality of datasets makes it hard to say who is currently being „excluded‟
from HE, who „ought‟ to be participating, and how this is changing over time.
This also makes it difficult to judge the success, or otherwise, of large-scale
attempts to widen participation.
What actually works, cost-efficiently, among smaller-scale
interventions to widen participation?
Those advocating specific interventions often claim success for them, but
most interventions have had no rigorous evaluation. We encountered no
randomised controlled trials or similar. This makes it difficult to judge the
success, or otherwise, of any attempts to widen participation in the short
term.
What are the issues for part-time students‟ finance and
motivation?
Existing datasets make it much easier to focus on full-time students, and this
may be causing bias both in research and, even more importantly, in policymaking.
Non-participants are largely ignored in the research literature.
They are excluded both from education and also from the very research
intended to address their exclusion.
When precisely does the „gap‟ in educational equity appear, and
why?
Even life course studies are left with an absence of causal model. How are the
correlated factors, such as poverty, actually linked to educational opportunity?
(Gorard, Smith et al. 2006, p. 116)
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It seems to us that each of these areas would benefit from further study, possibly as a
development of this project. What this project has usefully accomplished has been a strong
network of communication and collaboration in the area between the University of Nottingham,
local professionals, schools and colleges, as well as local residents, community groups and
local media. The project has also significantly sharpened a focus on social and educational
engagement in Nottingham North.
It is our intention to explore how a number of the issues in this report might be the topic of
further research in the local area. This report has indicated how strong positive links between
the University of Nottingham School of Education and local professionals, institutions and
residents can provide very fruitful avenues for improving the experience, life chances and
aspirations of young people in Nottingham, and in particular in the communities which make
up Nottingham North. We look forward to engaging further with these issues.
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